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Iran’s nuclear fuel
output jumps from 450
grams to 5,000 per day 2

Palestinians will
achieve final victory
through resistance 2

FIFA fines Bahrain
after fans whistle
Iran anthem 15

Senior officials back
fuel rationing plan
See page 4

Canada-Tunisia production
“Brotherhood” wins grand prize
at Tehran short film festival 16

Exports of metallic minerals,
products up nearly 12% in H1
TEHRAN — The value of Iran’s metallic
minerals and products exports increased
by 11.7 percent in the first six months of
the current Iranian calendar year (March
21-September 22) compared to the figure
for last year’s same period, IRNA reported
on Saturday.
Based on the data released by the Industry, Mining and Trade Ministry, in the
mentioned time span, the exports of such

commodities also witnessed a 27.3-percent
rise in terms of weight.
As reported, a total of 15.8 million tons
of minerals and mining products worth
$3.891 billion were exported to other countries in the first half of the current year.
The released data also indicates that
so far nearly 40 percent of the total export
target for the country’s mining sector has
been realized.
4

Iran is world’s 3rd fastest growing
tourist destination: Afar magazine
TEHRAN — Iran has been ranked 3rd
among countries with fastest growing
tourist destination by Afar, a U.S.-based
award-winning travel magazine, next to
Tajikistan and Ecuador in the first and
second spots.
“Thanks to a simpler visa process and
a major slide in the value of the Iranian
rial, travel to Iran has grown easier and
more affordable for international visitors.

The Middle Eastern nation welcomed
7,295,000 tourists in 2018—an increase
of nearly 50 percent from the prior year,”
Afar reported.
“Although the U.S. State Department
advises U.S. citizens not to travel to Iran,
it’s still possible to get an entry visa. GeoEx
has been taking travelers to Iran since
1993—making it the longest-operating
U.S. tour company in Iran.”
10
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UN adopts 8 resolutions in condemnation of
Israeli crimes in Palestine & Golan heights

(L to R) Judiciary Chief Ebrahim Raeisi, President Hassan Rouhani, and Majlis speaker Ali Larijani held a session in Tehran on Saturday, November 16, 2019.

A

fter the coup by the Bolivian
military against the president,
Western media outlets are trying
to incite the Venezuelan army against
Maduro by praising this event and
comparing it to the developments in
Venezuela.
The resignation of Evo Morales
from Bolivia’s presidency following
the military threat, is considered a
victory for Western countries, especially those that are trying to maintain
Latin America as their colony.
Since Western countries cannot
withstand figures like Hugo Chaves,
Morales, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva and
the Castro brothers they stir up security problems in countries with leftist
leaders to topple their governments.
Therefore, now that the anti-colonial president of Bolivia has stepped
down due to military threats and the
recent protests in the country, the West
is praising these events to befool other
countries, especially Venezuela, and
show them the way.
In a report on Tuesday, Reuters
compared the developments in Bolivia
and Venezuela and wrote, “one key
factor makes the Bolivia playbook a
difficult one to carry out against Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro:
Venezuela’s armed forces have consistently refused to take the side of
protesters as Bolivia’s military did
on Sunday.”
Reuters also tried, with a subtle
tune, to persuade the Venezuelan
army to follow the Bolivian military.
In addition to Western media,
officials in these countries have
also praised the Bolivian coup. For
example, U.S. President Donald
Trump in response to Bolivia’s developments claimed, “These events
send a strong signal to the illegitimate regimes in Venezuela and
Nicaragua that democracy and the
will of the people will always prevail.” He also issued a statement in
which he hailed Morales’ departure
as moving towards a “completely
democratic, prosperous, and free
Western Hemisphere.”
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A United States jury convicted President Donald
Trump’s former adviser Roger Stone, finding
the longtime Republican operative and self-proclaimed “dirty trickster” guilty on seven criminal counts of lying to Congress, obstruction and
witness tampering.
The verdict, in a trial arising from investigations of Russian interference in the 2016 U.S.
election, is not only a blow to Stone but renews
scrutiny on then-candidate Trump’s activities at a
time when he faces an impeachment inquiry that
could derail his presidency.
The 67-year-old veteran Republican political
operative - a self-described “agent provocateur”
- was charged earlier this year with obstructing

justice, witness tampering and lying to the U.S.
House of Representatives Intelligence Committee
during its investigation into Russian interference
in the 2016 presidential election.
Trump almost immediately reacted to the
news, tweeting: “So they now convict Roger Stone
of lying and want to jail him for many years to
come. Well, what about Crooked Hillary, Comey,
Strzok, Page, McCabe, Brennan, Clapper, Shifty
Schiff, Ohr & Nellie, Steele & all of the others,
including even Mueller himself?”
He added: “A double standard like never seen
before in the history of our Country?”

Colorful trial

Stone’s colorful trial in federal court in Wash-

ington, DC, was as much about the rough-and-tumble world of politics, as it was about hair-splitting
legal arguments, such as whether Stone truly
lied about WikiLeaks since that website was
never explicitly mentioned in the intelligence
committee’s publicly-stated parameters of its
investigation.
The trial featured testimony by political
heavyweights including former Trump campaign CEO Steve Bannon and former Trump
campaign deputy Rick Gates, each of whom said
they believed Stone had inside information about
when WikiLeaks might release more damaging
emails about then-Republican candidate Trump’s
Democratic opponent Hillary Clinton.
13

Paris police fire tear gas on ‘yellow vest’ protests anniversary

Police fired tear gas in northwestern Paris to
drive back protesters on the first year anniversary weekend of anti-government “yellow vest”
demonstrations.
Clashes broke out between demonstrators and
police near the Porte de Champerret on Saturday
as protesters were preparing to march across
town towards Gare d’Austerlitz in southern
Paris, while police also intervened to prevent
a few hundred demonstrators from occupying
the Paris ring road.
Paris police said 24 people were arrested by
09:50 GMT.
About 200 demonstrations were planned
around France and authorities expect thousands
to rally in the capital.
Some protesters in the French capital wore
the high-visibility vests drivers are required to
carry in their cars that gave the movement its
name. Other demonstrators wore all black, their

faces protected with gas masks.
Dozens of police in riot gear guarded the Arc
de Triomphe overlooking the Champs-Elysees
avenue, a scene of weekly rioting and police
crackdowns at the height of the protests last year.
Corentin Pihel, 28, said he travelled to Paris
from Montpellier to mark the movement’s anniversary this weekend.
He joined the yellow vest movement two weeks
after the movement began, identifying with its
mission as a struggling student at the time.
“In the beginning, I found that the movement
made a lot of sense, to mobilise from the bottom
for better buying power,” Pihel told The Associated Press news agency.
“But after, it enlarged its communication to
become much greater - it’s just people who want
to live. And I felt a real solidarity.”
The Yellow Vest protests erupted in mid-November 2018 originally over fuel price hikes and

the high cost of living but spiraled into a broader
movement against President Emmanuel Macron and his drive for economic reforms.
Protests have lost strength in recent
months, going from tens of thousands of
participants to just a few thousand, but its
leaders have called to re-mobilize this Saturday, to celebrate the first anniversary. At
its peak in late 2018, the movement grew to
up to 300,000 people.
Reporting from Paris, Al Jazeera’s Neave
Barker said it is “difficult to know where this
movement is going,” but that it was clear that
the number of protesters had fallen.
“So what’s the reason for the dwindling? To
some extent, it has achieved one of its key aims
getting the tax on diesel revoked, and [Macron]
also coughed up $11m in financial support to low
income earners,” Barker explained.
(Source: al Jazeera)

Tehraners
welcome first
autumn snow
ISNA/ Erfan Khoshkhoo

West attempts to
repeat the Bolivian
coup in Venezuela

Palestinian people.”
Through the resolutions, UN is “expressing grave concern at the especially
difficult situation of the Palestine refugees
under occupation, including with regard
to their safety, well-being and socioeconomic living conditions.” It also expressed
“grave concern in particular at the grave
humanitarian situation and socioeconomic
conditions of the Palestine refugees in the
Gaza Strip,
13

Trump ally Roger Stone guilty of lying to Congress

E D I TO R I A L
Mohammad Ghaderi
Tehran Times editor-in-chief
@ghaderi62

The UN Fourth Committee approved eight
resolutions in condemnation of Israeli
regime’s crimes.
According to UN Watch, the texts condemn Israel for “repressive measures”
against Syrian citizens in the Golan
Heights, renew the mandate of the UN
Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA),
and renew the mandate of a UN special
committee to investigate “Israeli practices affecting the human rights of the

The first snow of autumn blanketed the
streets of Tehran on Saturday. People,
surprised by the snowfall, went to parks
and highlands to have some fun and play
snow games.
Snow began falling at the start of the
morning rush hour and continued through
the day. Some schools in northern part of
the city were closed in the afternoon.

ARTICLE
Hossein Amiri

Journalist

White House-Ak
Saray relations:
From close
friendship to
conflict of interests

R

elations between the U.S. Turkey
have strained since the failed July
2016 coup in Turkey. Now, the most
important reasons for the tension is Washington’s strong opposition to Turkey’s
plan to buy S-400 missile system from
Russia and Turkish military invasion into
northern Syria.
Although Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan’s visit to the U.S. on November 13 was intended to resolve the
two countries’ disputes and open a new
horizon in economic and trade relations,
differences still remain.
Though after the meeting at the White
House, Trump made some pledges, including increasing trade ties to $100 billion, it
takes a long time to fulfill these promises.
Contrary to such pledges, the Pentagon
announced that it had replaced all F-35
fighter parts made by Turkey.
While the Turkish and U.S. leaders
were meeting, F-35 production program
executive Lt. Gen. Eric Fick said at a congressional hearing that Turkey would be
completely phased out until March.
At the moment the U.S. has narrowed
the number of parts down from 1,000 to 12.
Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition and Sustainment Ellen Lord affirmed
to Rep. Donald Norcross, D-N.J., that as
of Wednesday, Turkey’s exit from the program was not expected to cause any F-35
production delays.
The U.S. government believes Ankara’s
move to buy S-400 missile system from
Russia is not in line with NATO policies.
Washington also sees Turkey’s decision
as a threat to U.S. F-35 fighters. However,
Ankara has announced that it will go ahead
with its decision to buy the missile system.
Erdogan said it is not a right policy to
ask Ankara to deprive itself of the Russian
S-400 missile defense system.
Erdogan’s remarks came in response
to some reports that Trump had requested
Turkey to cancel the purchase of S-400
system, a defense system that has been
deployed in some parts of Turkey since
July 2019.
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Iran, China to broaden
anti-corruption cooperation
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Tehran and Beijing on Saturday
d
e
s
k voiced their determination to expand their
mutual cooperation in campaign against corruption.
In a meeting between chief of Iran’s General Inspection Organization (GIO) Hassan Darvishian and his Chinese counterpart
Chen Gu Meng in Tehran, both sides laid emphasis on widening
Tehran-Beijing anti-corruption cooperation.
“Executive measures in line with Iran-China memorandum
of understanding regarding anti-corruption cooperation should
be enhanced,” Darvishian suggested.

He further said that some of Iran’s anti-corruption measures
have been welcomed by the Chinese monitoring committee as
new and effective, adding, “We are ready to transfer our anti-corruption experiences and initiatives as well as identifying
corruption-prone structures to the Chinese side.”
Darvishian further called for completion of a previously signed
memorandum of understanding between Tehran and Beijing in
the anti-corruption arena.
The Chinese official, for his part, stressed the need to transfer
experiences between the two friendly nations in fighting corruption.

Iran’s nuclear fuel output
jumps from 450 grams to
5,000 per day
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – The Atomic Energy Organization
d
e
s
k of Iran (AEOI) has said its production of nuclear
fuel has increased by more than 10 times per day.
Iran was producing 450 grams of nuclear fuel per day but
now it has reached 5,000 grams per day, Ali Asqar Zare’an, the
special assistant to AEOI chief Ali Akbar Salehi, told IRNA in
an interview published on Friday.
The rise in production comes as Iran decided in May to reduce
its commitments under the 2015 nuclear deal in response to the
abrogation of the agreement by the United States and a failure
by the Europeans to protect Iran from the U.S. sanctions.
Under the agreement Iran undertook to put limits on its nuclear activities in exchange for termination of economic and
financial sanctions.
In the first step, Iran removed cap on its nuclear deal stockpile
which was limited to 300 kilograms enriched to purity of 3.67
percent. In the second step, which started in July 7, Iran started
enriching nuclear fuel to more than 3.67 percent. In the third
step, which fell on September 6, Iran removed ban on nuclear
research and development (R&D). And in the fourth step on
November 6, Iran started to inject uranium gas into centrifuges
at the Fordow nuclear facility.
Iran’s moves are in accordance with paragraph 36 of the JCPOA
which “allows one side, under certain circumstances, to stop
complying with the deal if the other side is out of compliance.”
Salehi said on Thursday that his organization can add 20,000
SWUs (separative work unit) in a month to increase nuclear
enrichment capacity.
Talking on radio, Salehi said Iran had about 6,000 operational
SWUs but it has added 3,000 in a short time.
“Previously, we had about 6,000 SWUs but we added about
3,000… and I insist that we are able to increase this capacity to
over 20,000 SWUs in a month,” stated Salehi, a nuclear physicist.
Zare’an said Iran’s nuclear fuel stockpile has reached beyond
500 kilograms and it will keep increasing.
The special assistant to the nuclear chief said the stockpile
will increase as Iran will continue to install more centrifuge machines, predicting that the number of SWUs will reach 11,000
in future days.
Iran started injecting uranium gas into 1,044 centrifuges
at the Fordow nuclear site on November 6. It was done at the
presence of inspectors from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA).
On November 9, AEOI spokesman Behrouz Kamalavandi
announced that the uranium enrichment capacity at Fordow
will increase soon.
“The enrichment capacity at Fordow will increase gradually
in the next few days. After the start of enrichment at the facility,
the capacity will reach 9,500 SWUs from 8,600 SWUs and we
are not far from what we produced before the nuclear deal,” Kamalvandi told reporters in a press conference at the Fordow site.

Deputy defense minister says
Iran to continue boosting
deterrence power
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – The Defense Ministry is resolved
d
e
s
k to do its best to enhance the country’s deterrence power, including in missile and air defense sectors, the
deputy defense minister announced on Saturday.
Brigadier General Qassem Taqizadeh said, “We have a surface-to-surface cruise missile program whose range and precision
are planned to be enhanced via utilizing new digital mapping
system; the plan’s testing process will be completed in near future.”
Pointing to the ministry’s progress regarding surface-to-surface ballistic missiles, the commander said, “A main part of our
efforts in this field has been concentrated on mounting pinpoint
accuracy system on the entire ballistic missiles. Our mission has
approximately been completed.”
Touching upon the ministry’s laser air defense project, Taqizadeh said, “In destroying small flying drones and quad copters,
we have accessed laser air defense technology whose research
process has been completed and has been put in production line.”
In recent years, Iran has made great achievements in the
defense sector and gained self-sufficiency in essential military
hardware and defense systems.
Iran has repeatedly made it clear that its military might is
purely deterrent and that it poses no threat to other countries.
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Reinvigorating Iran’s defense power
best way to counter sanctions: minister
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – The Irad
e
s
k nian defense minister
announced on Saturday that the only way
to counter the U.S. sanctions is to upgrade
the country’s competency regarding the entire vital components, especially in military
sector.
Addressing a professional meeting on
reviewing ways to counter sanctions on the
country’s defense field, Brigadier General
Amir Hatami said, “The U.S. will not narrow
down sanctions (on Iran) due to some reasons, so, the only way to face such sanctions
is strengthen the country’s might in all vital
arenas, especially in defense sector.”
“Today, the enemy has targeted our existence, so beyond embarking on hitting
Iran, they are resolved to eliminate us,” the
minister opined.
He further said that the hegemonic system
has now applied its entire ability via using
its agents to infiltrate into the country’s infrastructure as well as cultural, political and
economic programs to access information
to hit the country.
“Therefore, access to the information
in wars and confrontations can be among
main elements in supremacy in battles,”

Hatami further explained.
“Thanks God, the U.S-led hegemonic
system’s plots against Iran have thus far
been thwarted in various confrontations,
but, (we must not ignore that) the enemy
will not neglect any opportunity to harm
our country,” the brigadier general stressed.
The United States has slapped the harshest

ever sanctions against Iran in line with its
“maximum pressure” strategy against Iran.
This happened after the Trump administration exited the 2015 nuclear agreement,
officially called the JCPOA, in May 2018 in
violation of the resolution 2231 adopted
by the UN Security Council confirming the
JCPOA.

The U.S. has introduced a total ban on
Iran’s oil export, which is the main source
of Iran’s income.
In November 2018, U.S. Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo said Iran should listen to Washington or else its people will
pay the price.
“The leadership has to make a decision
that they want their people to eat,” Pompeo
said, according to Newsweek.
General Hatami said, “Regardless of long
background of enemies’ sanctions against
the country’s defense sector, this sector has
suffered the least consequences due to its
human resources’ experiences and high
capabilities.”
On Wednesday, Hatami lashed out at
Washington for announcing new sanctions
against Iranian military organizations and
figures, playing down their effects on the
Armed Forces.
“Our Armed Forces have always been
targeted by the Americans as a thorn in
the eyes of enemies and this time they have
sanctioned a number of our dear commanders
that will have no effects,” General Hatami
told reporters on the sidelines of a cabinet
meeting in Tehran.

Prosecutor general: People not to allow disruptors to derail their economic protest
P O L I T I C A L TEHRAN – Iran’s Prosecutor General
d
e
s
k Mohammad Jafar Montazeri on Saturday gave a stern warning to those who try to disrupt the
society’s security, noting that the people will not allow
such rancorous elements to derail their economic-based
protests against gas price rise.
“The people will certainly separate their path with a
few disruptors who have embarked on blocking roads
and attacking the public places. The people surely hate
such violent acts,” the prosecutor general said.
“Based on law, such disruptive acts are considered as
crime, so the police and judicial bodies are committed
to counter those disruptors who embark on damaging
public properties and places,” he stressed.
Very late on Thursday, the National Iranian Oil
Products Distribution Company (NIOPDC) issued a
statement to recount details for new prices of fuels in
the country, which was followed by another statement
in early on Friday by Vice-President and Head of the
Management and Planning Organization (MPO) Mohammad Baqer Nobakht who said that the revenues will
be allocated to offering subsidies to 60 million people.
According to the new pricing echelon, the subsidized fee of 10,000 rials (almost 8.3 cents) per liter is
increased to 15,000 rials (almost 12.5 cents) per liter,
a 50% rise, which is offered at a limited rate of 60 liters
per month, a rationing that did not exist for the last 6
years, for private cars with a rationing card.
However, the price for non-rationed supply of the
gas is still subsidized and below the level of price offered in majority of the neighboring countries. The

non-rationed price is set at 30,000 rials (almost 25
cents) per liter and there is no limitation for buying
non-rationed fuel.
The statement, further added that the price for the
compressed natural gas (CNG) and diesel gas will remain unchanged.
After the announcement of the NIOPDC was issued,
MPO Head Nobakht said, in a statement that all the
revenues collected from the increase in gas prices will be
allocated to increase help packages which are offered to
18,000,000 households of 60,000,000 million people.
The move is hoped to demotivate fuel smugglers
who come up with very creative methods to smuggle
the fuel out of Iran to neighboring countries.
Saudi-backed media riding on gas price
rise protests in Iran
FNA reported on Saturday that a host of Saudi-backed
media outlets, pouncing on small protests against gas
price rise in Iran, are re-posting past or fake videos
and footages to create a media hype against Tehran.
Scattered protests in some spots in Iran against a
sudden increase of gas price lured some Saudi media
to immediately take advantage of the situation, particularly in the cyber space, to escalate the protests.
The main efforts of these media are concentrated on
painting the protests against an economic issue (gas
price rise) as a political movement and highlighting
some minor cases of radical chants.
The Farsi channel of Al Arabiya network, Arabic
edition of the Independent, the Arabic edition of Asharq
Al-Awsat, the Farsi section of the official Saudi Press

Agency (WAS), the Farsi section of Alekhbariya network, and the most active Saudi media of these days,
Iran International, have all been wiring old videos and
continued hype to concentrate world attention on Iran.
A meticulous analysis of these media’s type of coverage and their intentional hype shows that they are
following a news line similar to their plans in Iraq
and Lebanon in the past months. Spreading rumors,
fabricating a tally of killed protestors, and deviating
the chants from economic grievances against the Establishment are expected to be followed by a massive
online campaign with the use of cyber robots. These
were the main reasons why the Iraqi government was
forced to shut down the office of Al Arabiya in Baghdad.

Pakistani media widely cover Leader’s remarks about Israel
ISLAMABAD (IRNA) — Pakistani media
in their reports have given wide coverage to
the remarks of Leader of Islamic Revolution
Ayatollah Khamenei that “eliminating Israel
is meant to get rid of the Zionist regime”.
Ayatollah Khamenei on Friday received
the country’s officials along with participants
of the International Islamic Unity Conference
in Tehran.
Express Tribune said Iran’s Leader said
on Friday that calls for the abolition of Israel
target the “imposed government” not the
Jewish people.

Ayatollah Khamenei said the future of the
land should be decided by Palestinians of all
faiths, Jewish as well as Christian and Muslim.
“We are not anti-Semitic. Jews are living
in the utmost safety in our country. We only
support the people of Palestine and their
independence,” he said.
The Nation, in its report, said Iran is not
calling for the elimination of the Jewish
people, but believes people of all religions
should decide their future.
Pakistan Observer reported that Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei said calling for the elimination

of Israel does not mean the elimination of the
Jewish people.
Business Recorder said Iran’s Leader said
the future of the land should be decided by
Palestinians of all faiths, Jewish as well as
Christian and Muslim.
“The ‘abolition of the Israeli regime’ … does
not mean the abolition of Jewish people; we
have no problem with them,” Khamenei told
a meeting of Islamic countries in Tehran.
Khamenei said that the “enemies of Islam,”
including Israel and the United States, seek
to sow discord between Islamic countries and

called for unity in the face of the “common
enemy”.
Pakistan Today said Iran is not calling
for the elimination of the Jewish people, but
believes people of all religions should decide
Israel’s future.
“It means that the people of Palestine – be
they Muslim, Christian or Jewish – should
choose their own government.”
The News also said that Iran’s Ayatollah
Khamenei has said that calls for the abolition
of Israel target the “imposed government”
not the Jewish people.

Iran hails int’l support for realization of Palestinians’ inalienable rights
TEHRAN (FNA) — Iran lauded the
adoption of a new UN resolution in
support of the cause of Palestine, a
diplomat from the Islamic Republic’s
mission in New York said, calling for an
end to atrocities against the innocent
people of the Arab country.
Addressing the Fourth Committee of
the United Nations General Assembly
on Palestine on Friday, Counselor at
the Permanent Mission of the Islamic
Republic of Iran to the United Nations
Headquarters in New York Mohammad
Reza Sahrayee said that Tehran welcomes
the adoption of all resolutions under
agenda items 50 and 51 by overwhelming majority.
He added that the adoption of the
new resolution once again demonstrated
the strong support of the international
community for the cause of Palestine in
particular realization of the inalienable
rights of the Palestinian people.
Sahrayee slammed the Zionist regime
for continued occupation of the territories
and killing innocent Palestinians, and
added that the new resolution showed
that the world is “holding the occupying regime [of Israel] accountable for
its crime against Palestinian people in
particular women and children”.
“During the past seven decades that

the question of Palestine is the core issue
in the Middle East, it is affecting directly
or indirectly any other problems in this
region,” he highlighted.
“Meanwhile, the continued occupation
of the Arab and Palestinian lands, aggression and unabated atrocities against
the Palestinian people by the Israeli regime lie at the core of the Palestinian
question,” Sahrayee lamented.
“In this connection, the atrocities,
such as killing the innocent children,
women and the elderly, committed by
the Israelis, including in the Gaza and
Lebanon, which have outraged the whole

world, are just examples of what the
peoples under the Israeli occupation
incurred in the past several decades,”
the envoy reminded.
“Against this backdrop, it is absurd as
much as it is appalling that the Israelis
now try to hide their daily atrocious and
egregious acts behind their empty rhetoric against other countries. It is obvious
that their propaganda against Iran has
always been a smoke screen released by
them to mask their heinous acts and to
divert governments and international
public opinion from their land grabbing
schemes and other crimes,” underlined

the Iranian diplomat.
“From the beginning of the tragedy of
Palestine, numerous initiatives have been
taken by different concerned countries,
the United Nations and other international and regional organizations to address this crisis and reduce the misery
of the Palestinian people. Adoption of
numerous resolutions condemning the
occupying regime, presenting different
plans and initiative for peace as well as
establishing fact-finding missions have
all been in this line. Despite this fact, the
non-compliance of occupying regime,
backed by certain powers, with relevant
international law and regulations, has
prevented international community from
finding a just solution to the crisis,”
Sahrayee voiced regret over Washington’s unconditional support for Tel Aviv.
“Ending more than seven decades of
conflicts and instability in the Middle
East, and the establishment of a durable peace is only possible by resolving
the Palestinian issue through ending
occupation, restoring the right of the
Palestinian people to self-determination, the return of the refugees to their
homeland and the establishment of a
congruent Palestinian State with AlQuds Al-Sharif as its Capital,” he called
for restoration of Palestinians’ rights.
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‘Exiting JCPOA would
punish Washington’

TEHRAN — Abbasali
d
e
s
k Kadkhodaei, the spokesman for the Guardian Council, says pulling
out of the 2015 nuclear pact would “punish”
the United States.
In an interview with The Associated Press
on November 14, Kadkhodaei said the Islamic
Republic should stop honoring all terms of
the collapsing 2015 nuclear deal with world
powers amid tensions with the United States.
“I think those who disrupted the game
should be punished since they damaged other
parties’ interests,” he asserted.
U.S. President Donald Trump withdrew
from the nuclear accord, officially known
as the JCPOA, in May 2018, and imposed
economic and financial sanctions against
the Islamic Republic.
Under the nuclear agreement, Tehran undertook to put limits on its nuclear program
in exchange for the removal of economic and
financial sanctions.
Following the U.S. withdrawal, Iran remained fully committed to the JCPOA for a
year, but announced on the anniversary of
Washington’s bellicose move that its “strategic patience” is over and would gradually
reduce its commitments to the deal at 60-day
intervals, which were designed as deadlines

for Europe to protect Tehran’s interests under the deal.
So far, Iran has taken four steps in that
regard.
In the first step, Iran removed cap on its
nuclear deal stockpile which was limited
to 300 kilograms enriched to purity of
3.67 percent. In the second step, which
started in July 7, Iran started enriching
nuclear fuel to more than 3.67 percent.
In the third step, which fell on September
6, Iran removed ban on nuclear research
and development (R&D). And in the fourth
step on November 6, Iran started to inject
uranium gas into centrifuges at the Fordow
nuclear facility.
Tehran has repeatedly said its measures
will be revered as soon as Europe finds practical ways to shield the Iranian economy from
unilateral U.S. sanctions.
Kadkhodaei said Iran should no longer
honor its commitments in the deal, calling
it “very natural, logical and based on the
agreement’s framework.”
“The Islamic Republic of Iran has shown
a lot of patience so far and it remained in the
framework of its commitments,” he said. “In
recent months, it has taken some actions in
direction of vindication of its rights.”

Salami highlights IRGC relief operations in quake-hit areas
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — Chief of the Islamic Revd
e
s
k olution Guards Corps (IRGC) has highlighted the IRGC’s relief operations in quake-hit areas in
the northwestern province of East Azrbaijan.
Major General Hossein Salami said his forces will remain
in the quake-hit areas to help people as long as necessary,
Tasnim reported on Saturday.
Immediately after the recent earthquake in the province,
the IRGC forces were dispatched to the area and began the
rescue operations, he said.
There are currently 20 heavy vehicles of the IRGC in the
area, removing debris, Salami said.
The commander stated that out of the 105 houses whose
debris has been removed in the village of Varnakesh, 50
houses were cleared from debris by the IRGC.
Pointing to the 2017 earthquake in the western province
of Kermanshah and floods in the southwestern province of
Khuzestan earlier this year, General Salami said, “Given the
experiences we have gained from the past events and disas-

ters in the country, the dear people of this region should be
confident that the Guards will side with the quake-stricken
people until the end of the work.”

A magnitude 5.9 earthquake shook northwestern
Iran on Friday, November 8, killing at least five and
wounding 518 others.
The strong earthquake hit an area near the city of Tark,
around 120km from the provincial capital Tabriz.
Iran is one of the most seismically active countries in the
world, being crisscrossed by several major fault lines that
cover at least 90% of the country. As a result, earthquakes
in Iran occur often and are destructive.
On November 12, 2017, the western province of Kermanshah was hit by a major 7.3-magnitude quake that
killed 620 people.
The deadliest quake in Iran›s modern history happened
in June 1990. It destroyed the northern cities of Rudbar,
Manjil, and Lushan, along with hundreds of villages, killing
an estimated 37,000 people.
Bam in the country’s southeastern province of Kerman witnessed a strong quake in December 2003 which
killed 31,000 people.
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Killing of al Baghdadi cannot
acquit Daesh creators: Velayati
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — Secretary General of the World
d
e
s
k Assembly of Islamic Awakening Ali Akbar Velayati said on Saturday the propaganda campaign surrounding
the killing of Abu Bakr al Baghdadi, head of the Daesh terrorist
group, cannot acquit those who created this group in the first place.

Velayati said that arrogant powers, headed by the U.S., wage
proxy wars in the region to reach its goals, provide security for
Israel and prevent the growth of Islam as a divine culture for
regional nations.
Velayati, also a senior foreign policy advisor to the Leader of the
Islamic Revolution, added the United States is explicitly seeking
to occupy parts of Syria in order to loot its oil, IRNA reported.
Velayati made the remarks during the 12th meeting of the
World Assembly of Islamic Awakening, which was held at the
Parsian Azadi Hotel in Tehran.
The meeting was attended by senior officials, religious leaders,
and academics.
At the end of the meeting a statement was issued in which
it was emphasized that the most important issue of the Muslim
world is the issue of Palestine.
The region is at a new stage and all Muslims, regional people
and authorities should unify to thwart plots hatched by the enemy, the statement read.
It also called on regional nations to strive to establish security
and peace for themselves and future generations.

Ambassador calls for unity
among Muslims
P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — The Iranian Ambassador to
d
e
s
k Athens has highlighted the importance of
unity among all Muslims, saying unity is the focus of Quranic
teachings and Islam.

Palestinians will achieve final victory through resistance: Rezaee

P O L I T I C A L

TEHRAN — Mohsen
d
e
s
k Rezaee, secretary of the
Expediency Council, says the Palestinians
will achieve final victory through unity, perseverance and resistance against
Israel.
In a message to the Specialized
Commission of Jurists of the Islamic
World on Saturday, Rezaee said all
Muslims are a single Ummah and the
Palestinian people will emerge victorious because this is the God’s promise,
Fars reported.
He said the Zionist regime, fully
supported by arrogant powers including America, carries out infanticide,
genocide and occupation against the
Palestinian people and other nations,
and the only way to defeat it is unity in

the Islamic world.
Rezaee also said the overall policy of
the Islamic Republic is based on unity
among the Muslim Ummah.
On Friday, Leader of the Islamic
Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said
Tehran will keep helping the Palestinians
with no reservation, and called on other
Muslim countries to follow suit.
He made the remarks when meeting top Iranian officials, ambassadors
of Muslim countries, and guests of the
Islamic Unity Conference in Tehran.
“Since the beginning of the Islamic Revolution to this day, we have remained in this position, meaning we
have helped and will continue to help
Palestine and the Palestinians without
any reservation and we view this the

duty of the entire Islamic world,” the
Leader remarked.
Pointing to the enemies’ efforts to
“distort” pronouncements by the late
founder of the Islamic Revolution Imam
Khomeini and Iranian officials about the
elimination of Israel, the Leader said, “We
are in favor of Palestine and its independence and salvation, but the elimination
of Israel does not mean the elimination
of the Jewish people, because we have
nothing to do with them, as Jews live
safely in our country.”
He added, “The elimination of Israel
means the elimination of the fake Zionist
regime and that the Palestinian people,
be they Muslim, Christian or Jewish,
who are the main owners of that land,
be able to choose their government.”

Watchdog report: Trump official punished public servant
over her Iranian heritage
NPR — President Trump often says members of the
“deep state” are bent on sabotaging his agenda.
And some of the career civil servants the president is
referring to have said they have been retaliated against
following reports in conservative media questioning
their loyalty to Trump.
On Thursday, the State Department’s internal watchdog
affirmed that this happened to one high-ranking foreign
policy official who was improperly removed from her
post by White House officials in the wake of an online
smear campaign on alt-right websites.
The official in question is Sahar Nowrouzzadeh, a
36-year-old national security specialist fluent in Persian
and Arabic who helped craft the Iran nuclear deal in the
Obama administration.
Back in 2017, conservative websites labeled her a “a
trusted Obama aide,” and called her “a Muslim spy,”
among other allegations.
According to the report from the State Department’s
inspector general, top Trump officials shared some of
these articles among White House staff, adding that they
believe Nowrouzzadeh wept when Trump was elected.
The report says that raised questions about her loyalty to Trump. Another Trump official noted falsely that
Nowrouzzadeh was born in Iran. In fact, she was born in
Connecticut. Her parents emigrated to the U.S. from Iran,
but that did not stop the wave of disparaging articles.
“Shortly thereafter, my detail ended after senior officials
engaged in what the report called significant discussion
of my perceived national origin, my perceived political
views and perceived affiliations with former administrations,” Nowrouzzadeh told NPR.
Trump officials demoted her from her top policy job in
the State Department, despite a career in public service
that spanned nearly 13 years. She first entered the federal
government in 2005 under President George W. Bush.
The IG recommended that those responsible for her

reassignment be disciplined and that political appointees
in the department be trained on personnel practices.
State Department officials have said in response
that they will consider taking action against those involved with Nowrouzzadeh’s removal and will supply
the new training.
The IG found the remarks circulated among White
House staff about Nowrouzzadeh’s perceived place of
birth to be especially troubling.
“They are wholly inconsistent with Department policies requiring fair and equitable treatment of employees
without consideration of national origin,” according to
the report. “They are also inconsistent with the Department’s leadership principles, which require that leaders
value diversity in the workplace.”
Nowrouzzadeh asked her then-boss, Brian Hook, the
U.S. special representative for Iran, to help her correct
misinformation in articles on websites supportive of
Trump such as Conservative Review and Breitbart.
She told IG investigators that Hook said “virtually
nothing” in response to her concerns. Hook recalled
telling her that such stories are “fairly standard” for

civil servants in high-profile positions, instructing her
to ignore the false stories.
Hook, in his own lengthy response attached to the
report, said the decision to reassign Nowrouzzadeh was
not made in consideration of her perceived political beliefs
or where she was born. Instead, he had another candidate in mind for her role, someone Hook considered
“an ideal choice.”
“My personnel decision was lawful, proper, and within the administrative standards for the Department of
State,” Hook wrote.
Nowrouzzadeh, who is now a research fellow on Iran
at Harvard University but is still employed by the State
Department, said she hopes the findings of the IG’s report do not discourage others from wanting to become
foreign service officers.
“I think steps need to be taken to protect against any
such misconduct against this or any future administration,” Nowrouzzadeh told NPR. “I’ve always and I’ll
continue to strongly encourage Americans of all backgrounds, including those of Iranian heritage, like myself,
to consider public service and to not be discouraged by
these findings.”
Four other career State Department employees alleged
that they were retaliated against over perceived political
bias against Trump, but the IG could not find enough
evidence to support those claims.
Norman Ornstein with the Washington-based conservative-leaning think tank American Enterprise Institute
fears the attacks on public servants by Trump loyalists
and media stories that demonize government workers
will have longterm repercussions.
“I think it’s going to be a challenge for any president,
any administration and any government going forward to
be able to assure people who go into government service
that they’re not going to be the subject of horrific attacks
that are completely unwarranted,” Ornstein said.

Observing unity at all times has been essential for the Muslim
world, particularly at the current juncture, Ahmad Naderi said
on Friday, according to IRNA.
He made the remarks in his address to a ceremony marking
the birth anniversary of Prophet Mohammad (PBUH) and Imam
Sadeq (AS) and the unity week in Iran’s embassy in Athens.
The ambassador also called for focusing further on the prophet’s
lifestyle in a bid to get further acquainted with his personality.
Meanwhile, the International Islamic Unity Conference kicked
off in Tehran on Thursday, with President Hassan Rouhani delivering the opening remarks aimed to unify the Islamic world.
Named “Ummah Unity in Defending the al-Aqsa Mosque,”
this year’s event was scheduled to end on November 16, with 350
personalities from 93 countries in attendance.
The International Islamic Unity Conference is held in Iran
annually in an effort to lay the ground for unity and solidarity
among Muslims and provide solutions for their problems.

30,000 liters of smuggled
fuel seized in southern Iran
TEHRAN (MNA) – The police chief of Kerman Province
said that 30,000 liters of smuggled fuel have been seized
in Rigan County.
Second Brigadier General Abodolreza Nazeri said on
Saturday that in continuation of measures to combat fuel
smuggling, police forces of
Kerman Province have been
seized 30,000 liters of smuggled fuel in Rigan County.
One tank-truck consisted
of smuggled diesel fuel were
seized, he said, adding that the
smuggler has been also arrested
in the operation and handed
to judiciary officials.
Fuel smuggling is affecting
the country’s economy gravely,
he added, saying that for this
reason, the police are seriously
dealing with fuel smuggling.
Fuel, especially diesel, is
being moved illegally out of
the country through cities bordering Afghanistan, Pakistan, and
Turkey, says Alireza Zeighami, deputy oil minister for refining
and distribution. Between 7 million-10 million liters of petrol
and diesel are smuggled out every day, according to Iranian
state media. Analysts are attributing a 7 percent rise in fuel
consumption to an increase in smuggling activity.
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Housing price up 4.5% in
Tehran City in summer
E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — Housing price in Tehran City
d
e
s
k has risen 4.5 percent during the past summer
compared to the spring, Tasnim news agency reported on Saturday citing the data release by the Statistical Center of Iran (SCI).

The SCI’s data also show that the housing price in Tehran
has increased 80 percent in this year’s summer compared to the
previous year’s same season.
Meanwhile, the rental price in the capital city has risen 8.1
percent in this year’s summer compared to its previous season
and 31.2 percent compared to the past year’s summer.

Exports of metallic minerals,
products up nearly 12% in H1
As reported, steel ingot was the top exported product
1
in this sector with $1.198 billion worth of exports, followed by
iron ore and iron ore concentrate with $617 million value, steel
products worth $575 million, and cathode copper valued at $262
million, as well as rolled steel products valued at $230 million.
China, Iraq, Indonesia, Ghana, Pakistan, Turkey, Afghanistan,
UAE, Oman, and Thailand were the major importers of minerals
and mining industry products from Iran in the mentioned six
months.
The value of minerals exports to China reached $1.2 billion,
while Iraq imported $454 million of such products; Indonesia’s
imports stood at $422 million, Thailand at $302 million, and
Turkey at $296 million.

ECLAC projects less economic
growth in the region
The Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
(ECLAC) has downwardly revised its projections for growth in the
region in 2019, forecasting an average expansion of 0.1 percent.
As stated by nationnews.com, meanwhile, in 2020, the United
Nations agency projected that the region will continue along a path
of low growth, with a 1.4 percent estimated expansion in Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
“That would mean Latin America and the Caribbean will have
spent seven years on a plateau of low growth, which, in turn, has
translated into deteriorating levels of average per capita income,”
ECLAC said. The “region’s GDP per capita is seen shrinking by 4
percent between 2014 and 2019, which implies an average annual
decline of -0.8 percent.”
In 2019, ECLAC said the deceleration in the pace of growth is
affecting the majority of Latin American economies (17 out of 20
countries).
Meanwhile, the economies of Central America and Mexico are
forecast to expand 0.7 percent in 2019 and 1.6 percent in 2020,
“figures that represent a slowdown versus the average growth rate
seen since 2014 in that subregion”, ECLAC said.
In the English- and Dutch-speaking Caribbean, average growth is
estimated at 1.5 percent in 2019 and at a rate of 5.7 percent in 2020.
“It is worth noting that this last figure is very influenced by the high
growth rate forecast for Guyana, linked to the start of oil production
that is expected to take place next year,” ECLAC said.
“Latin America and the Caribbean’s economic activity dynamics
in 2019 occur in a context in which the global economy is contributing
less to the region’s growth, a situation that will very likely continue
next year.”
The “volume of global trade and the level of global activity have
been sharply decelerating, affecting demand for Latin American and
Caribbean exports,” it added, stating that there has also been a drop in
prices for the raw materials that many of the region’s countries export.
In addition, ECLAC said episodes of increased financial volatility
“have had occasional negative impacts on financial conditions and
the financing flows available to countries, the organization adds.”
“This external context, marked by trade tensions and high uncertainty, exacerbates the difficulties that the region’s economies
often present in terms of insertion in trade and international production,” it said.
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‘Gasoline price
hike doesn’t entail
any increase in
commodity prices’

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Iranian Ind
e
s
k dustry, Mining and Trade
Minister Reza Rahmani said any increase in
commodity prices on the pretext of gasoline
price hike is illegal, Shana reported.
Stressing the fact that transportation of
goods is generally carried out by diesel-powered cars, Rahmani said the increase in gasoline prices doesn’t entail any increase in
other commodity prices.
According to the official, government

agencies and market regulators do not have
the right to raise prices and in case of doing
so their licenses will be revoked.
“Any increase in the price of goods is a
violation of law and our inspectors are closely
monitoring the market,” the minister stressed.
He noted that necessary arrangements
have been made for controlling the market
and there is no worry about the supply of
basic goods.
“We have stored basic goods for up to six

months of consumption, and even for some
industrial goods our stocks will last for up
to two years,” he said.
Rahmani further mentioned the increase
in domestic production of various commodity groups, saying production of industrial
goods in the first six months of the current

[Iranian calendar] year (March 21-September
22) increased compared to the past year’s
same period.
“In the food industry we have witnessed a
15-percent increase in production. In mining
and steel, we also experienced a 6.5-percent
increase in production,” he added.

Senior officials back fuel rationing plan

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN – Iran’s Sud
e
s
k preme Economic Coordination Council called on all the country’s
institutions and entities to cooperate in
implementation of the fuel consumption
management plan, IRNA reported.
President Hassan Rouhani, Majlis speaker
Ali Larijani and Judiciary Chief Ebrahim
Raeisi held a session of Supreme Council
of Economic Coordination on Saturday, in

which Rouhani announced the government’s
readiness for supporting the implementation
of the mentioned plan.
Creating social justice, fighting fuel
smuggling, reducing bribery, managing
consumption and strengthening the economy are some of the goals of the plan for
fuel consumption management (gasoline
rationing).
In the meeting, heads of three branch-

es emphasized that all the revenues from
the increases in fuel prices would be paid
uninterruptedly and on a monthly basis
to 60 million people across the country.
As reported, the payments are going to
begin within a week.
Back in September, Rouhani said that
revenues of a planned increase in fuel prices
should be given to low-income people and
those with fixed income.

“Revenues of increase in fuel price should
be given to low-income people to make up
for reduction in their purchasing power
because of fluctuations in inflation,” he said
during a session of the Supreme Council of
Economic Coordination.
The plan for fuel consumption management was started on Friday by rationing
of subsidized gasoline and an increase in
fuel prices.

Commodities worth $738m traded at IME in a week

E C O N O M Y TEHRAN — During weekdays ended
d
e
s
k on November 14, while 713,476 tons of
commodities worth over $738 million were traded at Iran
Mercantile Exchange (IME), the trading volume and value
experienced a growth of 19 percent and 18 percent, respectively.
According to the report from IME International Affairs and
Public Relations Department, last week, on the domestic and
export metal and mineral trading floor of IME, 283,973 tons
of various products worth close to $366 million were traded.
On this trading floor, 267,723 tons of steel, 3,430 tons of
copper, 5,600 tons of aluminum, 120 tons of molybdenum
concentrates, 5,000 tons of iron ore and 2,000 tons of coke
as well as 12 kg of gold bullion were traded by customers.
The report declares that on domestic and export oil and
petrochemical trading floors of IME, 429,010 tons of different
commodities with the total value of $375 million were traded.
On this trading floor, 174,385 tons of bitumen, 102,500
tons of VB feed stock, 66,221 tons of polymer products, 42,221
tons of lube cut oil, 30,359 tons of chemical products, 860
tons of insulation, 1,242 tons of oil, 120 tons of argon as well
as 5,605 tons of sulfur were traded.
Furthermore, 492 tons of commodities were traded on
the side market of IME.
On June 24, during the meeting of IME shareholders,
IME Managing Director Hamed Soltani-Nejad said that
this exchange has prepared ten macro plans to improve its
performance during the current Iranian calendar year (ends

on March 19, 2020).
He mentioned development of underlying assets through
existing instruments, development of financial instruments
for commodity-backed securities, expansion of market size
and depth, increasing cooperation with other organizations,
and strengthening IME brand as some of the mentioned
macro plans.
Soltani-Nejad has previously announced that IME accounted for 39 percent of the value of the total trades in the
Iranian capital market during the past Iranian calendar year.
He put the value of IME trades at 1.78 quadrillion rials
(about $42.3 billion) in the past year.

The value of trades at IME rose 52 percent in the past
calendar year from its previous year.
Over 24.84 million tons of commodities valued at 884.3
trillion rials (about $21.05 billion) were traded at the physical
market of IME, showing seven percent fall in the amount and
77 percent rise in the worth of trades year on year.
Applying new financial instruments in Iranian capital
market was one of the achievements of the country’s exchange
markets during the past year.
In this due, IME launched “option” in early March 2019
in an approach to diversify financing methods for agricultural products.
Option is a contract which gives the buyer (the owner or
holder of the option) the right, but not the obligation, to buy
or sell an underlying asset or instrument at a specified strike
price prior to or on a specified date, depending on the form
of the option.
And in mid-October, IME launched “futures contract”
for the pistachio deals.
Futures contracts (more colloquially, futures) are financial
contracts obligating the buyer to purchase an asset or the
seller to sell an asset at a predetermined future date and price.
Addressing the ceremony to launch this financial instrument, Soltani-Nejad said, “There is no futures contract for
pistachio deals in any mercantile exchange in the world and
it is the first time that such contract is launched in a mercantile exchange.”

Success of Made in France fair still to
rub off on the economy

Hong Kong confirms its economy
is in recession

Consumers in France are increasingly buying local, as this week’s “Made in France”
fair, which attracted nearly 80,000 visitors,
shows. When the fair first launched in
2012, former Economy Minister Arnaud
Montebourg boasted that it would boost
the economy and create much-needed jobs.
But nearly ten years on, the economic
impact remains hard to gauge.
According to rfi.fr, it was seven years
ago that France’s former firebrand minister
Arnaud Montebourg donned a sailor’s shirt
and blender to pose on the front cover
of daily Le Parisien, to sell the virtues of
products “Made in France”.
The ex-economy minister strongly believed that buying locally produced goods
would stimulate the French economy and
bring much-needed jobs.
But nearly ten years on, the minister
has long gone, swapping the comfort of
the finance ministry for a life making
honey. And while Montebourg may have
encouraged more people to buy in France,
this sustained campaign has yet to show
results.
“I didn’t think when the argument was
launched that it was correct,” Lionel Fontagné, a professor at the Paris School of
Economics, said.
While the local label drew in crowds of
nearly 80,000 people to this year’s “Made
in France” fair, Fontagné argues “There
is still no serious study that documents
the impact of this salon,” he told RFI.
A stronger buying criterion
For some, the “local” label is becoming
a stronger buying criterion than “organic”
and Fontagné acknowledges that it has had
an impact on the “behavior of consumers”.
However, this proud stamp disguises
the interconnectedness of French markets
to the rest of the world.
“Products are made worldwide and
not in any single country,” says the economics professor.
“It’s difficult to imagine that a given
product produced or assembled in France
would be based only on intermediate consumptions like services and components.

Hong Kong sank into recession for the first
time in 10 years in the third quarter, government data confirmed on Friday, weighed
down by increasingly violent anti-government protests and the escalating United
States-China trade war.
As per aljazeera.com, the economy shrank
by 3.2 percent in July-September from the
previous quarter on a seasonally-adjusted
basis, revised government data showed, in
line with a preliminary reading.
The gross domestic product (GDP) the sum of all finished goods and services
produced within Hong Kong’s borders
- contracted for the second consecutive
quarter, meeting the technical definition
of a recession.
With no end to the protests in sight, analysts warn the financial and trading center
potentially faces a longer and deeper slump
than during the global financial crisis in
2008/2009 and the SARS epidemic in 2003.
From a year earlier, the economy contracted 2.9 percent, also in line with the
preliminary reading. The readings were the
weakest since the global crisis.
“Domestic demand worsened significantly in the third quarter, as the local
social incidents took a heavy toll on consumption-related activities and subdued
economic prospects weighed on consumption
and investment sentiment,” the government
said in a statement.
It revised down its forecast for full-year
growth to a contraction of 1.3 percent versus
an earlier estimate of zero to one percent
growth. That would mark the first annual
decline since 2009.
“Ending violence and restoring calm are
pivotal to the recovery of the economy. The
government will continue to closely monitor the situation and introduce measures
as necessary to support enterprises and
safeguard,” the government said.
More than five months of political protests
have plunged the city into its worst crisis
since it reverted from British to Chinese
rule in 1997.
Tourists are cancelling bookings, retailers are reeling from a sharp drop in sales

Most of the cases, what happens is that
you import in order to produce in France.”
In essence, “fifty percent of the value
added to local products are French and
the other half is imported,” Fontagné says,
although maintains the “Made in France”
logo is accurate.
If it is still too early to say whether
brands bearing the colors of the tricolor
flag have boosted the economy, the luxury
market is showing some positive signs.
“High-quality products like handbags
are doing very well and this is creating
jobs in France,” comments Fontagné.
The trouble is “this is not necessarily
what French people can afford to purchase
and so this gets exported,” he said.
In the meantime, ex-economy minister Montebourg continues to defend the
virtues of buying local, albeit in a new
capacity as a honey producer.
His company “Bleu, Blanc, Ruche,”
(Blue, White, Honey) promises consumers
100 percent pure honey, the profits of
which go towards saving bees.
“Last year, our 45 beekepers, from
whom we purchased 94 tons of honey
at 18 times the market price, built 2,700
extra beehives. That’s around 160 million
bees,” he told RFI.
Recent research shows that Europe has
13.4 million too few honeybee colonies
to properly pollinate its crops.
“It’s a start, but we have a lot of work
to do,” promised the ex-politician turned
boss, for whom the label “Made in France”
is more than just a business gimmick but
a “social movement.”

and the stock market is faltering, adding
to pressure the city is feeling from China’s
economic slowdown and the prolonged
China-U.S. trade dispute.
August retail sales were the worst on
record - down 23 percent from a year earlier
- while September’s plunged 18.3 percent.
Parts of the city were paralyzed for a fifth
day on Friday. Transportation disruptions
have become common and some shopping
malls and other businesses are shuttering
early as the unrest escalates.
Hong Kong is one of the world’s most
important financial hubs with total banking,
fund and wealth management assets worth
more than $6 trillion.
Many businesses with ambitions to expand in China still consider it as a gateway
into the mainland, while Chinese firms use
it to access international capital, as well as
a testing ground and springboard for their
global ambitions.
Business activity in the private sector
fell to its weakest in 21 years in October,
according to research firm IHS Markit, while
demand from mainland China declined at
the sharpest pace in the survey’s history which started in July 1998.
The government has rolled out stimulus
measures since August, but since it is forced
to keep a high level of reserves to back the
Hong Kong dollar peg to the U.S. dollar,
the packages have been relatively small.
Analysts also doubt the effectiveness of
handouts, since the uncertainty prevents
businesses and consumers from spending
and investing, and store closures will lead
to job losses.
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‘Rationing expected
to reduce gasoline
consumption’
E N E R G Y TEHRAN — Gasoline
d
e
s
k consumption in Iran is expected to fall up to 10 percent, considering the
recent price increase and implementation of
rationing plan, Tasnim news agency reported
on Saturday, quoting managing director of
National Iranian Oil Products Distribution
Company (NIOPDC).
“I predict that we will witness a consumption
decline of 8 to 10 percent,” Amir Vakilzadeh
said, adding that “Rationing will naturally
decrease average gasoline consumption.”
“When the fuel is cheap, carmakers are not
inclined to reduce their products’ fuel consumption, because for the buyer fuel consumption

won’t be of much importance,” he explained.
According to Vakilzadeh, implementation
of the rationing plan would also reduce fuel
smuggling profits, and consequently smugglers and dealers are no longer encouraged
to traffic fuel.
On Friday, Iranian government started
implementing a program for rationing subsidized gasoline and increased fuel prices as
it plans to use the revenue for supporting
underprivileged families.
Mohammad Baqer Nobakht, head of the
Planning and Budget Organization, said on
Thursday that proceeds from the price hikes
would be used to fund additional subsidies
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Renewables investing makes
inroads in the Caribbean,
Central America
By Martin Vogt

for 18 million underprivileged families, or
about 60 million people.
According to a statement published by
National Iranian Oil Products Distribution
Company, the price for a liter of regular gasoline was increased to 15,000 rials (nearly 35
cents at the official rate of 42,000 rials per
dollar) from 10,000 rials and the monthly
ration for each passenger car was set at 60
liters. Additional purchases would cost 30,000
rials per liter.
Due to heavy subsidies and devaluation

of its currency, Iran has one of the cheapest
fuel prices in the world and the country has
been fighting rampant fuel smuggling to
neighboring countries.
In one of its latest reports dubbed “World
Energy Outlook 2018”, the International Energy Agency (IEA) put Iran on top of the list
of the world’s countries for energy subsidies.
That means Iran holds the first place among
the world’s countries in terms of the amount
of subsidies which is allocated to energy consumption.

The Caribbean and Central America’s balmy climate not only
lures millions of tourists to the area each year, it also provides
ideal conditions for clean-energy investments.
Due to the region’s ample energy resources and high local
power prices, energy-efficient wind and solar power projects are
currently among the most lucrative investment options. Their
attractiveness has increased even more as they are now able to
compete with conventional fossil-fueled power plants.
Investors can also benefit from U.S. dollar exposure as financial
contracts such as power purchase agreements are usually U.S.
dollar-pegged or denominated in dollars.
Additionally, the renewable energy industry matured globally
in the previous year. This includes not only the equipment and
technology side, such as wind turbines or solar panels, but also
the related supply chain and availability of qualified and experienced contractors for construction, operations and maintenance.
Fixed-price turnkey engineering, procurement and construction contracts are most common, and the same fixed-price and
full-service operation and maintenance agreements are available
in developed and developing markets.

World Energy Outlook ’19 paints bleak picture for global energy future
The World Energy Outlook 2019, the International Energy Agency’s (IEA) flagship publication, has identified deep
disparities in today’s energy world.
According to powerengineeringint.com, the report delves
into the dissonance between well-supplied oil markets and
growing geopolitical tensions and uncertainties, the gap
between increased emissions and the insufficiency of stated
policies to curb those emissions in line with international
climate targets, as well as the gap between the promise of
energy for all and the lack of electricity access for 850 million
people around the world.
As ever, decisions made by governments remain critical
for the future of the energy system. This is evident in the
divergences between World Energy Outlook (WEO) scenarios that map out different routes the world could follow over the coming decades, depending on the policies,
investments, technologies and other choices that decision
makers pursue today.
Together, these scenarios seek to address a fundamental issue – how to get from where we are now to where we
want to go.
“What comes through with crystal clarity in this year’s
World Energy Outlook is there is no single or simple solution
to transforming global energy systems,” said Dr. Fatih Birol,
the IEA’s executive director. “Many technologies and fuels
have a part to play across all sectors of the economy. For this
to happen, we need strong leadership from policy makers,
as governments hold the clearest responsibility to act and
have the greatest scope to shape the future.”
Multiple fuels and technologies
The Sustainable Development Scenario indicates sharp
emission cuts are achieved thanks to multiple fuels and

technologies providing efficient and cost-effective energy
services for all.
In the Current Policies Scenario, energy demand rises
by 1.3 per cent a year to 2040, resulting in strains across all
aspects of energy markets and a continued strong upward
march in energy-related emissions.
The Stated Policies Scenario, formerly known as the New
Policies Scenario, shows a future scenario that is still well off
track from the aim of a secure and sustainable energy future.
It shows energy demand increases by 1 percent per year
to 2040. Low-carbon sources, led by solar PV, supply more
than half of this growth, and natural gas accounts for another third.
Oil demand flattens out in the 2030s, and coal use edges
lower. Some parts of the energy sector, led by electricity,
undergo rapid transformations.
Some countries, notably those with “net zero” aspirations, go far in reshaping all aspects of their supply and

consumption.
However, the momentum behind clean energy is insufficient to offset the effects of an expanding global economy
and growing population. The rise in emissions slows but
does not peak before 2040.
Alongside the immense task of putting emissions on a
sustainable trajectory, energy security remains paramount
for governments around the globe.
Traditional risks have not gone away, and new hazards
such as cybersecurity and extreme weather require constant
vigilance.
Keeping pace with technologies
Meanwhile, the continued transformation of the electricity sector requires policy makers to move fast to keep
pace with technological change and the rising need for the
flexible operation of power systems.
The “world urgently needs to put a laser-like focus on
bringing down global emissions. This calls for a grand coalition encompassing governments, investors, companies
and everyone else who is committed to tackling climate
change,” said Dr. Birol.
A sharp pick-up in energy efficiency improvements is the
element that does the most to bring the world towards the
Sustainable Development Scenario. Right now, efficiency
improvements are slowing: the 1.2 percent rate in 2018 is
around half the average seen since 2010 and remains far
below the 3 percent rate that would be needed.
Electricity is one of the few energy sources that sees rising
consumption over the next two decades in the Sustainable
Development Scenario. Electricity’s share of final consumption
overtakes that of oil, today’s leader, by 2040. Wind and solar
PV provide almost all the increase in electricity generation.

Oil markets ignore worrying OPEC projections
It was a big week for oil market data and projections this week, with both OPEC and the IEA
releasing some key reports for the industry.
Despite this influx of new data, oil is set to
close out the week little changed from a week
earlier. It was a relatively quiet week in terms
of volatility, with the U.S.-China trade war
maintaining its firm grip over oil markets.
As per oilprice.com, weak demand and
rising non-OPEC supply presents a “major
challenge” to OPEC next year, according to a
new report from the IEA. The agency said that
non-OPEC supply could grow by 2.3 mb/d in
2020, higher than the 1.8 mb/d this year. As
a result, demand for OPEC’s oil will decline
by around 1 mb/d.
The “hefty supply cushion that is likely to
build up during the first half of next year will
offer cold comfort to OPEC+ ministers gathering
in Vienna at the start of next month,” it added.
The European Investment Bank announced
on Thursday plans to end
financing for fossil fuel projects around the
world, a decision that will take effect in 2021.
In the interim, only projects currently in
the works will go forward. Instead, the EIB
said it would unlock 1 trillion euros ($1.1 trillion) for climate change action. “We will stop
financing fossil fuels and we will launch the

most ambitious climate investment strategy
of any public financial institution anywhere,”
said EIB President Werner Hoyer. The EIB is
the world’s largest multilateral lender.
Minnesota AG joins lawsuit to shut down
Line 5. Minnesota’s Attorney General, Keith
Ellison, has joined a lawsuit in Michigan to shut
down Enbridge’s (NYSE: ENB) Line 5 pipeline.
Offshore oil production
Offshore oil production could hit a peak
in 2020 before entering decline. After supply
additions next year, a dearth of new projects
go forward, according to a report from Sanford
Bernstein.
For investors, the opportunity is huge
because there is a scenario in which industry
spending falls but oil prices rise. The recent
failed auction in Brazil lends some weight to
the theory that the industry might stay away
from future offshore spending.
OPEC+ is likely to extend its production
cuts through the end of 2020 at the upcoming
meeting in Vienna, rather than deepening
the cuts.
“There is always a risk that if we cut deeper
and prices rise, those (U.S.) companies could
change their plans to hike production,” a Persian
Gulf OPEC delegate told the Wall Street Journal. “OPEC would ensure that won’t happen.”

Famed activist investor Carl Icahn is pressuring Occidental Petroleum (NYSE: OXY) to sell
some of its assets after the $38 billion takeover
of Anadarko Petroleum.
Tullow Oil (LON: TLW) saw its share price
nosedive by 27 percent this week after it said
it is reassessing the commercial viability of its
oil discoveries in Guyana. The oil has a high
sulfur content, the company said. “We expect
investors to worry about the projects’ value,”
Al Stanton, an analyst at RBC Europe Ltd.,
said in a note. Hess (NYSE: HES), which also
has a lot on the line in Guyana, fell by nearly 5
percent after Tullow’s announcement.
World energy outlook
The IEA released its highly-anticipated
annual World Energy Outlook this week,
complete with forecasts to 2040. The agency
said that oil demand will likely plateau in the
2030s, but emissions are still on track to rise
through 2040.
The IEA also saw U.S. shale growing strongly through 2030, nearly doubling in output,
despite the current slowdown.
Comstock Resources (NYSE: CRK) is in
talks to purchase Chesapeake Energy’s (NYSE:
CHK) Haynesville shale assets in a deal that
could be worth as much as $1 billion.
The lithium industry has hit its first major

downturn as global lithium supply has surpassed demand by around 5 percent, according
to Reuters. That is also the result of slowing
EV sales in China as the government pares
back subsidies.
Callon Petroleum (NYSE: CPE) sharply
cut its offer for Carrizo Oil & Gas (NASDAQ:
CRZO), reducing its bid to $723 million from
$1.2 billion in July.
Daimler plans to cut 1.4 billion euros in
personnel costs and warned that the push for
EVs will cut into profits. The “industry is in
transformation,” chief executive Ola Källenius
told investors in London. “We have to do this.”
Forecasts for U.S. shale growth have diverged widely, with several investment banks
drastically cutting supply growth forecasts
while the main agencies – the IEA, EIA and
OPEC – still maintain growth projections of
1 mb/d or more.
Oilfield services company ProPetro (NYSE:
PUMP) confirmed that it is under investigation
by the SEC for irregular financial disclosures.
The Saudi Aramco IPO threatens OPEC
because the company may be under greater
pressure to go its own way in an effort to satisfy
shareholders, which could make Saudi Arabia less amendable to the concerns of OPEC
members.

Asian LNG price drops for 4th week, abundant supplies to weigh further
By Ekaterina Kravtsova
Asian spot prices for liquefied natural gas (LNG) fell for
the fourth week in a row on Friday, with traders expecting
a further slide due to abundant supplies, full inventories
and mild weather.
The average LNG price for December delivery into northeast Asia LNG-AS was estimated at $5.40 per million British
thermal units (mmBtu), $0.30/mmbtu down from last week.
The January delivery price is around $5.90/mmBtu,
market sources said.
“Clearly there is no buying demand on the market. All
inventories across the world are high, production is strong
and the weather seems to be very mild,” one LNG trader said.
Unusually warm winter temperatures are forecast across
key Asia markets, including Japan and China, the world’s
top LNG importers.
The busy schedule of LNG deliveries to Europe, where
storage facilities are already full, is also driven spot gas
prices to almost half their levels they were a year ago.
The LNG market
“There is not a single argument at the moment to believe that the LNG market will become bullish,” the LNG
trader said.

In terms of spot market activity, Russia’s Sakhalin 2
plant has sold an LNG cargo for loading in January at about
$6.40 to $6.45 per mmBtu to Diamond Gas International.
Argentina’s YPF SA has sold its first commercial LNG
cargo to Petroleo Brasileiro SA (Petrobras), the Brazilian
state energy firm told Reuters.
Inpex Corp, operator of Australia’s Ichthys LNG plant,
sold a cargo for loading in December on a free-on-board
basis at about $4.50 per mmBtu.
Taiwan’s CPC bought a late December cargo at $5.50
per mmBtu, one source said.

In northwest Europe, December delivery deals were
done at a $0.40-0.45/mmBtu discount to the Dutch gas
price, a trader said.
Mexico’s CFE closed its buy tender for two December
cargoes, while Thailand’s Egat closed its buy tender for
December and April cargoes.
Pakistan LNG issued on Friday a tender to buy a February delivery cargo.
Angola LNG offered a cargo for December delivery in
a tender closing on Nov. 19, sources said.
One more cargo was offered from Angola for early January
delivery in a tender closing on Nov. 21, one trader added.
There are several buy and sell tenders on the market
for term cargoes.
On the supply side, Oman LNG offered 52 LNG cargoes
for export over 2021 to 2025.
On the buy side, Turkey’s state energy company Botas
was expected to award its 70-cargo tender for 2020-2023
delivery.
Essar Steel India closed a tender for 36 LNG cargoes
for 2021-2023 delivery on Friday.
Taiwan’s CPC closed a tender earlier in the week for 12
cargoes for 2020 delivery.
(Source: reuters.com)

Another reason for the rising attractiveness of clean-energy
investments in the Caribbean and Central America is that developers and investors can build and operate renewable energy assets
with the same trusted partners in the U.S., Jamaica or Panama.
This has de-risked investments in greenfield and brownfield renewable energy projects materially over the last couple of years,
thus diminishing the importance of the project location.
The renewables market
In general, the region offers investors the possibility of higher
returns and portfolio diversification. This is in marked contrast
to the renewables market in North America, where clean-energy
assets have experienced shrinking returns and yield compression
during the past years leading to high (over)valuation. Furthermore, the origination of sound investment opportunities in an
overcrowded market becomes more and more challenging.
It therefore comes as no surprise that investors have been
eyeing the neighboring Caribbean and Central American region
for quite a while now — especially since several governments
have already committed to ambitious renewable energy goals.
Barbados, for example, aims to run on 100% clean energy by
2030. In Latin America, nine countries, among them Colombia
and Costa Rica, have set a collective target to reach 70% renewable
energy generation by 2030.
The investment rationale is fairly simple: The Caribbean and
Central America have a growing demand for energy in the coming
decades. Energy is an expensive product in a region where the
power supply is unstable and blackouts aren’t uncommon.
What’s more, conventional power plants are outdated and inefficient, running mainly on fossil fuels. These need to be imported
by local governments and hike up the energy costs additionally.
The impact of climate change represents another issue. Droughts
and shorter or more intense rain periods are already having an effect
on the electricity production of hydropower plants in the region.
Against this background, renewable energy comes as a solution to a regional problem as it offers cheaper, cleaner and more
sustainable energy — even more so in combination with stateof-the-art storage technology.
In an effort to leverage the region’s abundant natural resources
and break their costly dependency on fossil-fuel imports, countries
like Jamaica, Barbados and the Dominican Republic have revised
their national energy policy over the last few years.
The Dominican Republic, for example, is looking to switch
25% of its electricity generation to green power sources by as
early as next year.
Another front-runner is Jamaica, aiming to ramp up the renewables share in its power mix to 30% by 2030. Barbados is
even going one step further and plans to run entirely on clean
energy by 2030.
This is music to the ears of environmental, social and governance investors.
Regulated energy markets
Regulatory frameworks create an ideal environment for renewable infrastructure investments, which cannot thrive without
political support in highly regulated energy markets.
More importantly though, they signal long-term commitment
from political stakeholders and send a strong message to the
private investor community.
The governments and public-sector entities of the region simply can’t afford to be a major player in the energy transition, and
depend on local as well as foreign direct investments in the sector.
Although the abundant natural resources and regulatory
framework create opportunities, the region does have its other
peculiarities, which can make investing more challenging than
in other parts of the world.
Not all Caribbean and Central American countries carry the
same opportunity due to the lack of cooperation between the public and the private sector. In these cases, restrictions have made
it unnecessarily hard for investors to capitalize on the region’s
renewable energy potential.
It’s key, in this regard, to work with a manager that understands the geopolitical nuances and has partners on the ground.
The Caribbean’s unique geographical features also make it
close to impossible to build mega solar parks or wind farms.
Instead, investors looking for opportunities that offer them a
broad exposure to the market must be prepared to spread their
cash across several smaller-scale projects.
This situation offers the opportunity to make attractive investments in smaller but more profitable renewable energy projects.
The moral of it all? Once investors have familiarized themselves
with the region’s investment environment, they can benefit from
the opportunities and attractive risk-adjusted returns south of
the border.
In the face of climate change, clean-energy solutions will take
center stage and make renewable infrastructure projects all the
more important. Looks like a new era of investment is dawning.
(Source: pionline.com)
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When did Ukraine become a
‘Critical Ally’?
By Patrick J. Buchanan
ANTIWAR — On hearing the State Department’s George
Kent and William Taylor describe President Donald
Trump’s withholding of military aid to Ukraine, The
New York Times summarized and solemnly endorsed
their testimony:
“What clearly concerned both witnesses wasn’t simply the abuse of power by the President, but the harm
it inflicted on Ukraine, a critical ally, under constant
assault by Russian forces.”
“’Even as we sit here today, the Russians are attacking
Ukrainian soldiers in their own country, and have been
for four years,’ Taylor said. ‘I saw this on the front line
last week; the day I was there a Ukrainian soldier was
killed and four more wounded.’”

Kent compared Ukrainian resistance to Russia’s
intervention on the side of the Donbass secessionists
to “our own Minutemen in 1776.”
“More than 13,000 Ukrainians have died on Ukrainian soil defending their territorial integrity and sovereignty from Russian aggression. … American support
in Ukraine’s own de facto war of independence has
been critical.”
Kent went on:
“The American colonies may not have prevailed against
British imperial might without help from transatlantic
friends after 1776. In an echo of Lafayette’s organized
assistance to General George Washington’s army and
Admiral John Paul Jones’ navy, Congress has generously appropriated over $1.5 billion over the past five
years in desperately needed train and equip security
assistance to Ukraine…”
“Similar to von Steuben training colonials at Valley
Forge, U.S. and NATO allied trainers develop the skills
of Ukrainian units at Yavoriv near the Polish border,
and elsewhere. They help rewrite military education
for Ukraine’s next generation, as von Steuben did for
America’s first.”
“One would think, listening to this,” writes Barbara
Boland, the American Conservative columnist, “that
the U.S. had always provided arms to Ukraine, and
that Ukraine has relied on this aid for years. But this
is untrue and the Washington blob knows this.”
Indeed, Ukraine has never been a NATO ally or a
“critical ally.”
Three decades ago, George H.W. Bush implored
Ukraine not to set out on a course of “suicidal nationalism” by declaring independence from the Russian
Federation. Despite constant pressure from Sen. John
McCain and our neocons to bring Ukraine into NATO,
wiser heads on both sides of the Atlantic rejected the
idea.Why? Because the “territorial integrity and sovereignty” of Ukraine is not now and has never been a
vital interest of ours that would justify a U.S. war with
a nuclear-armed Russia.
Instead, it was the avoidance of such a war that
was the vital interest that nine U.S. presidents, from
Truman to Bush I, secured, despite such provocations
as the crushing of the Hungarian Revolution in 1956
and the building of the Berlin Wall.
In February 2014, the elected pro-Russian government
of Viktor Yanukovych was overthrown by U.S.-backed
protesters in Maidan Square, cheered on by McCain.
This was direct U.S. intervention in the internal affairs
of Ukraine. Victoria Nuland of the State Department
conceded that we had dumped billions into Ukraine
to reorient its regime to the West.
To Vladimir Putin, the Kyiv coup meant the loss of
Russia’s historic Black Sea naval base at Sebastopol
in Crimea. Rather than let that happen, Putin effected
an uprising, Crimea’s secession from Ukraine, and the
annexation by Russia. In eastern Ukraine, the pro-Russian Donbass rose up in rebellion against the pro-NATO
regime in Kyiv.
Civil war broke out. We backed the new regime.
Russia backed the rebels. And five years later, the
war goes on. Why is this our fight?During the Obama
years, major lethal aid was denied to Ukraine.The White
House reasoned that arming Ukraine would lead to
an escalation of the war in the east, greater Russian
intervention, defeat for Kyiv, and calls for the U.S. to
intervene militarily, risking a war with Russia.
Not until Trump became president did lethal aid
begin flowing to Ukraine, including Javelin anti-tank
missiles.
So where are we?
Despite dramatic depictions of Ukraine as our embattled ally, Ukraine has never been an ally. We are
not now nor have we ever been obligated to fight for
its sovereignty or territorial integrity. Efforts to bring
Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia into NATO have been
repeatedly rebuffed in the United States and by our
European NATO allies.
Kent and Taylor are honorable men. But they are
career diplomats of the Department of State and veteran advocates of a foreign policy that sees Russia as
an enduring aggressor and Ukraine as a fighting ally
entitled to U.S. military assistance.
They have, in the old phrase, gone native. They
champion the policies of yesterday and the embattled
countries to which they are accredited and to whose
causes they have become converted.
But Trump was elected to overturn the interventionist policies America has pursued since the century
began. He was elected to end Cold War II with Russia,
to reach a modus vivendi as Reagan did, and to extricate
us from the endless wars into which Presidents Bush
and Obama plunged the nation.
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The fate of the British Prime
Minister is ambiguous
By Johnson’s Dark Days
Many political analysts in Britain and Europe believe that even Boris Johnson will not
have the power to form a government alone
if he wins the general election. In this case,
it was another witness to the political crisis
in London because the Labor, the Liberal
Party and even the British Independence
Party were not willing to form a coalition
with Johnson and the Conservative Party.
Boris Johnson under fire for questionable
claims in interviews
As Guardian reported,Boris Johnson is
facing criticism over a series of inaccurate
statements made in a flurry of live broadcast
interviews during a difficult day of campaigning.The prime minister was challenged on
Friday on subjects as varied as crime, Brexit,
the abandoned London garden bridge project
and the number of children he has fathered.
Following a relatively low-key start to the
Conservative general election campaign, which
has mainly involved Johnson being shepherded around carefully stage-managed events, he
endured a one-hour grilling from BBC Radio
5 Live listeners, among other engagements.
Johnson appeared uncomfortable on several
occasions – not least when, during an interview on BBC One’s Breakfast programme, he
was asked how families across the country
could relate to him. He eventually answered:
“I have not the faintest idea.”
Responding to a Radio 5 Live caller who
asked about policies to tackle knife crime,
Johnson said an increase in stop-and-search
operations when he was London mayor between 2008 and 2016 had allowed 11,000
knives to be taken off the streets.
However, this was a total that included
weapons seized through means other than
stop and search.He also repeated other
questionable claims about crime when he
was mayor, ones made repeatedly during the
Tory leadership race, including that he had
consistently reduced the number of murders
in London to fewer than 100 a year.
When the presenter, Rachel Burden,
pointed out that this was wrong – it happened once during Johnson’s eight years
as mayor, with 94 murders in 2014, rising
above 100 the next year – the PM stuck by
his claim, saying: “No. Fewer than 100 for
several years running.”
On another legacy of his time as mayor,
Johnson tried to avoid blame for the cancelled garden bridge project, with losses of
more than £50m, saying this was the fault
of his Labour successor, Sadiq Khan, for
cancelling the scheme.Khan did withdraw
support for the bridge, but as a means to
limit public losses on a seemingly doomed
plan, championed by Johnson, which had
spent enormous sums despite not securing
full planning approvals.
On Brexit, Johnson repeated his regular
complaint that parliament had blocked his
deal – in fact MPs supported the second
reading but sought more time to scrutinise
it – and that there would be no checks or
paperwork for goods moving from Northern
Ireland to the rest of the UK.
Asked by a caller if, under his Brexit
plan, he could commit to no such checks
or paperwork, Johnson said: “Yes, I absolutely can.” This is under debate, not least
as Stephen Barclay, the Brexit secretary,
told a recent House of Lords committee that
businesses would need to complete “exit
summary declarations” for such shipments.
Johnson’s performance was mocked by
Labour, with the party’s press operation
tweeting a series of links to articles debunking his claims. “Boris Johnson can’t
help himself,” one tweet began.Other errors
were more straightforward and easier to
verify. Asked by Burden what proportion of

net migration to the UK came from the EU
as opposed to other nations, Johnson said
he believed it was about half. It is, Burden
told him, just under a quarter.
And some were merely political attack lines,
if none the more accurate for that. Speaking
later at a campaign event in Oldham, Greater
Manchester, Johnson said Jeremy Corbyn
“actually thinks home ownership is a bad
idea”, not a view the Labour leader appears
to have expressed.
He also accused Corbyn of wanting to
disband the armed forces, when the furthest
Corbyn seems to have gone on this was a
generalised wish for more countries to be
able to act like Costa Rica and have no army.
After his series of media interviews, Johnson travelled to Lancashire, where he unveiled
his party’s battlebus in the Labour safe-seat
of Oldham West and Royton.
He gave a stump speech to a group of party
activists in front of the vehicle – adorned
with the slogan: “Get Brexit done, unleash
Britain’s potential” – in a warehouse of the
parcel delivery company DPD, which has
been criticised in recent years for its couriers’
working conditions.
“You may ask: ‘Why do we need a bus? Why
do we need an election?’ Well, the answer is
that parliament is unfortunately paralysed,”
said Johnson.
He likened parliament to “a blocked artery
at the heart of the British body politic” and
said that passing his Brexit deal would be
like an angioplasty, “unblocking the system
and getting us back on our feet”.
The Tory party will on Saturday urge people to “vote blue, go green”, pledging a new
£500m fund to protect the world’s oceans
and to triple tree-planting rates.
“There is nothing more Conservative
than protecting our environment and these
measures sit alongside our world-leading
commitment to net zero greenhouse gas
emissions by 2050,” Johnson was set to say.
Five questionable assertions
Claim: Johnson said that as London mayor
he reduced the murder rate to below 100
“several years running”.
Fact: It was just one year: 2014.
Claim: It was “Jeremy Corbyn and the
Labour party” who were responsible for
delaying Brexit beyond 31 October.
Fact: Johnson was obliged to seek a new
date because of a law drawn up by backbenchers led by the Tory MP Oliver Letwin
– although this was backed by Labour.
Claim: The massive losses from the doomed
London garden bridge were not his fault.
Fact: As mayor of London, Johnson relentlessly pushed the project, despite repeated
warnings about its viability. He has yet to
fully explain his role in losses totalling more
than £50m.

Claim: There will be no paperwork for
Northern Irish firms exporting goods to the
rest of the UK.
Fact: This is not what Johnson’s Brexit
secretary, Stephen Barclay, has said.
Claim: Labour, if elected, would have
two referendums in 2020 – on Brexit and
Scottish independence.
Fact: Jeremy Corbyn has repeatedly ruled
out a second Scottish independence vote in
the first period of government.
As Independent reported, The genius of
the Vote Leave campaign in 2016 was to have
one simple bus with one simple lie written
down the side of it. So, it’s fair to say Boris
Johnson’s reinvention of the strategy is not
without its risks.The problem he faces, as
was made clear at the official Tory campaign
bus “launch” (yes, it really is a thing) is that
there are just too many lies now to fit down
the side of one measly forty-by-fifteen-foot
Mercedes-Benz Tourismo.
So the new bus strategy, as unveiled at
a televised but otherwise secret event in
Manchester from which print journalists
were banned, was for Boris Johnson to stand
where the lies traditionally go.
And there, in the full glare of the TV
cameras, he would enter into an almost
Joycean fugue state, unleashing what can
only really be described as an exorcism of
lies, a projectile pea soup, glancing occasionally at the four crumpled A4 sheets of
paper in his hand, as if reading from a special
edition of Finnegans Wake that contained
only bulls**t.
It was a shame really. It would have been
nice to see all the lies somehow squeezed on
to the side of the bus in size-two font, like an
iTunes terms and conditions update of the
blatantly false. There they might have stood,
like the names on the walls of a First World
War cemetery, a terrible testament to the
senseless loss of truth. A roll of dishonour.
PM reveals ignorance over EU immigration figures in BBC interview
All the now standard lies were there. The
Greatest Bulls***s Compilation.
There were, naturally, “the tens of billions of pounds of investment waiting to
flood into the UK”. Not merely a total lie,
that one, but augmented by the blatantly
obvious truth that the billions of pounds of
investment that have already been lost to
Brexit and are absolutely not coming back
are entirely Boris Johnson’s fault.
The truth is no less self-evident than it
has always been. Which is that Johnson has
infected his country with a deadly venereal
disease and is now marketing himself as
the cure.
“Parliament is an anaconda that’s swallowed a tapir,” he said. “It’s completely
blocked.”

His favourite line, that one. Indeed it’s
one I happen to have used before. On many
occasions I have likened the House of Commons to one of those terrible youtube videos
of a Burmese python that tries to swallow
an alligator whole and then explodes. The
problem is that Brexit is the tapir. Brexit is
the alligator. We should never have swallowed
it. British politics is blocked with Boris Johnson’s lies, which are just too big to swallow.
And so, along comes Boris Johnson, telling
us all to just swallow down a bit harder and
we’ll get there, except that the only possible
outcome at this stage is agonising death.
“This government is determined to reduce
our emissions, to tackle climate change, to
make the cars and the vehicles that will allow
a green revolution to take place,” he said,
standing in front of a giant diesel-powered
coach, which he is about to drive around the
country for four weeks, in an election that
he says he doesn’t want but also tried three
times to call (another lie).
We would learn, for the hundredth time,
about “the oven-ready deal, the deal that’s
ready to go.”
This is the deal that liberates us only to
start negotiating a free-trade deal, which he
says he can negotiate in six months, which
is either true or a blatant lie.
And if you’re trying to decide which, then do
consider that a former Tory cabinet minister,
David Gauke, is standing as an Independent
candidate in his constituency for no greater
reason than to make abundantly clear that
Boris Johnson is lying.
We would learn, naturally, about Jeremy
Corbyn’s “scary, disastrous programme, that
would wreck the economy.”
Which well it might, though we are at least
permitted to debate the meaning of the term
“wreck the economy” at the end of nine, long
Tory years that have more than doubled the
national debt, devalued the currency by 15
per cent and had the country’s credit rating
downgraded not once but twice.
Corbyn’s scary, disastrous programme, of
course, might well involve having a second
referendum on EU membership: the one
single event that every time the possibility
of it occurring arises, so goes up the value
of the currency.
There was Corbyn’s “1.2 trillion spending plan” – a blatant lie, made up by the
Tory party and corroborated by absolutely
nobody else. There was Corbyn on stop and
search, on disbanding the armed service
– all lies, all of it, every word.
There was the now standardised bit about
how, “Corbyn wouldn’t even stick up for
this country when it came to the Salisbury
poisonings.” This one, as it happens, is true,
but is a touch undermined by the fact that
when the government had an emergency
meeting on that subject, specifically the
nuclear assassination of a British citizen
by the Russian government, the foreign
secretary at the time did not attend.
Why? Because he, Boris Johnson, was
busy in his office, with a photographer he
had hired for a private photoshoot of himself
signing his resignation letter over Theresa
May’s withdrawal agreement, an agreement
which he would, of course, later vote for,
at the brief point at which it became in his
own personal interest to do so.
So yes, alas, not all of those lies can
possibly fit on just the one bus. It’s been
boiled down to: “Get Brexit Done. Unleash
Britain’s potential.” A short, sweet and admirably succinct lie, that one.
Britain’s potential will be very much
on the leash for as long as it is continues
to be taken in by the biggest and boldest
liar it has ever known.
People are furious at Prince Andrew’s
reasoning for Epstein friendship.

Peter Koenig: U.S. seeks regime change in Syria
TEHRAN (FNA) — Peter Koenig, economist and geopolitical analyst, says the US plans to maintain its military
presence in Syria to protect ISIL (also known as ISIS and
DAESH) terrorists and use them against the Arab country
and other states on the White House’s command.
Speaking in an exclusive interview with FNA, Peter Koenig
said, “Eastern Syria, the border with Iraq, where most of
Syria’s oil is located, covers about one third of the country.
To be in control of one third of the Syrian territory under
false pretenses which the world seems to swallow – is quite
good. US troops never left; they never will – not as long as
the US is militarily alive and kicking.”
Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He
worked for over 30 years with the World Bank and the World
Health Organization around the world. Also, he lectures
at universities in the US, Europe and South America. He
is also a co-author of “The World Order and Revolution!”
Below is the full text of the interview:
While the US is pulling some troops out of Syria, it is
still sending in additional troops claiming the move ensures
Syrian oil facilities will not fall into the hands of Daesh.
How do you find the White House’s justification for more
troops in Syria?
A: This is an outright lie, like so many others. The US
never had the intention to pull out troops from Syria. They
want to keep a hold in Syria, because the US mission is not
finished until they achieve regime change in Syria. This

was the motive of promoting the CIA-initiated civil war in
2011 (prepared since 2008) in the first place. If at one-point
President Trump was serious in pulling out of Syria – like
in honoring his pre-election promise, “no more engaging
in foreign lands” – then his behind the scene handlers –
including the Pentagon, weapon manufacturers, the CIA
– the corporate oil oligarchy – certainly told him differently.
Why would the US want to protect Syrian Oil from ISIS or
Daesh? - Washington created, funded, nurtured and armed
Daesh/ISIS. Now they are enemies? Do you believe that?
– Of course, vis-à-vis the outside world, but in reality, the
US still counts on them – to run and fight whenever they,
Washington, commands them to do so.
Moscow released photos it claims show the real reason
the US wants to keep troops in Eastern Syria is to protect the
illegal oil trade and reap large profits. How do you view this?
A: There is another narrative, namely that the US wants
to keep troops in eastern Syria to protect illegal oil trade
and reap large profits. I do not believe in this. The US has
larger goals, not to leave Syria. They just do not admit it and
keep confusing the public. And it seems to work. Let’s face
it, eastern Syria, the border with Iraq, where most of the
Syria’s oil is located, covers about one third of the country.
To be in control of one third of the Syrian territory under
false pretenses which the world seems to swallow – is quite
good. US troops never left; they never will – not as long as
the US is militarily alive and kicking.

Of course, petrol is part of the larger picture, but not for
the protection of oil smugglers – and who would make huge
profits? The military? – No, the larger picture is dominating
Syria as one of the most strategic countries in the Middle
east, transit for oil pipelines, and the pivot to five seas – the
Persian Gulf, the Caspian Sea, Black Sea, Mediterranean, the
Red Sea – that is President Assad’s strategy. The Caspian Sea
is particularly important, as it is becoming a transit route
for China’s Belt and Road Initiative. Being part of the BRI
is key for future development. Mr. Assad knows it. And the
US would of course like to prevent Assad closing links with
China, especially because China is a close ally with her BRI
partners and with their suppliers of hydrocarbons.
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U.S. politicians ruthless
in pushing HK bill
GLOBALTIMES — A 70-year-old cleaner died Thursday
night after being struck with a brick thrown by rioters during a Wednesday street clash. He was the first Hong Kong
resident directly killed from street clashes since the unrest
was sparked by the since-withdrawn extradition bill. A blackclad person in a mask attacked him, but Western public
opinion has generally kept silent. This is in sharp contrast
to the brouhaha caused by a besieged police officer shooting
a mob trying to grab his gun.
Around the same time, politicians in Washington are
accelerating their move to promote the tool they can use
to intervene in Hong Kong affairs to be passed. The US
Senate on Thursday initiated a process, known as a hotline, to speed up passing the Hong Kong Human Rights and
Democracy Act in the Senate as early as next Monday. The
measure allows the bill to bypass normal procedure if there
is a unanimous consensus. On the same day, the US-China
Economic and Security Review Commission, in an annual
report, recommended that Congress enact legislation stating
the US will suspend Hong Kong’s special trade status if the
People’s Liberation Army or People’s Armed Police “engage
in armed intervention in Hong Kong.”
These US moves have displayed its clear attitude: Hong
Kong radical protesters can do whatever they want - kill
people with bricks, set fire to or beat people who disagree
with them, and throw dangerous debris from bridges - while
regarding all actions taken by the governing authorities to
stop violence and end chaos in accordance with the law as
a crackdown on democracy and freedom.
This is the most shameless insult to and hijack of justice
and morality. Democracy and freedom must be based on
the rule of law. When rampage plagues Hong Kong, Washington’s support for violent protesters has become a crime
against the city and its 7 million people. The US Congress
wants to ruin Hong Kong’s prosperity and turn the city into
a mess to drag China’s development.
Washington condones mobs’ vandalism to destroy Hong
Kong and views efforts by the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) government as suppression on
democracy and freedom. How ruthless and hypocritical it
is. Politics, like poison, kills the humanity of some US politicians, making them desperate to create trouble for China
at the cost of life and the future of Hong Kong people.
Nonetheless, American politicians cannot dominate the
development of the Hong Kong situation. Where the city
is headed depends on the attitude of the Hong Kong public
and the Basic Law.
More and more Hongkongers are tired of the destruction
to lives caused by violence. They cannot stand seeing their
homes ruined by rioters and Western forces and have realized that Hong Kong has reached an unprecedented critical
juncture. Many residents voluntarily clean up roadblocks
these days, voicing their opposition to the mobs. The silent
majority will not be silent any more.
The HKSAR government and police are determined to
stop violence and end chaos according to law, and the central
government is offering unwavering support to them. The
Chinese government will firmly safeguard national sovereignty,
security and development interests and resolutely oppose
any intervention by external forces in Hong Kong affairs.
We call on all peace-loving and development-cherishing
forces around the world to condemn Hong Kong rioters,
intervention in Hong Kong affairs by countries such as the
US and Britain and their support to the mobs. If the West’s
interventionist acts are indulged, this will be a long-term
threat to world peace and stability and constitute a common
challenge to the emerging countries.

China-Japan ties shouldn’t be subject to US’ whims

Relations between China and Japan have seen an uptick
since the China-Japan-South Korea Trilateral Summit in
Tokyo in 2018.
The two countries agreed in principle to Chinese President
Xi Jinping’s state visit to Japan next spring at the invitation
of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. The exchange visits
of the leaders come after years of fraught ties. Although
China-Japan relations are on the way to recover from their
lowest point, they still need time to reach a certain stage
where ties can be considered satisfactory
Global politics and economy are passing through a flux
unseen in a century: the fragmentation of the liberal international order, resurgence of trade unilateralism and
protectionism, and global climate change.
Whether China and Japan as the second and third largest
economies in the world can strengthen cooperation and
share responsibilities in this new wave of “great changes”
will have a significant impact on the well being of the people of the two countries and their national standing in the
global power matrix. Bilateral economic and social ties have
demonstrated unprecedented vitality. As of 2018, bilateral
trade had exceeded $300 billion and the number of personnel
exchanges had reached almost 12 million.
The two have gradually become indispensable partners
for the dynamism of the value chains of medium and highend manufacturing and technological innovation.
The trade war on China unilaterally launched by the Trump
administration has begun to significantly drag down the
Japanese economy. According to the Ministry of Finance
of Japan, Japan’s goods trade recorded a deficit of 847.99
billion yen ($7.81 billion) for the first half of fiscal 2019 (April
to September), marking the second consecutive half-year
period in red.
Today, China-Japan relations rest on interdependence.
Relations have continued to warm since 2019. Tokyo is not
willing to do US bidding in economy and trade, but continues
to encourage Japanese enterprises to increase investment
in China. However, the structural constraints between the
two Asian powers still exist.The 2019 white paper issued
by Japan’s Defense Ministry in September clearly defined
China as the main security threat.
Moreover, the negative perception of China in Japan
hasn’t significantly diminished. According to a poll by the
Japanese think tank “Genron NPO” released on October
24, 44.8 percent Japanese considered relations with China
“bad,” with a 6-point rise from 2018.The improvement in
ties requires more effort and adaptability.

First, China does not need to avoid structural differences
and disputes in relations with Japan. It is those differences
that China should eliminate for better relations. After the
Cold War, Japan has a long history of strategic doubts about
China. It will take some time to rebuild confidence and change
their views of each other. Second, though the security factor
in relations cannot be underestimated, the two countries
can also set up a pattern of “coopetition.”
Recognizing that China-Japan relations are one of the
most complex and sensitive among major countries, doing
away with a mindset of “problem-based perspective” when
dealing with ties and giving due respect and understanding
each other should be the “attitude toward Japan” China
needs to re-establish.
Last but not the least, Beijing and Tokyo need to build
up strategic confidence and determination in improving
ties. Although affected by US-Japan relations, China’s ties
with Japan should not be forever subject to Washington’s
whims as long as Beijing skillfully handles relations with
Tokyo.It will not be wise for China to expect a sudden spurt
in ties, but there is a need for making a real difference in
its Japan strategy.

1.4 billion people firmly stand with patriotic Hongkongers

Rioters in Hong Kong have escalated their violence over
the past few days. They are obviously attempting to intimidate
citizens who love the country and Hong Kong, and silence
pro-establishment politicians by creating black terror.
We hope all patriotic Hongkongers won’t be frightened
and call on the police and citizens to work together to fight
the mobs. Those rioters are like grasshoppers at the end of
autumn, whose days are numbered. Hong Kong is China’s
territory, and the country is powerful and resolute enough
to ensure order returns to Hong Kong.
Violent as they are, the rioters are afraid. So they wear
masks to evade the law. Looking around the world and reviewing history, it’s easy to learn that many evil forces came
to their end overnight.
Hong Kong is part of China. The places where mobs went
on rampage are a short drive from the nearest outpost of the
Armed Police based in Shenzhen, and a short walk from the
People’s Liberation Army Hong Kong Garrison. The core
of the “one country, two systems” principle is to safeguard
Hong Kong’s peace and prosperity. The country could employ
direct intervention to ensure this under the Basic Law, and
it will never forget this obligation.
Hong Kong should be governed by Hongkongers and
Beijing has given a high degree of autonomy to the city.
The country has always been willing to control the situation in the special administrative region under the existing
governance structure. If the mobs arbitrarily escalate the
challenge, leading to more serious and widespread disorder and humanitarian disaster, direct intervention by the
country is inevitable.
The Hong Kong public should have the confidence that
the 1.4 billion compatriots in the mainland are standing
together, heart to heart, with them. Their mainland fellows
are paying close attention to the situation in Hong Kong,
caring about the living conditions and safety of people there.
Under no circumstance will the country and mainland society
abandon Hongkongers who love the country and the city.
The US is using Hong Kong rioters as a tool and will
abandon them if necessary. But mainland society and Hong
Kong citizens are family. The country will firmly defend the
future of patriotic Hongkongers.
We call on citizens who love the country and Hong Kong to
be united and motivated, to work out more ways to resolutely
fight the mobs while protecting the individual safety. The
goal of stopping violence and ending chaos is hopeful. The
1.4 billon mainlanders and a powerful country are standing
behind the Hongkongers while the mobs are in their final
struggle. There is no reason to be afraid of them.

Cruz uses anti-China stance for political gain

US Republican Senator Ted Cruz recently added a landmark anti-China record to his curriculum. In his column
in The Dallas Morning News, Cruz described Hong Kong
as “the new Berlin,” aiming to distort a Chinese internal
affair into the so-called struggle between the West and East.
American politicians like Cruz, who escalate the polarization of the US politics, are to some extent an inevitable
outcome and a pathetic feature of the American political
system. Deliberately creating an enemy to gain votes has
become a favored pattern of American politicians.
However, although such a pattern bore fruit during the
Cold War, it has made the US ignore what it really should
do, and thus restricted the country’s leadership amid the
changing global order.
Why has Cruz been upholding the banner against China? Cruz told media in September he hopes to run again
for president.
Given this, the answer to the question above is quite clear:
He used his Cuban background to set an anti-communist

and anti-China image to pave the way for his political career.
Cruz ended his presidential campaign in May 2016. But
he didn’t abandon the desire to take the wheel of the world’s
most powerful country. “It’s the most fun I’ve ever had in
my life,” Cruz recalled in his campaign.
Since Senator Marco Rubio, who resembles Cruz’s background, has gained immense spotlight for his criticism of
China, Cruz doesn’t want to be left behind.Hence, Cruz has
made himself heard louder with his tough attitude toward
China. Ironically, Cruz was once regarded by his rival in a
senate race of putting the interests of China above the US’.
There have always been voices against China in the US, but
they didn’t become political mainstream.In recent years, China-US
relations have deteriorated, which gave people like Cruz the opportunity to take the stage. As long as one goes against China, he
or she could draw public attention and gain politically.
Such being the case, it is understandable for Cruz to
peddle the story of his father, who was born and raised in
Cuba, to evoke and repeatedly enhance Americans’ fear of
communism and China.
Therefore, he exerts all his energies on attacking China
in a Cold War tone, which reminds people of an obsolete
ideological struggle.
However, born in Canada, Cruz knows hardly anything
about Cuba except his father’s story, not to mention knowing
nothing about what China is really like. But he won’t even
try to know China because labeling himself as anti-China
and strengthening his hawkish stance is enough for him to
advance as a US politician.

To weaken police power is to help rioters

The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) turned
into a war zone on Tuesday, dominated by a huge fire and
smoke, road barricades and fierce confrontation between
rioters and police. Photo: Web
Since the radical protesters started to force strikes of
labor, school and market by blocking traffic on Monday,
new focal points in Hong Kong’s situation have surfaced.
Rioters on Tuesday threw assorted objects from an overpass across a public road inside the Chinese University of
Hong Kong (CUHK). To ensure the safety of passing vehicles
and pedestrians, police officers tried to take control of the
overpass, and then were locked in a face-off with radical
protesters. Some rioters took out lethal sports equipment,
including bows and javelins, from a large warehouse in the
CUHK campus, and used them in the confrontation.
The facts are clear. These radical protesters want to paralyze Hong Kong, and their moves are savage. Throwing
items from the overpass is very dangerous, as the objects
might hurt pedestrians and drivers and even lead to fatal
car accidents if drivers get startled.
The police’s duty is to defend the city’s order in accordance with the law and prevent citizens from being coerced
into participating in strikes. Protecting citizens’ safety is
the first priority. Therefore, removing the roadblocks in
the past two days and controlling the overpass on Tuesday
were legitimate.Would most Hongkongers like to see strikes
in the city? The answer is obviously no. If most citizens are
willing to answer the radical protesters’ call and to stop
working and shut down the shops, there is no need for the
rioters to place roadblocks everywhere.
Paralyzing the city is a serious violation of the interests
of the majority of Hong Kong people. The visible and invisible costs it brought are bound to be shared by all citizens.
That being the case, all sectors of Hong Kong society should
condemn the rioters and voice their support for the police.
Many citizens and media outlets are doing this.
But, regrettably, facing such major issues of principle,
certain opposition figures and media workers have continued
to target law enforcement. They not only accused the police
officer who opened fire on Monday of “killing innocents,”
but also criticized the police who entered CUHK, although
the officers repeatedly explained that they were controlling
the situation instead of “occupying CUHK.”
Some people have been fooled by a few radical rioters, and
thus they support the rioters every time there is a confrontation. The right and wrong can be easily distinguished in
the overpass incident, but some people still act at the rioters’
disposal. Some people also want to benefit politically from it.
When the unrest sparked by the now-withdrawn extradition bill is completely over, it will be obvious that some
people’s behavior during the unrest failed to match their
fame. For example, a university president should adhere
to the basic principles when facing major issues. But some
university presidents have not done this at crucial moments.
By yielding to the rioters, Hong Kong cannot get out of
the dilemma, because rioters are damaging the rule of law.
Hong Kong can only heal itself by re-establishing consensus
on the rule of law and restoring the authority of the law.
All those who hope for a good condition for Hong Kong
should support and cherish the police’s endeavor. Any act
which makes it difficult for the police and weakens police
power adds fuel to the fire.
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Bring our troops home
ANTIWAR — Veterans and state legislators from 26
states, led by retired Army National Guard Sergeant Dan
McKnight, traveled to Washington during Veterans Day
week to press members of Congress, Senators and senior
Congressional staff to end America’s endless wars, especially the 18-year-old war in Afghanistan.

McKnight, a military combat veteran who serves as
BringOurTroopsHome.US Chairman, is making the
case for lawmakers to reevaluate US foreign policy to
de-emphasize military intervention, particularly in the
Middle East.
“This is not a liberal or conservative cause, but an
American cause that most directly affects those who
serve in battle, past and present. As past warriors, we
are here to advocate a change of policy. The Constitution
clearly states that it is the responsibility of Congress
to send our soldiers to war,” said McKnight, who was
deployed to Afghanistan in 2005.
With several national polls showing a majority of Americans support Bring Our Troops Home’s position, McKnight
said his grassroots army is gathering major political and
media might to take the fight to Congress. (See polls at
https://bringourtroopshome.us/polls/)
“It’s time to debate the most important issue facing any
nation: when to go war,” said McKnight during a National
Press Club briefing today.
Rep. Tyler Lindholm, a Navy veteran and Majority Whip
in the Wyoming State Legislature, said he hopes federal
officials in Washington will listen to the growing groundswell of war veterans. “It’s tough for veterans to talk about
foreign policy. But we’ve been in Afghanistan for 18 years,
with no meaningful goal or endgame, while our brothers
and sisters in arms are coming back hurt or not at all. It’s
time to escalate our conversation with Congress.”
“That’s why we are working on a coordinated strategy
with lawmakers in multiple states to pursue a 10th Amendment-based check and balance on federal war-making powers.
Our intent is to introduce legislation in multiple states to
require that National Guard units cannot be deployed to
combat operations overseas unless Congress has approved
a formal declaration of war,” said Lindholm.
The high-profile event featured a keynote address by
retired Brig. Gen. Don Bolduc, U.S. Army, a Special Forces
commander who served nearly a dozen tours in Afghanistan, plus panel discussions by other high-ranking military
officers and NCOs on the effects of America’s now 18-year
long war on the military itself, and on minority service
members and their communities.
“It’s important for America’s elected leaders to have a
strategy and operational approach for military engagement.
We need to lead with diplomacy first, and use military
engagement as a last resort,” said Bolduc.
Idaho’s lieutenant governor, Janice McGeachin, added:
“Our elected leaders need to understand that our Founding
Fathers gave Congress the responsibility to declare war
and to determine if it is necessary. It’s time for Congress
to do their jobs.”
Bethany Baldes, a Wyoming National Guard member
from 2004-2010, stated the case bluntly: “Congress should
declare war or get out of war.”
“We have fought in wars. Some of us will be called to
serve again. But we will not stand idly by to serve at the
whim of politicians in Congress who apparently do not understand fundamental issues outside of America’s shores,”
said McKnight.
“We support an ‘America First’ policy that puts every
overseas action to the test of whether or not it’s in the vital
interests of the United States, chief among those actions
being the deployment of American military forces,” said
McKnight, noting the $6 trillion price tag for wars in the
Middle East.
While this is the organization’s first official foray into
Washington politics, McKnight said Bring Our Troops Home
US has already been successful at educating members of
Congress – and the media – thus far, and they plan to come
back to the Capitol soon.Others are taking note.
“BringOurTroopsHome.US is already spreading around
the country at a wildfire’s pace,” wrote radio talk show host
Scott Horton of Austin, Tex., author of the 2017 book, Fool’s
Errand: Time to End the War in Afghanistan. “They have
the President’s own words to invoke when stating their
case that 18 years of this is enough.”
Said Major Danny Sjursen (Ret.), a US Army strategist and former history instructor at West Point who
served tours with reconnaissance units in both Iraq and
Afghanistan: “Veterans Day used to be Armistice Day,
to commemorate the end of the Great War to end all
wars. It’s nice to thank veterans, but war should be the
policy of last resort. The best way to celebrate veterans
is to create less of us.”
BringOurTroopsHome.US is dedicated to ending the
war in Afghanistan, removing our military forces from the
Middle East, and insisting the Constitution of the United
States be faithfully observed.
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Apt in Mahmoodieh
1th floor, 168 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
semi furn, spj, gym, parking
$3000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Mirdamad
180 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., fully furn
equipped kitchen, parking
$1500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Fereshteh
several brand new apts in different
floors, 125 sq.m with 2 Bdrs. & 270
sq.m with
3 Bdrs., unfurn, spj, parking
$2000 & $3000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Elahieh
brand new, 5th floor, several apts
from 120 sq.m to 270 sq.m, furn
& unfurn, terrace spj, nice view,
lobby, parking
near French school
$1500 to $4000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Zafaranieh
brand new, 300 sq.m, 4 Bdrs. un
furn spj, parking
$4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Jordan
3th floor, 275 sq.m, 4 Bdrs.
furn, equipped kitchen
elevator, storage, parking
$2000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Aqdasieh
duplex, 750 sq.m land, 500 sq.m
built up, 5 Bdrs., nice garden
indoor swimming pool, sauna
3 parking spots
$6500
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Whole Building in Qeytarieh
300 sq.m land, 3 floors, 3 units
each units 120 sq.m with 3Bdrs.
lots of parking
$4000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Whole Building in
Saadat Abad
administrative office license
brand new, 5 floors, each floor
4 units, 20 units between 115 sq.m
to 142 sq.m, elevator storage
60 parking spots
$27000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Villa in Darband
triplex, 1800 sq.m land, 500 sq.m
built up, 5 Bdrs., unfurn outdoor
swimming, garden completely
renovated, parking
$9000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Triplex Villa in Seoul
brand new, 175 sq.m land
330 sq.m built up, 3 Bdrs.
storage, parking
$3500
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Villa in Mahmoodieh
500 sq.m land, 600 sq.m built up, 5
Bdrs., unfurn, parking
$6000
Ms.Sara: 09128103207

Holder of
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 10004:2012
ISO 10002:2014
From Oxford Cert Universal

Villa in Fereshteh
450 sq.m built up, unfurn
5 Bdrs. , good light, completely
renovated, parking
$6000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

REAL ESTATE
LOOKING FOR RENTAL PROPERTY?

Call: 22041212 – 09121081212
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Apt in Mahmoodieh
3 floors, one apt 90 sq.m with
1 Bdr, 3 apts 170 sq.m with
3 Bdrs., unfurn, equipped kitchen
elevator, lobby parking
Price: negotiable
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole Building in Jordan
administrative office license
floors available, 1520 sq.m 3
totally, unfurn, elevator
roof top, anti seismic
parking spots 30
Price: negotiable
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Whole Building in Qeytarieh
brand new, 10 floors, each floor
4 units, 168 sq.m & 180 sq.m, roof
top, 3 lines elevator
160 parking spots
$17000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Duplex Villa in Zafaranieh
1200 sq.m, unfurn, renovated
yard, parking
Price: negotiable
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
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Apt in North Shariati
4th floor, 75 sq.m 2 Bdrs.
furn, good light, elevator parking,
$700
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in North Shirazi
7th floor , 120 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
furn, balcony, parking
$1200
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Tajrish
brand new, 4th floor, 130 sq.m
2 Bdrs., furn, balcony, elevator
storage, parking, $1200
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Andarzgoo blvd
3th floor, 140 sq.m, 3 Bdrs.
fully furn, parking, $600
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Mahmoodieh
1th floor, 90 sq.m, 1 Bdr.
furn, spj, beautiful yard
$1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156
Apt in Elahieh
210 sq.m, 3 Bdrs., fully furn
equipped kitchen, spj
elevator, parking, $1800
Ms.Sara: 09128103207
Apt in Chizar
1th floor, 110 sq.m, 2 Bdrs.
fully furn, equipped kitchen
back yard, elevator
storage, parking, $1000
Mr.Shayan: 09128440156

Modern Stadium of
Martyrs of Khuzestan
Football Club (KSC)
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SpaceX test fires Crew Dragon spacecraft
ahead of first astronaut mission

SpaceX’s Crew Dragon spacecraft test
fired its emergency abort engines this
week, indicating the vehicle could soon
be ready for its final dress rehearsal before
launching NASA astronauts into space.
The test fire involved strapping the capsule
to the ground while lighting up its emergency
abort engines in quick succession. It was
designed to simulate how the spacecraft
would propel itself away from danger should
a rocket misfire on the way to orbit.
SpaceX, Elon Musk’s rocket company,
had conducted a similar ground test in April
when Crew Dragon exploded, putting the
spacecraft further behind schedule. The
company worked with NASA on a monthslong investigation and redesigned parts of
the abort system that triggered the explosion.
Wednesday’s test run, which NASA
confirmed in a blog post, appeared to go
off without a hitch.
«SpaceX and NASA will now review the
data from today’s test, perform detailed
hardware inspections, and establish a target
launch date for the In-Flight Abort Test,»
the post reads.
The In-Flight Abort Test will be a
final, key milestone in Crew Dragon’s
development. The craft will launch
atop one of SpaceX’s Falcon 9 rockets
and then run through the entire abort
sequence by breaking away from the
rocket, firing its on-board engines and

parachuting to a landing.
Crew Dragon is equipped with two sets
of engines: A group of 16 «Draco» thrusters
handle all the precise maneuvering
while the craft is in orbit. And, during
an emergency abort, they would also
help keep the spacecraft oriented while
it plunges toward Earth. The other eight

«SuperDraco» engines are designed
specifically to propel the vehicle away
from a malfunctioning rocket.
Crew Dragon could be ready for the big
show shortly after SpaceX completes the
in-flight abort test. NASA astronauts Bob
Behnken and Doug Hurley are slated to fly
to the International Space Station aboard

the capsule marking the first time SpaceX
has ever flown humans.
And, depending on when Boeing’s
Starliner capsule is ready for flight, it could
mark the first time people have launched
to space from US soil in nearly a decade.
NASA asked the private sector to develop
crew-worthy spacecraft to replace the Space
Shuttle program after it was retired in 2011.
SpaceX was allotted $2.6 billion and Boeing
was awarded $4.2 billion in 2014, and the
space agency initially predicted their vehicles
would be ready to fly astronauts by 2017.
But development of both spacecraft has
taken years longer than expected.
SpaceX’s Crew Dragon conducted an
uncrewed demo mission in May. It launched
to orbit, briefly docked with the space station
and returned to Earth a few days later.
A crewed mission was expected to follow
over the summer, but the April explosion
derailed that schedule.
Musk told CNN Business’ Rachel Crane
recently that SpaceX is «going as fast as we
can» to prepare the overdue spacecraft, and
he estimated it would be ready to launch
astronauts in the first few months of 2020.
Boeing’s Starliner spacecraft completed
a test of its emergency abort system last
week. That vehicle is also slated to complete
an uncrewed test mission to the ISS on
December 17.
(Source: CNN)

Superfast star found leaving Milky Way at 1,700km per second
Astronomers have spotted a star heading out of the Milky
Way at more than 6m km/h (3.7m mph), or 1,700km
per second, after an encounter with the supermassive
black hole at the center of the galaxy.
The star is moving so fast that in about 100m years
it will exit the Milky Way and spend the rest of its life
sailing alone through intergalactic space. Although it
was predicted 30 years ago that black holes could fling
stars out of the galaxy at phenomenal speeds, it is the
first time that such an event has been recorded.
Gary Da Costa, an astronomer and emeritus professor
at the Australian National University (ANU) in Canberra,
said: “We traced this star’s journey back to the center of
our galaxy, which is pretty exciting.”
Da Costa and colleagues have deduced that 5m years
ago, the star was part of a binary star system that had
ventured extremely close to Sagittarius A*, the location
of the Milky Way’s central black hole, which has a mass
equivalent to more than 4m suns.
As the twin stars spiraled inwards, at some point the
closer of the two switched into a binary partnership with
the black hole that would ultimately end in it being gobbled

up and disappearing into oblivion. The dynamics of this
interaction resulted in the original partner being ejected
at extremely high speed.
The process is known as the Hills mechanism, after
the astronomer Jack Hills who proposed the scenario
more than 30 years ago.
“This star is travelling at record-breaking speed, 10
times faster than most stars in the Milky Way, including

These vivid peacock clouds were created
by violent galactic interactions

By Ashley Strickland
Two colorful gas clouds shaped like peacocks
have been spotted in the Large Magellanic
Cloud, a neighboring dwarf galaxy about
163,000 light years away.
In the vastness of space, it’s nice to have a
neighbor. For our galaxy, the Milky Way, that’s
the Large Magellanic Cloud and its sibling,
the Small Magellanic Cloud. These dwarf
galaxies act like satellites of our own galaxy.
The clouds were spotted by the Atacama
Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array, known
as ALMA, consisting of 66 radio telescopes
in Chile. But their beauty may mask a violent
past between the two dwarf galaxies.
Both clouds, made up of complex gas
filaments, contain several massive baby
stars. Astronomers who made the discovery
said that this matches with previous
computer simulations that model the
collision of gas clouds.
The gas and the young stars act like
evidence from a crime scene, suggesting
a confrontation by the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds 200 million years ago,
the researchers estimate.
Stars themselves form from clouds of gas
and dust. But astronomers don’t entirely
understand how giant stars, weighing in
at 10 times more massive than our sun, or
larger, can form in small regions because
they require so much material.
But when galaxies interact with each
other, it’s the perfect setting for massive
stars to form. The gravity of both galaxies
interacting is immense, causing gaseous
clouds within them to collide. This creates
a large amount of gas in a small area. Then,
massive stars can form.
The researchers used ALMA to take

a closer look at a star-forming region in
the Large Magellanic Cloud called N159,
along with detailed looks at clouds in
two parts of it.
In this case, both clouds are shaped
similarly, resembling peacocks with their
tailfeathers outstretched in a fan.
“It is unnatural that in two regions
separated by 150 light years, clouds with
such similar shapes were formed and that
the ages of the baby stars are similar,” said
Kazuki Tokuda, a researcher at Osaka
Prefecture University and the National
Astronomical Observatory of Japan. “There
must be a common cause of these features.
Interaction between the LMC and SMC is
a good candidate.”
Previous research investigating the
movement of gas in the Large Magellanic
Cloud suggested that a boom of star
formation may be fed by a glow of gas
coming from the Small Magellanic Cloud.
This new observation lines up.
“For the first time, we uncovered a
link between massive star formation and
galaxy interactions in very sharp detail,”
said Yasuo Fukui, a professor at Nagoya
University. “This is an important step in
understanding the formation process
of massive star clusters in which galaxy
interactions have a big impact.”
Two studies about the observation published
Thursday in the Astrophysical Journal.
The Large Magellanic Cloud will
catastrophically collide with the Milky Way in
2 billion years, according to a study published
in January in the Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society. The impact,
which they believe is long overdue, has a
chance of sending our solar system “hurtling
through space.”

our sun,” said Da Costa. “In astronomical terms, the star
will be leaving our galaxy fairly soon and it will likely
travel through the emptiness of intergalactic space for
eternity.”
The star, known as S5-HVS1, is the third-fastest star
ever measured. The other two were ones that had been
boosted to high speeds in supernovae explosions.
“Excluding these somewhat special cases, this star
is far and away the fastest ever spotted,” said Dougal
Mackey, a co-author also at ANU College of Science.
The team made the discovery of the star using the
3.9-metre Anglo-Australian Telescope at the ANU
Siding Spring Observatory. The team were looking at
star streams in the Milky Way halo that are coasting
towards the galactic disk but had some spare capacity
to look at other stars, and through these observations
made the serendipitous discovery of S5-HVS1.
After the star exits the Milky Way it will continue its
journey through the intergalactic space. “It will keep
going and eventually end up as a white dwarf like our
sun; it just won’t have any neighbors,” said Da Costa.
(Source: The Guardian)

At future Mars landing spot, scientists spy
mineral that could preserve signs of past life

Next year, NASA plans to launch a new
Mars rover to search for signs of ancient
life on the Red Planet. A new study shows
that the rover’s Jezero crater landing site
is home to deposits of hydrated silica, a
mineral that just happens to be particularly
good at preserving biosignatures.
“Using a technique we developed that
helps us find rare, hard-to-detect mineral
phases in data taken from orbiting spacecraft,
we found two outcrops of hydrated silica
within Jezero crater,” said Jesse Tarnas,
a Ph.D. student at Brown University and
the study’s lead author. “We know from
Earth that this mineral phase is exceptional
at preserving microfossils and other
biosignatures, so that makes these outcrops
exciting targets for the rover to explore.”
The research is published in Geophysical
Research Letters.
NASA announced late last year that its
Mars 2020 rover would be headed to Jezero,
which appears to have been home to an
ancient lake. The star attraction at Jezero
is a large delta deposit formed by ancient
rivers that fed the lake. The delta would
have concentrated a wealth of material
from a vast watershed. Deltas on Earth are
known to be good at preserving signs of life.
Adding hydrated silica to the mix at Jezero
increases that preservation potential, the
researchers say. One of the silica deposits
was found on the edge of the delta at low
elevation. It’s possible that the minerals
formed in place and represent the bottom
layer of the delta deposit, which is a great
scenario for preserving signs of life.
“The material that forms the bottom layer
of a delta is sometimes the most productive
in terms of preserving biosignatures,” said
Jack Mustard, a professor at Brown and

study co-author. “So if you can find that
bottomset layer, and that layer has a lot of
silica in it, that’s a double bonus.”
For the study, researchers used data
from the Compact Reconnaissance
Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM)
instrument that flies aboard NASA’s Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter. The technique
applied to the CRISM data used big data
analysis methods to tease out the weak
spectral signature of the silica deposits.
While the geologic context of the deposits
suggests they could have formed at the base
of the delta, it’s not the only possibility, the
researchers say. The minerals could have
formed upstream in the watershed that
fed Jezero and been washed subsequently
into the crater, by volcanic activity or later
episodes of water saturation in the Jezero
crater lake. The rover should be able to
isolate the real source, the researchers say.
“We can get amazing high-resolution
images and compositional data from
orbit, but there’s a limit on what we can
discern in terms of how these minerals
formed,” Tarnas said. “Given instruments
on the rover, however, we should be able
to constrain the origin of these deposits.”
The rover will be able to perform finescale chemical analysis of the deposits and
provide a close-up view of how the deposits
are situated in relation to surrounding rock
units. It will also have a sensor similar to
CRISM to link orbital and lander data. That
will go a long way to determining how the
deposits formed. What’s more, one instrument
aboard the rover is able to look for complex
organic material. If the silica deposits have
high concentrations of organics, it would be an
especially intriguing find, the researchers say.
(Source: Science Daily)
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Voyager 2 reaches
interstellar space
Researchers at the University of Iowa report that the spacecraft
Voyager 2 has entered the interstellar medium (ISM), the region
of space outside the bubble-shaped boundary produced by wind
streaming outward from the sun. Voyager 2, thus, becomes the
second human-made object to journey out of our sun’s influence,
following Voyager 1’s solar exit in 2012.
In a new study, the researchers confirm Voyager 2’s passage on
Nov. 5, 2018, into the ISM by noting a definitive jump in plasma
density detected by an Iowa-led plasma wave instrument on the
spacecraft. The marked increase in plasma density is evidence
of Voyager 2 journeying from the hot, lower-density plasma
characteristic of the solar wind to the cool, higher-density plasma
of interstellar space. It’s also similar to the plasma density jump
experienced by Voyager 1 when it crossed into interstellar space.
“In a historical sense, the old idea that the solar wind will just
be gradually whittled away as you go further into interstellar
space is simply not true,” says Iowa’s Don Gurnett, corresponding
author on the study, published in the journal Nature Astronomy.
“We show with Voyager 2 — and previously with Voyager 1 — that
there’s a distinct boundary out there. It’s just astonishing how
fluids, including plasmas, form boundaries.”
Gurnett, professor emeritus in the UI Department of Physics
and Astronomy, is the principal investigator on the plasma wave
instrument aboard Voyager 2. He is also the principal investigator
on the plasma wave instrument aboard Voyager 1 and authored
the 2013 study published in Science that confirmed Voyager 1
had entered the ISM.
Voyager 2’s entry into the ISM occurred at 119.7 astronomical
units (AU), or more than 11 billion miles from the sun. Voyager 1
passed into the ISM at 122.6 AU. The spacecraft were launched
within weeks of each other in 1977, with different mission goals
and trajectories through space. Yet they crossed into the ISM at
basically the same distances from the sun.
That gives valuable clues to the structure of the heliosphere
— the bubble, shaped much like a wind sock, created by the sun’s
wind as it extends to the boundary of the solar system.
“It implies that the heliosphere is symmetric, at least at the
two points where the Voyager spacecraft crossed,” says Bill Kurth,
University of Iowa research scientist and a co-author on the
study. “That says that these two points on the surface are almost
at the same distance.”
“There’s almost a spherical front to this,” adds Gurnett. “It’s
like a blunt bullet.”
Data from the Iowa instrument on Voyager 2 also gives additional
clues to the thickness of the heliosheath, the outer region of the
heliosphere and the point where the solar wind piles up against
the approaching wind in interstellar space, which Gurnett likens
to the effect of a snowplow on a city street.
The Iowa researchers say the heliosheath has varied thickness,
based on data showing Voyager 1 sailed 10 AU farther than its
twin to reach the heliopause, a boundary where the solar wind and
the interstellar wind are in balance and considered the crossing
point to interstellar space. Some had thought Voyager 2 would
make that crossing first, based on models of the heliosphere.
“It’s kind of like looking at an elephant with a microscope,”
Kurth says. “Two people go up to an elephant with a microscope,
and they come up with two different measurements. You have
no idea what’s going on in between. What the models do is try to
take information that we have from those two points and what
we’ve learned through the flight and put together a global model
of the heliosphere that matches those observations.”
The last measurement obtained from Voyager 1 was when the
spacecraft was at 146 AU, or more than 13.5 billion miles from the
sun. The plasma wave instrument is recording that the plasma
density is rising, in data feeds from a spacecraft now so far away
that it takes more than 19 hours for information to travel from
the spacecraft to Earth.
“The two Voyagers will outlast Earth,” Kurth says. “They’re in
their own orbits around the galaxy for five billion years or longer.
And the probability of them running into anything is almost zero.”
“They might look a little worn by then,” Gurnett adds with
a smile.
The Iowa study is one of five papers on Voyager 2 published in
Nature Astronomy. These papers confirm the passage of Voyager
2 to interstellar space and provide details on the characteristics
of the heliopause.
(Source: Science Daily)

Fluffy dinosaurs used to live at
the South Pole, scientists say
The South Pole has been home to penguins, whales and - 100
million years ago - dinosaurs with fluffy feathers, new findings show.
This is the first time scientists have ever found evidence that
dinosaurs used feathers in extreme climates like the southern
polar circle, according to the study, which was published this
week in the journal Gondwana Research.
A team of international scientists examined a collection of
118-year-old fossils that were found in Koonwarra, Australia,
but that had accumulated in sediment at the bottom of a lake
close to the South Pole millennia ago. The collection included
dinosaur bones and “proto-feathers from meat-eating dinosaurs,”
said a press release from Sweden’s Uppsala University, which
contributed to the study.
The term “proto-feathers” means that these ancient feathers
weren’t as complex as the feathers in birds today. Instead, the
press release said, dinosaurs at the time would have been covered
with simpler “hair-like” feathers for insulation.
“The discovery of ‘proto-feathers’ at Koonwarra therefore
suggests that fluffy feather coats might have helped small dinosaurs
keep warm in ancient polar habitats,” said Martin Kundrat of
Slovakia’s Pavol Jozef Safarik University, one of the authors.
Much like how bird feathers today are often colored or patterned,
these ancient dinosaur feathers were also likely patterned, the
press release said. Researchers found traces of melanosomes - the
cells that contain color pigments - on the fossilized feathers, in
“distinct bands” that may have represented the original patterning.
Researchers believe the feathers were dark in color - perhaps
to help the dinosaurs with camouflage, communication with each
other, or to absorb more heat in the frigid polar temperatures.
Dinosaur skeletons and ancient bird bones have been found
at high latitudes before - but this is the first fossilized evidence
of feathered dinosaurs.
“These Australian fossil feathers are therefore highly significant
because they came from dinosaurs and small birds that were
living in a seasonally very cold environment with months of
polar darkness every year,” said study author Benjamin Kear
of Uppsala University.
(Source: CNN)
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Bastak petroglyphs to go on
show at National Museum
T O U R I S M TEHRAN — Two of the Bastak petroglyphs,

d
e
s
k which bear ancient maritime figures, will go
on display at the National Museum of Iran in order to highlight
cultural heritage of the southern Hormozgan province.

The Bastak petroglyphs, which bear motifs of human being, plantation, animals and ships, are scattered in an area of
about 250 hectares in Deh Tall rural district, Bastak county,
Hormozgan province, provincial tourism chief Reza Boroumand said, Mehr reported on Saturday.
The petroglyphs date from a span of time beginning from
the Sassanid era (224 CE–651) to the late Qajar period (1789
to 1925), Boroumand said.
The relics will be showcased at a maritime-related exhibition,
which is scheduled to open to the public on December 17, he added.
According to an essay released by the Journal of Archaeological Research, in the village of Koukherd -which is located in
Bastak, there is a less well-known ancient site, which is called
“Sibeh” by inhabitants of the village as well as in some written
documents, too. The dispersion of remains from prehistoric to
the late Islamic era around the Koukherd region, the existence
of rock paintings from prehistoric to Islamic times, the water
structure of Tereneh, which is constructed in Sassanid period
and the Islamic tomb of Dogonbadan, all demonstrate a richness
of the region in terms of cultural heritage.

Foreign visits to Ardebil’s
museums jump 97 percent
T O U R I S M TEHRAN — The number of foreign visi-

d
e
s
k tors to Ardebil’s heritage museums jumped
some 97 percent during the first seven months of the current
Iranian calendar year (started March 21), corresponding to
the same period last year.
“A total of 381,710 people toured Ardebil’s heritage museums
during the first seven months of the year, of whom 10,872 were
foreign nationals,” provincial tourism chief Nader Fallahi said,
CHTN reported on Saturday.
The official put the total number of visitors and foreign visitors at 270,725 and 5,516 respectively for the same period in the
past year, saying “the number of foreign visits to museums has
jumped 97.1 percent year on year.”
Sprawling on a high, windswept plateau, Ardebil is well-known
for having lush natural beauties, hospitable people and its silk and
carpet trade tradition, it is also home to the UNESCO-registered
Sheikh Safi al-Din Khanegah and Shrine Ensemble.

Iran is world’s
3rd fastest
growing tourist
destination:
Afar magazine
A winner of the Travelers’ Choice
1
Awards 2019, Afar adds, “Its 20-day
Treasures of Persia tour has departures
in April and September 2020 and visits
cities like Shiraz and Isfahan, as well as
more than 10 UNESCO World Heritage
sites, including the St. Stepanos monastery
near the border of Azerbaijan.”
Iran welcomed some four million foreign
nationals during the first five months of the
current Iranian calendar year (March 21 – August
22), which shows 30 percent hike, compared
with the same period last year, according to
official data compiled by the Ministry of Cultural
Heritage, Tourism and Handicrafts.
Nearly 7.8 million foreign nationals visited
the country over the past [Iranian calendar]
year that shows a 52.5 percent increase year
on year, deputy minister Vali Teymouri said
in April adding that the country hosted 5.1
million travelers in 1396 (March 2017-18).
Back in September, the World Economic
Forum (WEF) ranked Iran first in the world

as a pocket-friendly destination.
“Iran ranks 1st globally [in the category of
Price Competitiveness], thanks to low ticket
taxes and airport charges (7th), fuel prices
(5th) and high purchasing power (5th).”
Last November, the Trump administration reinstated sanctions on Iran, mainly
the ones that had been lifted under the 2015
nuclear deal, in order to batter Iran’s economy, however, according to official data, they
have so far failed to lessen foreign arrivals
to the Islamic Republic.
Although the sanctions together with anti-Iran propaganda campaigns have decreased
Western tourists but the country has managed
to compensate and even improve by doing its
best to attract more from neighboring states.
Under the 2025 Tourism Vision Plan,
the country aims to increase the number of
tourist arrivals from 4.8 million in 2014 to
20 million in 2025.
The Islamic Republic boasts hundreds of
historical sites such as bazaars, museums,

T O U R I S M TEHRAN — A group of
d
e
s
k 30 Swiss tour operators
and travel agents are to commence a familiarization tour across Iran with the aim of
getting acquainted with its potential in terms
of travel destinations, natural landscapes,
local people and their traditions.
The group will start a six-day familiarization tour tomorrow [November 17],
Mohammad-Ebrahim Larijani, the director
of advertising and marketing office of the
Cultural Heritage, Tourism and Handicrafts
Ministry, was quoted by IRIB as saying
on Saturday.
“The travelers are set to tour the cities
of Isfahan and Shiraz particularly with the

An interior view of the Nasir al-Mulk Mosque, also known as the “Pink Mosque”, in
Shiraz, southern Iran.

sions, of which 22 being inscribed on the
UNESCO World Heritage list.

aim of getting acquainted with Iranian and
Islamic-era architecture and arts in terms of
murals and paintings, tilework, mirrorwork
and stained glass windows [amongst other
themes],” Larijani said.
Eelier this month Tehran and Bern inked
a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to
expand cooperation in the tourism sector.
The agreement was signed by the
Iranian deputy tourism minister Vali
Teymouri, and Switzerland Tourism’s
director of emerging markets and special
projects, Federico Sommaruga, to fertile
the ground for enhancing and developing
cooperation based on capabilities and
facilities of the two sides.

Discover top five Russian folk crafts

Historic center of Santa
Cruz de Mompox

Mompox was of great logistical and commercial importance,
as substantial traffic between the port of Cartagena and the
interior travelled along the river.
It consequently played a key role in the Spanish colonization
of northern South America, forming an integral part of the
processes of colonial penetration and dominion during the
Spanish conquest and of the growth of communications and
commerce during the 17th to early 19th centuries.
Most of the buildings in its 458-ha historic center are
in a remarkable state of conservation and still used for
their original purposes, thus preserving an exceptional
illustration of a Spanish riverine settlement.
Founded in 1540 on the banks of the River Magdalena,
Mompox played a key role in the Spanish colonization
of northern South America. From the 16th to the 19th
century the city developed parallel to the river, with the
main street acting as a dyke.
The historic center has preserved the harmony and unity
of the urban landscape. Most of the buildings are still used
for their original purposes, providing an exceptional picture
of what a Spanish colonial city was like.
The historic center of Santa Cruz de Mompox’s identity as
a Spanish colonial river port defines the unique and singular
character of its monumental and domestic architecture.
From the 17th century onwards, houses were built on the
Calle de La Albarrada with the ground floors given over to
small shops. These “house-store” buildings are built in rows
of between three and ten units.
(Source: UNESCO)

mosques, bridges, bathhouses, madrasas,
mausoleums, churches, towers, and man-

Swiss tour operators to start fam tour across Iran

ROUND THE GLOBE

Santa Cruz de Mompox, located in the swampy inland
tropics of northern Colombia’s Bol?var Department, was
founded about 1539 on the Magdalena River, the country’s
principal waterway.
The historic center has preserved the harmony and unity
of the urban landscape. Most of the buildings are still used
for their original purposes, providing an exceptional picture
of what a Spanish colonial city was like.

A traveler takes a photo of the 18th-century Agha Bozorg mosque, which stands
tall in the oasis city of Kashan, central Iran.

At a Torzhok goldwork factory (Andrei Solomovov/
RIA Novosti)
H E R I T A G E TEHRAN — Torzhok’s goldwork embroid
e
s
k dery, Yelets lace, Nizhny Tagil’s decorative
trays, Fedoskino lacquer miniatures and Rostov enamel: we
will tell you where to go to learn about traditional Russian
crafts and buy original souvenirs. Let’s get started, or as the
Russians say — Poekhali!
Torzhok’s goldwork embroidery
At the end of the 18th century, gold-wire embroidery was
mastered by the needlewomen of Torzhok, an ancient town in
the Tver Region. They embroidered headdresses, sleeves, belts,
shoes, purses and church decoration with gold wire thread.
The first ornamental designs to be used were with floral patterns.
Their work was in great demand. Trade was flourishing in Torzhok
at that time, a town which was founded at a crossroads, where
both land routes and waterways converged. Their embroidered
pieces were even purchased to adorn the Russian Imperial Court.
After the Russian Revolution, the workshops where the
Torzhok gold workers had worked were turned into a factory.
Just like in the old days, bags, belts, clothes, wallets and other
souvenirs are still embroidered there.
You can learn about the history of the craft at the Goldwork
Embroidery Museum and Factory on 73 Dzerzhinsky Street in
Torzhok. The exhibition pieces include the only existing copies
of early embroidered work and modern panels made as gifts
for famous people and for private collections.
You can even order your own personalized piece of embroidery in the shop at the factory. You can also try your hand at
doing your own embroidery under the guidance of experienced
masters of the craft.
Fedoskino: lacquer miniatures
Four schools of lacquer miniatures exist in Russia: Palekh,
Mstera, Kholuy and Fedoskino. Fedoskino is considered the
oldest center of Russian lacquer crafts.
In the village of Danilkovo, which has since merged with
Fedoskino, craftsmen began painting these lacquer miniatures in
the late 18th century. In 1795, merchant Pyotr Korobov opened
a workshop to manufacture visors for Russian army helmets
and shakos. After a visit to Johann Stobwasser’s manufactory
in Braunschweig, Germany, where he studied the technology of
papier-maché, Korobov began producing snuff boxes instead,
which were popular at that time, decorated with painted portaits and scenes and varnished prints. German masters were
invited to work at Korobov’s workshop.
From 1814 onwards, the workshop began painting snuff
boxes, bead boxes and jewelry boxes by hand. Before then,

the boxes had been decorated with paste-on prints.
Korobov’s heir was a merchant from Moscow, Pyotr
Lukutin, who further developed the craft. In the 19th century, Fedoskino’s lacquered works were simply referred to
as “Lukutins”. A factory was opened in Fedoskino, which
ran until 1910, when the factory owners decided to close it
down. A group of ten craftsmen got together and re-opened
the factory in 1910, and called it the Fedoskino Artel. The
factory is still running to this day.
Attention to everyday scenes, a passion for copying paintings by Russian and Western European artists, and the use of
original stories from folk tales is what sets Fedoskino lacquer
miniatures apart from other centers of miniature art. Fedoskino
also uses different material. All the miniatures are painted using
oil paint in the triple-layer painting technique.
Brushstroke by brushstroke, the masters create a picture,
painting the tiniest details of each portrait.
Excursions and master classes are now held at the Fedoskinskya Factory of Miniature Painting and Museum, where
you can try to paint your own papier-mache miniature. The
museum at the factory exhibits miniatures that chronicle works
created over the two centuries since the first miniatures were
made, with almost two thousand exhibits.
Nizhny Tagil: decorative trays
Zhostovo is not the only center famous for its painted metal
trays: in Nizhny Tagil, this craft began to develop at the end of
the 18th century. The emergence of tray painting was helped by a
high standard of living in Russia at that time, when people began
decorating the interior of their houses with exquisite household
items and ornaments. For the owners of factories and mining
plants in the Urals — including the Demidov family — this
craft served as an advertisement to promote their industries.
The idea of decorating metal trays originated in traditional folk paintings. They had two main subjects — themed
scenes and floral arrangements or still lives. Craftsmen in
the Urals developed the techniques of single-layer painting
with tonal color transitions, with elements of folk paintings
which were commonly used to decorate on spinning wheels,
chests and other household items.
Hardly any of the trays produced in Nizhny Tagil have survived. You can see one of them which was created in 1887 in
the State Russian Museum in St. Petersburg.
The Round Tray. Workshop of N. A. Perezolov. Nizhny
Tagil. 1887. State Russian Museum. Taken from S.B. Rozhdestvenskaya’s book “On the Question of the Fate of Arts and
Crafts in the RSFSR (Tray Painting of Nizhny Tagil)”
Rostov Veliky: enamel
This craft is over two and a half hundred years old — an
enameling technique for miniature painting which spread
to Russia from France in the mid-18th century. The first
workshop was set up at the orthodox bishop’s house in Rostov
Veliky (Rostov the Great, as Rostov is popularly known to
Russians). Inspired by Limoges enamel and Renaissance
portraits, enamel painting was used to create icons and decorate ecclesiastical objects. The famous floral motifs only
appeared in the 19th century.
After the Russian Revolution, the craft fell into decline, but the masters were able to preserve it by uniting
and forming an artel (association of craftsmen). After
the World War Two, it was transformed into the Rostov

Finift Factory, which still exists today.
Finift is an incredible combination of enamel and metal.
The Museum of Finift is housed in the old judicial chamber
of the Rostov Kremlin. The exhibition includes more than
three thousand colorful painted enamels: icons, as well
as landscapes and portraits bejewel an array of different
items. This is one of the most magnificent collections in
Russia. The museum has a shop.
Yelets: lace
Yelets lace is finer and more delicate than Vologda lace,
and traces its history back to the 18th century. Before then,
lace making had flourished in the Lipetsk Region as a cottage
industry, where the lacemakers were the wives and daughters of wealthy merchants. The first drawings of designs for
lace patterns were imported from Europe, from Germany,
Belgium and France. However, local craftswomen quickly
found their own distinctive style, which can be seen in the
dresses that were made for the last Grand Duchesses of the
Russian Imperial House, and in napkins which are now a
collector’s item.
The first known lace piece made in Yelets is dated 1801,
a towel with a stitched inscription: “this piece was sewn by
deacon Alexander Ivanov’s daughter in 1801.” The lace on
the towel is made of linen and mesh.
Yelets lace is made by braiding and twisting lengths of thread
wound on bobbins. Picture this: in just one lace there could be
several hundred bobbin threads. And in some cases, there are
one and a half thousand of them! Another feature of Yelets lace
are its natural themes and floral ornamental patterns. Linen
and silk are used for weaving, as well as different colored cotton
threads of varying thickness.
Yelets lace had its heyday in 1873, when it was displayed
at the World’s Fair in Vienna, and the work of Russian lacemakers attracted the attention of the public and experts from
around the world.
You can admire the intricate lace pieces at the House Museum of Yelets Lace. Inside the museum you can see tablecloths,
dresses and lace umbrellas, which look like they are straight
off the set of a historical film. There’s even a piano accordion!
The museum has a shop.
Yelets lace is made by braiding and twisting lengths of thread
wound on bobbins. Picture this: in just one lace there could be
several hundred bobbin threads. And in some cases, there are
one and a half thousand of them! Another feature of Yelets lace
are its natural themes and floral ornamental patterns. Linen
and silk are used for weaving, as well as different colored cotton
threads of varying thickness.
Yelets lace had its heyday in 1873, when it was displayed
at the World’s Fair in Vienna, and the work of Russian lacemakers attracted the attention of the public and experts from
around the world.
You can admire the intricate lace pieces at the House Museum of Yelets Lace. Inside the museum you can see tablecloths,
dresses and lace umbrellas, which look like they are straight
off the set of a historical film. There’s even a piano accordion!
The museum has a shop.
Lace-making masterclasses are held in the shop at the
Yelets Lace Factory, which is located on the territory of the
Izmailovo Kremlin in Moscow.
(Based on a research into Russian sources)
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Why war deaths increase
after wars

By David Swanson

ANTIWAR — I don’t know if somebody
dumped a bottle of sanity solution into Rhode
Island Sound or what the reason is, but Brown
University, which has military contracts just
like everywhere else, is the headquarters of
a group of dozens of scholars and experts
working to educate the public about the various costs of wars (funders worth thanking
are here). If every educational institution in
the United States did even a teeny bit of what
this group does, I think there’s a chance that
“peace on earth” might become a phrase with
actual meaning, understood as something
that might actually be created.
One of the latest resources produced by
people affiliated with the Costs of War Project
is a book called War and Health: The Medical Consequences of the Wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, edited by Catherine Lutz and
Andrea Mazzarino. Its focus is on “indirect”
deaths caused, at least in large part, by wars.
Some tiny percentage of people in the
United States have some familiarity with
studies of deaths in Iraq directly caused by
war violence beginning in 2003. As I noted in 2013, the Cost of War Project almost
certainly radically understates those deaths.
Even though the most respected studies put
the count at over a million as of a decade or
more back, the Cost of War Project to this
day, puts it at 184,000 to 207,000 civilians,
plus 35,000 to 40,000 fighters, and 48,000
to 52,000 Iraqi military and police.
Brown professor Neta Crawford explained
years ago that she was choosing not to use
the Johns Hopkins (a.k.a. Lancet) studies
or the Opinion Research Bureau study because they had not been updated and had
been criticized. She chose instead to use Iraq
Body Count (IBC), even while quoting an
MIT professor pointing out that IBC admits
its tally is probably half the size of actual
deaths. What IBC means is that it is aware
it is missing huge numbers of deaths; it has
no basis for knowing how many. But it hasn’t
been criticized, except by serious scholars,
presumably because those with the ability
to criticize things in the U.S. corporate media do not want to criticize an estimate of
deaths that’s 10 or 20 percent what serious
studies estimate.
So, taking with a grain of salt, the estimates
of local deaths used, it is still useful to look at
the Cost of War Project’s total estimate for
directly caused deaths of both local people
and US and allied military members in Iraq,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Syria, and Yemen
combined: 770,000 to 801,000. Wars that
are supported by 16 percent of the US public,
that have increased global terrorism, that
have proliferated deadly weapons, that have
brutalized US society, that have fueled racism
and xenophobia, that have militarized police,
that have drained resources from everything
good and decent in the world with a military
budget now at $1.25 trillion per year (tiny
fractions of which could transform the world
for the better), that have devastated the natural environment and climate of the earth,
that have eroded civil liberties in the name of
freedom, that have developed dangerous new
technologies and habits like drone murders,
that have normalized torture, that have contributed to putting an outright fascist in the
White House – that these wars have directly
and violently killed some 800,000 people,

and probably dramatically more than that,
ought to be known. How can anyone weigh
the downsides of wars against the disastrous
sides of wars, and decide whether they’re
worth it, in the absence of basic facts?
But, here’s the key lesson from the new
book edited by Lutz and Mazzarino: the direct deaths are small in comparison with the
indirect. One chapter in the book, authored
by Scott Harding and Kathryn Libal, does
note some of the studies of direct deaths that
place the count much higher than does Iraq
Body Count, and also notes that, using World
Health Organization statistics, life expectancy in Iraq has fallen significantly. Why?
Well, Lutz and Mazzarino estimate that to
480,000 direct deaths in Afghanistan, Iraq,
and Pakistan, one must add at lease 1 million
deaths in those countries indirectly caused
by the recent and ongoing wars. This is because the wars have caused illnesses, injuries,
malnutrition, homelessness, poverty, lack of
social support, lack of healthcare, trauma,
depression, suicide, refugee crises, disease
epidemics, the poisoning of the environment,
and the spread of small-scale violence.
In the First(persian) Gulf War, the authors
estimate that deaths caused by the US and
allies’ destruction of Baghdad’s electrical
system caused 30 times the deaths caused
directly by the war’s violence.
In a chapter on Pakistan, we learn how
people being constantly threatened with US
drone attacks are not only traumatized but
also come to distrust Western vaccination
programs aimed at eradicating polio, and how
the CIA’s phony vaccination program aimed
at locating and murdering Osama Bin Laden
exacerbated this problem. Interestingly, there
is far more outside funding, including from
Bill Gates and the Rotary Club, for ending
polio than for other health needs, perhaps in
part because polio has been ended on most of
the planet, and ending it in Afghanistan and
Pakistan would mean that Western countries
could stop worrying about it altogether. But
the lessons conveyed in this book make clear
that if Bill Gates wanted to end polio he would
start funding the peace movement, because
the wars keep polio alive.
The authors of the chapter on polio, Svea
Closser and Noah Coburn, note that “Widely
publicized accounts of [the phony vaccination
program aimed at finding Bin Laden] made

fears that vaccination campaigns were actually
in service to US military surveillance seem
more plausible.” I would add: and be more
plausible, not just seem it.
Tragically, as Closser and Coburn recount,
nearly everyone working to eradicate polio
opposes drone strikes, but just those people
have become prominent targets as representatives of the West responsible for the
drone wars. Dozens of healthcare workers
have been murdered in Pakistan for trying
to do good where the governments of the
nations they happened to be born in were
doing so much evil.
The propaganda for the war on Afghanistan
has often involved women’s rights, yet the
principle victims of many of the deadly crises
created by war have been women, who have
been victimized by the lack of healthcare,
fear of traveling to hospitals, at-home births,
sexual violence, rape, HIV/AIDS, cervical
cancer, and the use of heroin as a substitute
for medicine. While some progress has been
made in Afghanistan, it remains one of the
worst and deadliest places on earth to become pregnant.
A woman in Afghanistan whose story is told
in this book lost her son to a bomb blast that
her husband survived. The husband turned
to heroin until he died. Now the woman has
herself begun using heroin. Is she a war victim? Many might not say so. But few would
claim, at least without thousands of miles
separation, that the war had brought her
new rights and freedoms.
These wars have caused the flight and the
murder of health professionals, and have
made education difficult to impossible in
various areas. The wars have poisoned air,
land, and water, and spread chemical weapons,
napalm, and depleted uranium. The results
have included skyrocketing rates of cancer,
and genetic damage. Cluster bombs have
blown off limbs and will continue doing so
long after official “endings” of wars or even
any actual endings of them. Bases and their
burn pits and deadly chemicals have spread
death more quietly but just as disastrously
as, if not far more so than, bombings.
Lutz and Mazzarino address the ways
in which US academics often write about
these impacts of war: “When governments
and military institutions rely upon and send
human beings to engage in acts of war that

are otherwise illegitimate and immoral, they
treat the resulting problem as one of psychological maladjustment requiring health
institutions’ intervention. . . . Is a condition
like PTSD a disease, or is it simply a normal
human reaction to the violence of war, as both
observed and perpetrated?” To this I would
add: when authors insert the word “otherwise” into a sentence that has no need of it,
they can be understood to be suggesting that
immoral behavior can become “legitimate”
by being part of a war.
Lutz and Mazzarino also criticize the US
government’s failure to track or at least publish data on the full damage of its wars. But
“what is to be done?” That’s a subheading
in the book, and it’s followed by advice for
healthcare professionals, and by the admonition to “question” “particular wars.” But
are we in some sort of doubt about them that
we must “question” them? And how are we
to know which “particular wars”? Are we
to imagine that, due to some unmentioned
considerations, some of the wars should
be “questioned” and not others, or can we
“question” all of them?
One thing the book wants us to question is
the $5.9 trillion supposedly spent on recent
wars. I do question it. I think every such reduction of military spending to some fraction
supposedly spent on wars elides the fact that
the whole military budget of $1.25 trillion a
year is spent on nothing other than wars and
preparations for more wars, nothing else,
nothing normal, nothing routine, nothing
beyond mention or reproach.
But here’s why Lutz and Mazzarino want
the indirect deadly impacts of wars to be
understood. Read this carefully and spread
the word: “[W]ars would be more difficult to
prosecute if, from the outset, the thousands
or even millions of dead or injured bodies
were emphasized. . . . To examine war and
its effects on human health, we need to first
navigate around this tendency to ignore the
bodies damaged by war, and the push by
governments for publics to instead focus on
the love between military ‘brothers,’ on the
beautiful spectacle of war pyrotechnics, on the
religious or secular sentiments of nationalist
pride at the protecting army, or the fear and
anger at the threat of harm from others.”
Later, Lutz and Mazzarino, use a rare and
admirable phrase: “all wars,” in remarking:
“[W]e hope to prompt readers to think further
and more globally about the health consequences of all wars, and to take real steps
to alleviate those consequences or, more
pressingly, prevent new ones.”
The book is divided into sections examining
the health effects of recent wars on Afghans,
Iraqis, and members of the US military. There
is important information here on the spread
of cancers in Iraq, and also on the increase
in suicide that results from joining the US
military – something recently falsely denied
by the New York Times, though immediately
corrected by Matt Hoh.
I would love to see a widespread awareness
of the devastating indirect consequences of
war.
After that, I would long for some public
understanding of the even larger lost opportunities and trade-offs, the good that could
have been done and the lives saved and the
lives dramatically improved by redirecting
a small fraction of military spending to good
purposes.

Coming to terms with the U.S. role in central America
By César Chelala
On March 11, 1999, President Bill Clinton took an unprecedented step. During a four-nation visit to Central
America, he expressed regret for the role the United
States had played in a brutal counter-terrorism campaign
that had caused the deaths of thousands of civilians in
Guatemala’s civil war.
President Clinton’s apology followed the publication
of the findings of an Independent Historical Clarification commission, which concluded that U.S. government
support to the Guatemalan military was responsible for
most of the human rights abuses committed during the
36-year war in which 200,000 people died.
The human rights abuses were also detailed in The
Guatemala Truth Commission report which was coordinated by Guatemalan Bishop Juan Gerardi, who was
brutally murdered. According to the report, children
were killed, abducted, forcibly recruited as soldiers and
sexually abused. Fetuses were cut from their mothers’
wombs and young children were thrown alive into pits.
Brutal as it was, this was not the first time that the US
government had intervened in Guatemalan affairs. In
1954, the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) carried
out a covert operation that deposed the democratically
elected Guatemalan President Jacobo Arbenz. The coup
that installed Carlos Castillo Armas was the first in a
series of U.S.-backed authoritarian regimes in Guatemala
and was preceded by US efforts to isolate Guatemala
internationally. Arbenz had instituted near-universal
suffrage, introduced a minimum wage, and turned Guatemala into a democracy.
Castillo Armas quickly assumed dictatorial powers,
banned opposition parties, imprisoned and tortured
political opponents, and reversed the social reforms
of the Arbenz government. The coup was universally

condemned and gave rise to strong anti-U.S. sentiment
throughout the Americas.
Nearly four decades of civil war followed, with leftist
guerrillas fighting a series of U.S.-backed authoritarian regimes. The consequence was the genocide of the
country’s Mayan population, when more than 200,000
indigenous people were murdered by Guatemalan military regimes supported by the US.
As in Guatemala, the US also supported the government
in the war in El Salvador against the leftist guerrillas
(FMLN), providing military aid in the amount of between
one and two million dollars per day. US officers took over
key positions at the top levels of the Salvadoran military
and made critical decisions in conducting the civil war.
The war lasted over 12 years (1979-1992) and resulted
in more than 75,000 people murdered or “disappeared.”
According to the United Nations, while 5 percent of
the murders of civilians were committed by the FMLN,
85 percent were carried out by the Salvadoran armed
forces and the paramilitary death squads. The squads
mutilated the bodies of their victims as a way of terrifying

the population. The so-called Atlacatl Battalion, which
savagely murdered and mutilated six Jesuit priests, was
reportedly under the tutelage of US Special Forces just
48 hours before the killings.
Honduras has had historically strong military ties
with the US In 2009, Manuel Zelaya, a liberal reformist,
was ousted in a military coup. The US refused to call it a
coup while working to ensure that Zelaya did not return
to power, in flagrant contradiction to the wishes of the
Organization of American States. Today, the country is
in disarray: violent gangs are everywhere, while government spending on health and education has declined.
These observations are very much related to today’s
events. It has been estimated that almost 70 percent of
the children who crossed the U.S.-Mexican border in
2014 came from what is called the Central American
northern triangle, formed by Guatemala, El Salvador and
Honduras. Those three countries have suffered from US
intervention in their social and political affairs.
In the last century, the US military intervention leading
to the overthrow of democratically elected governments
– or its support for tyrannical regimes – has played an
important role in the instability, poverty, and violence
that drives tens of thousands of people from the Central
American countries toward Mexico and the United States.
To these factors, one should add the destabilizing effect
of natural disasters and a general climate of insecurity
and violence in these countries.
Actions have consequences and interfering in other
countries’ affairs can have long-lasting effects. This is
especially true when one considers what happened in
Central America. It would be naïve to blame the US
for all the ills in much of the region. But it would be
equally naïve to ignore how US intervention in Central
America has helped create the situation that plagues
the region today.
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UK lorry tragedy defies
humanitarian image of
European countries
By Cui Hong jian
British Police officers stand on duty at a cordon near to where a
lorry, and containing 39 dead bodies, that was discovered at Waterglade Industrial Park in Grays, east of London, on October 23,
2019. Photo: VCG
The Essex lorry tragedy in the UK where 39 undocumented Vietnamese migrants were found dead continues to receive worldwide
attention after it first made headlines in October. Several media
outlets and observers set their eyes on the victims, who may be
defined by the UK as “illegal economic migrants” driven by their
family conditions and their desire to begin a new life in Europe.
However, very few have taken their destination into consideration
or reflected on the role of Europe and the UK in the tragedy.
The European industrial structure and demographic composition
determined its utilitarian immigration policy, especially economic immigrants. After WWII, some European countries introduced
immigration policies to attract young and middle-aged workers
from developing countries. The move was aimed at reinvigorating
their economies.
At first, the European countries hoped the immigrants could be
used as economic tools and arrive as soon as they were called and
then leave when their economies experienced a recession. In other
words, the immigration policy was never about humanitarianism.
After realizing that economic migrants have formed a consolidated group featuring families, cultural and other non-economic
relations, Europe reluctantly accepted the fact that economic immigrants planted roots on the continent.
From the end of the Cold War to the European debt crisis,
globalization and the European economy that benefited from the
phenomenon provided room for economic migration.Meanwhile,
Europe portrayed itself as a blessed continent that was politically
tolerant, culturally diverse, and filled with economic prosperity and
humanitarian intentions in efforts to boost soft power. During this
time, it was tolerant toward economic immigrants and to some
extent recognized their contributions to the European economy.
However, the European debt crisis in 2009 struck the continent’s
optimism. Europeans started to believe the immigrants were stealing
job opportunities from local residents. In response to the sentiment,
France, Germany and the UK, which used to welcome economic
immigrants, attempted to abandon the policy of multiculturalism.
Europe’s attitude toward migrants started to change.
Panic swept Europe during the 2016 refugee crisis as the public
feared that the migrants and refugees could have links with terrorists. As Europe raised the threshold for refugees and immigrants,
some countries called economic immigrants illegal and labeled
them “refugees.”
Economic migrants who were once needed to improve Europe’s
development and international image have been abandoned due to
the continent’s sluggish economy, social division, and ethnic conflicts.
In 2016, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees said, “We are
faced with an extremely alarming situation at the moment, with Europe
on the cusp of a new and largely self-induced humanitarian crisis.”
The routes taken by colonists in European history have to a large
extent become the reverse roadmap of migrants entering Europe.
Those who are unsatisfied with living conditions but have aspirations
of leading a better life, those who share the same language with
previous colonial powers in their countries and filled with fantasies
of Europe are still trying to reach the continent, even though the
economic opportunities, policy, and cultural tolerance Europe could
provide them with is vanishing.
Many of the 39 Vietnamese victims who were lured by human
smugglers were seeking opportunities on UK soil before Brexit. Although British elites were pessimistic about the prospects of the UK
economy and employment, it did not stop greedy human traffickers
or smugglers from promising migrants “better lives” in the country.
Given the lack of consensus, the EU has failed to find a solution
for its refugee crisis. Meanwhile, each country has adopted tougher
migrant policies. The “humanitarian” image of Europe will continue
to be tested.

West attempts to repeat the
Bolivian coup in Venezuela
The U.S. is architect of Bolivian developments
1
In addition to Trump’s remarks, Washington urged Bolivian
legislature to hold a meeting to formally accept Morales’ resignation and began the civilian process of power transition to fill the
current political vacuum.
A senior U.S. State Department official also said Washington
does not consider Morales’ departure to be a coup, as Morales
himself and the Mexican government have alleged. It was instead
the result of protests that showed the Bolivian people “have had
enough of a government ignoring the will of its voters”.
The European Union
In response to the Bolivian developments, the EU called for
all parties involved in the current political tensions to exercise
“restraint” and “responsibility”.
“I would like to express clearly our wish that all parties in the
country exercise restraint and responsibility and lead the country
peacefully and quietly to new, credible elections that let the people
of Bolivia express their democratic will,” EU foreign policy chief
Federica Mogherini said on Monday.
“If we are asked to send one and if the conditions are right,
definitely we will do our best to send an Electoral Observation
Mission,” she said at the press conference following the Foreign
Affairs Council.
Venezuela is the next target
The U.S. has been seeking for years to overthrow the Venezuelan government and to put into power the political currents
which are in line with Washington. These efforts by the U.S. have
entered a new phase as Venezuela’s opposition leader Juan Guaido
entered the scene. By calling himself president, Guaido has started
to fulfill U.S. goals.
After Guaido’s action, 50 countries, mostly Western, backed
him, but their backing did not succeed as majority of the people
and the Venezuelan army continued to support Maduro.
Of course, a few months ago, when John Bolton was still in the
White House, a semi-coup was conducted against Maduro. But
since the coup did not succeed it led to disagreements between
Trump and Bolton.
Now that the coup was carried out in Bolivia, the West seems to
have found a new motive and intend to bring this wave to Venezuela.
Whether or not these efforts will work against Venezuela needs
to be discussed, but what is obvious is that as long as leftist and
anti-colonial leaders are in power in Latin American countries,
events such as protests, unrest and coup (like the ones in Bolivia
and Venezuela) and financial allegations (like the one against Lula
de Silva in Brazil) are tools that can be used to bring pro-Western
figures to power.
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Climate change may be
behind fall of ancient empire,
say researchers
The Neo-Assyrian empire was a mighty superpower that dominated the near east for 300 years before its dramatic collapse.
Now researchers say they have a novel theory for what was behind
its rise and fall: climate change.
The empire emerged in about 912BC and grew to stretch from
the Mediterranean down to Egypt and out to the Persian Gulf.

But shortly after the death of the king Ashurbanipal around
630BC, the empire began to crumble, with the grand city of Nineveh sacked in 612BC. By the end of the seventh century BC, the
empire’s fall was complete.
Now scientists say the reversal in the empire’s fortunes appears to coincide with a dramatic shift in its climate from wet to
dry – a potentially crucial change in an empire reliant on crops.
“Nearly two centuries of high precipitation and high agrarian outputs encouraged high-density urbanisation and imperial expansion that was not sustainable when climate shifted to
megadrought conditions during the seventh century BC,” the
authors write.
In other words, while civil war, overexpansion and military
defeat played a role in the empire’s collapse, the underlying driver could have been crop failures that led to economic collapse,
exacerbating political unrest and conflict.
Prof Nicholas Postgate, an expert on Assyria from the University of Cambridge who was not involved in the study, said
it was plausible that climate change helped finish the empire.
“We don’t have any better explanation for what happened to
the Assyrian empire during those times,” he said, adding that
there was a dearth of written records from about 645BC to the
sack of Nineveh.
To investigate the possible influence of climate, a team of
scientists analysed two stalagmites taken from Kuna Ba cave
in northern Iraq, looking at the ratio of two different types of
oxygen atoms, known as isotopes, within the mineral deposits
formed as water trickled into the cave. This ratio sheds light on
levels of rainfall.
The team combined the results with thorium-230 dating to
reveal that between 925BC and 550BC there were two distinct
phases in the climate.
The first, lasting until about 725BC, was marked by wetter
than average conditions – indeed, the team say that the period
between 850BC and 740BC was one of the wettest of the 4,000year span captured by the stalagmite, a window that fits with the
expansion of the Neo-Assyrian empire.
The second phase was marked by increasingly dry conditions:
between 675BC and 550BC, as the Neo-Assyrian empire was
collapsing, the region was in the grip of a megadrought.
Prof Ashish Sinha of California State University, a palaeoclimatologist and the first author of the study, said that while the
Neo-Assyrian empire was vast, computer models and modern
rainfall data show much of it would have been affected by similar
conditions as the Kuna Ba cave.
“If you do get these stark, severe droughts, they tend to affect
a much broader region than just one location,” he said.
(Source: The Guardian)

WORDS IN THE NEWS
Prince Charles’s tribute to the
Queen Mother
(April 01, 2002)
The Prince of Wales has spoken for the first time in public following
the death of the Queen Mother on Saturday at the age of 101. This
report from David Chazan:
The heir to the British throne, Prince Charles, said that his
grandmother, the Queen Mother, had meant everything to him.
He said she had been somehow timeless and had spanned the
generations.
“I know what my darling grandmother meant to so many other
people. She literally enriched their lives and she was the original life
enhancer, whether publicly or privately, whoever she was with.
And in many ways I think she’d become an institution in her
own right, a presence in the nation and in other realms and
territories beyond these shores.”
Prince Charles spoke of his grandmother’s fortitude and devotion
to duty after the death of her husband, King George. And, he said,
she was in tune with the spirit of her country.
“Above all, though, she understood the British character and her heart
belonged to this ancient old land and its equally indomitable and
humorous inhabitants whom she served with panache, style
and unswerving dignity for very nearly eighty years.”
Prince Charles said the Queen Mother had seemed gloriously
unstoppable and he had always dreaded her death. Somehow,
he said, he’d never quite believed it would come.

Words

spanned the generations: lived a long life (here, ‹generation’
means the period of time it takes for children to grow up and have
children of their own)
life enhancer: a person who makes other people feel better about
themselves and life in general
an institution in her own right: a person who has become a
very popular and familiar figure because of their own efforts and
personal charm
realms and territories beyond these shores: here - countries
other than the UK
fortitude: the courage to face and endure great difficulties
in tune with: if you are in tune with a group of people, you agree
with or sympathize with them
indomitable: never giving up or admitting a defeat
panache: if you do something with panache, you do it in a confident,
stylish and elegant way
unswerving: strong and firm
dread: anticipate with great apprehension or fear
(Source: BBC)
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National plan to investigate
prevalence of infertility

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — The Minisd
e
s
k try of Health will launch
the first national plan on investigation of
infertility prevalence in 31 provinces of the
country, deputy health minister Alireza Raeisi
has announced.
The method of the study is through household questionnaire, which will be conducted
by about 500 trained questioning teams, he
said, IRNA news agency reported on Friday.
“In this survey, about 31,000 women are
interviewed about their fertility records in
a strictly confidential manner,” he noted.
He went on to say that fertility and population are important demographic concepts
that have always been of interest due to the
fact that the viability of any community depends on these important issues.
“With the announcement of general population policies in 2014, the Ministry of Health
has launched special programs to implement
these policies,” he added.
The ministry’s determination is particularly certain in the screening, management,
and treatment of infertile couples, he said,
noting, proper planning for prevention, timely
diagnosis, and treatment during infertility
requires up-to-date and evidence-based
information.

“It seems that in Iran, with increasing
average age of marriage and delay in childbearing, fertility problems are increasing,”
he explained.
In order to determine the prevalence of

Iranian researcher discovers seaweedbased anti-diabetic drug

S O C I E T Y TEHRAN — Iranian
d
e
s
k researcher, Seyed Shahabeddin Mortazavi-Jahromi, has discovered a new medicine derived from seaweed
to treat diabetes.
Mortazavi-Jahromi is a member of the
international pharmaceutical research
team of Tehran University of Medical
Sciences (TUMS).
Guluronic acid (G2013) has been introduced as a new non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) in 2013 after its
tolerability, safety, and efficacy have been
assessed in preclinical evaluations and also
in several clinical trials (as an additive medication to conventional drugs) on patients
with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), multiple
sclerosis (MS), and ankylosing spondylitis
(AS) by the TUMS research team.
Following the observation of positive
effects of drug G2013 on the level of blood
glucose of diabetic patients, participating
in clinical trials, a distinct investigation
was designed on an induced animal model
of diabetes.
Moreover, as incidence risks of atherosclerosis and its complications in diabetic
patients are 2 to 3.5 times higher than normal individuals, the expression levels of
inflammatory markers involved in these

disorders were assessed in G2013-treated
mice by Mortazavi-Jahromi.
A 28-day treatment of test group animals with drug G2013 led to the significant
reduction of their fasting blood sugar level
besides the considerable elevation of their
fasting serum insulin level compared to the
diabetic control group, which confirmed
the anti-diabetic effects of drug G2013.
Referring to complete safety of drug
G2013 in animal and human, Mortazavi-Jahromi declared that administrative
processes are in progress for obtaining required approval and accomplishing clinical
trial of this drug on type 1 diabetes mellitus
patients and drug G2013 can be used in the
treatment of patients suffering from this
disease after receiving its legal approval
from regulatory authorities of the Ministry
of Health.

this problem, a nationwide study was conducted three years ago, which was evaluated
by prominent professors and outstanding
universities of medical sciences, he noted.
“After two phases of pilot studies, we

started implementation recently,” he said,
calling on the people to cooperate well with
health care providers so that best plans to be
prepared using the results of this research
based on scientific evidence.
According to the data released by the National Organization for Civil Registration,
comparing past three years, some 1,366,509
infants were born in the country, whose births
were registered last year, while 1,487,913
births occurred a year before it, and 1,528,053
births have been recorded in the Iranian calendar year 1395 (March 2016-March 2017),
a difference of roughly 100,000 per year.
A major contributing factor to this trend has
been diminishing fertility rates in recent decades, further compounded by longer lifespans.
Moreover, socioeconomic factors led to
fertility rate decrease and reproductive behavior in the country, including urbanization,
education, financial issues, first marriage
age, as well as increased access to family
planning services along with increased time
gap between the first born and marriage.
Between the Iranian calendar years of 1376
(March 1996-March 1997) to 1395 (March
2016-March 2017), the average age at first
marriage for females increased from 19.8 to
23.0 and for males increased from 23.6 to 27.4.

Persian leopard appeared on camera
trap in northwestern Iran

ENVIRONMENT TEHRAN — A phod
e
s
k to of a Persian leopard
was recorded by a camera trap in the western part of Alamut hunting restricted area,
located in northwestern Qazvin province,
Mehr news agency reported on Friday.
Following a report on an attack to
a cow by a leopard in Alamut region, a
camera trap was installed to determine
whether a leopard is inhabiting there,
Siavash Rezazadeh, provincial department of environment deputy chief said.
The images captured by the camera
trap revealed the presence of a young
leopard, he stated.
He went on to say that West Alamut
Forbidden Hunting Area is one of two
areas managed by the General Directorate of Environmental Protection of
the province.
Alamut region, with an area of 76,800
hectares, is one of 7 areas managed by
the province’s department of environment, which is one of the main habitats
of Persian leopard in the province due
to the number of leopards spotted in
the area so far.
The Persian leopard is listed as Endangered on the International Union
for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red

List; the population is estimated at fewer
than 871–1,290 mature individuals and
considered declining.
According to the Department of
Environment, 156 leopards have been
killed in Iran from 2005 to 2014, nearly
20 leopards a year. Studies indicate that
currently there are less than 500 leopards
nationwide.
Persian leopards are mainly threatened
by poaching, depletion of their prey base
due to poaching, human disturbances,
habitat loss due to deforestation, fire, agricultural expansion, overgrazing, and
infrastructure development.
In Iran, primary threats are habitat
disturbances followed by illegal hunting
and excess of livestock in the leopard habitats. The leopards’ chances for survival
outside protected areas appear very slim.

Methane emissions from coalmines could stoke climate crisis – study

The methane emissions leaking from the world’s coalmines
could be stoking the global climate crisis at the same rate as
the shipping and aviation industries combined.
Coalmines are belching millions of tonnes of methane
into the atmosphere unchecked, because policymakers have
overlooked the rising climate threat, according to new research.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimated that the
amount of methane seeping from new and disused coalmines
may have reached just under 40m tonnes last year.
The potent greenhouse gas is a major concern among
climate scientists because it has a far more powerful effect
on global temperatures than carbon dioxide.
The global energy watchdog estimates that one tonne
of methane is the climate equivalent of 30 tonnes of carbon dioxide. This would put annual coalmine emissions
broadly in line with the international aviation and shipping
sectors combined.
The IEA revealed its shock findings in the same report
which found carbon emissions from the global energy
industry had reached a new record in 2018 despite a boom
in renewable energy in recent years.

The research is one of the first major global studies examining the problem of methane emissions from coalmines,
and may help to explain the unexpected surge in methane
emissions in recent years.
The US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has found that last year’s rise in methane emissions was the third biggest in two decades. A study by the
American Geophysical Union said urgent action would be

required to stop methane from triggering an accelerated
climate crisis in which temperatures climb well beyond
the target of 2C of warming.
Previous studies have laid blame for rising levels of methane in the atmosphere on belching cattle, melting arctic
permafrost and the destruction of wetlands and peat bogs.
Methane is also known to escape from oil and gas wells,
which has prompted calls for tougher regulation of the industry to reduce the climate impact. To date, coalmines have
managed to avoid similar scrutiny because of a lack of data.
Dave Jones, an analyst at the climate thinktank Sandbag,
said the report proves the global coal industry “is even more
polluting than we thought” and should face tougher regulation.
“Having such high-profile global research from the IEA
showing such a big impact should help shock policymakers
into addressing coalmine methane,” he said.
Jones called on governments to begin accounting for
the emissions from producing coal, including methane
leakage, on top of the pollution caused by burning it to
generate electricity.
(Source: The Guardian)
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3 million Iranians have organ
donor cards
Some three million Iranians have organ donor cards and some 10 percent
have signed online consent forms for organ donation, Farahnaz SadeqBeigi, head of organ procurement program in Masih Daneshvari Hospital,
a national research institute for tuberculosis and lung diseases, has said.
Traffic accidents are the main reasons of brain deaths in Iran, she said,
lamenting that out of 4,000 brain deaths reported by forensics only
1,000 donate their organs.

PREFIX/SUFFIX

 میلیون نفر در کشور کارت اهدا عضو3
دریافت کردند

3  تاکنون:فرحنــاز صــادق بیگــی مســئول واحــد فراهــم آوری اعضا بیمارســتان مســیح دانشــوری اظهارداشــت
 درصــد از افــراد کشــور در ســامانه های10 میلیــون نفــر از افــراد کشــور کارت اهــداء عضــو دریافــت کــرده انــد و
.مختلفــی کــه در جهــت اعــام رضایــت در زمینــه اهــدای عضــو راه انــدازی شــده ثبــت نــام کــرده اند
 هــزار مــورد4  ســالیانه:وی تصادفــات رانندگــی را شــایع تریــن علــت مــرگ مغــزی دانســت و گفــت
 نفــر از ایــن افــراد قابلیــت1000 مــرگ مغــزی در کشــور ثبــت مــی شــود کــه ســال گذشــته تنهــا
.اهــدای عضــو را داشــته انــد

PHRASAL VERB

IDIOM

“demi-”

Open up

Cross the line

Meaning: half
For example: He caused the horse to make a demivolte
across the path.

Meaning: if opportunities open up, or a new situation opens them up, they become available or possible
For example: With a microscope, a whole new world
of investigation opens up.

Explanation: to go beyond the authorized limits and
do something which is not acceptable
For example: He has an unpleasant habit of telling
jokes that really cross the line.
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Myanmar rejects ICC probe over
Rohingya as legal pressure mounts
Myanmar struck back after a surge of global
legal pressure over its alleged crimes against
the Rohingya, branding an investigation by
the International Criminal Court (ICC) “not
in accordance with international law.”
The ICC approved a full probe Thursday into Myanmar’s 2017 bloody military
crackdown against the minority Muslim
group.
The decision came after rights groups
filed a separate lawsuit in Argentina – in
which former democracy icon Aung San Suu
Kyi was personally named – and a further
submission of a genocide case at the UN’s
top court.
Two years ago some 740,000 Rohingya
fled over the border into sprawling camps
in Bangladesh in violence UN investigators
branded as genocide.
Myanmar has repeatedly defended the
crackdown as necessary to stamp out militants and has long refused to recognize the
authority of the ICC – a position it reiterated
Friday.
“The investigation over Myanmar by the
ICC is not in accordance with international
law,” said government spokesman Zaw Htay
at a press conference Friday.

Even though the country has not signed
up to the court, the ICC ruled last year it has
jurisdiction over crimes against the Rohingya
because Bangladesh, where they are now
refugees, is a member.
Zaw Htay repeated that Myanmar’s own

committees would investigate any abuses
and ensure accountability if needed.
“Myanmar and the government are neither in denial nor closing our eyes,” he said.
Critics deride the domestic panels of
whitewashing atrocities.

- Myanmar accused of genocide The ICC decision came after West African nation The Gambia launched a separate
case Monday at the International Court of
Justice (ICJ), the UN’s top court, also based
in The Hague.
The Gambia, acting on behalf of the
57-nation Organization of Islamic Cooperation (OIC), accuses Myanmar of genocide. The first hearings are scheduled
for December.
The ICJ normally deals with more legalistic
disputes between states but also rules on
alleged breaches of UN conventions.
Myanmar, which has signed the Genocide
Convention, would respond “in accordance
with international legal means,” said Zaw
Htay.
In the case filed Wednesday in Argentina,
Suu Kyi was among top Myanmar officials
named for crimes against the Rohingya, the
first time the Nobel Laureate has been legally
targeted over the crisis.
Human rights groups submitted the lawsuit under “universal jurisdiction,” a legal
principle that some crimes are so horrific,
they can be tried anywhere.
(Source: AFP)

Turkey says it bought Russian S-400s to use them, not put them aside
Turkey bought S-400 missile defense systems from Russia
to use them, not put them aside, the head of the Turkish
Defense Industry Directorate said on Saturday, days after
talks between President Tayyip Erdogan and U.S. President
Donald Trump.
Erdogan and Trump held talks in Washington on Wednesday to overcome increasing differences between the NATO
allies, ranging from Syria policy to sanctions threats over
Turkey’s purchase of the S-400s, which Washington says
pose a threat to its Lockheed Martin F-35 fighter jets.
Washington has warned that Ankara will face sanctions
over its purchase of the S-400s, and has suspended Turkey
from the F-35 program, in which it was a customer and
manufacturer. It has yet to impose any sanctions on Turkey, which began receiving the Russian systems in July.
In an interview with broadcaster CNN Turk, Ismail Demir
said it was not logical for any country to purchase such
systems only to put them aside, and added that Ankara
and Washington aimed to tackle the issue.
“It is not a correct approach to say ‘we won’t use them
for their sake’ about a system that we bought out of neces-

sity and paid so much money for,” Demir said. “We have
allied relations with Russia and the United States. We have
to go on and respect the agreements we signed,” he said.
On Wednesday, Trump urged Erdogan at the White
House to drop the S-400 systems, but Erdogan later said
Ankara could not harm its relations with Russia. He reiterated Turkey’s desire to buy U.S. Patriot defenses in
addition to the S-400s.
A top aide to Erdogan said on Friday that Turkish and
U.S. officials had begun working as part of a joint mechanism
aiming to evaluate the impact of the S-400s on the F-35s.
Demir said the move showed an easing in the position
of the United States, and added that Turkey was ready to
take measures that will address U.S. concerns over the
S-400s after the talks.
“As a loyal friend and ally, we have said we were ready
to take measures if there are any risks that we have overlooked on this issue,” Demir said. “We still believe we can
find a middle ground on the S-400 issue, so long as both
sides are open.”
Demir also said Turkish personnel were continuing

their training on the S-400s in Russia, but added that
there would be no Russian personnel coming to Turkey
to operate the systems.
(Source: Reuters)

Violence feared as Nigerians vote in state elections

Nigerians voted Saturday to elect new governors in two states with security forces out in
numbers to prevent any violence following
pre-vote attacks.
The two states, southern oil-rich Bayelsa
and central Kogi, are among seven states
where gubernatorial elections are held at
different times from the general election
due to court rulings.
Bayelsa has been ruled by the main opposition People’s Democratic Party since
Nigeria returned to civilian rule in 1999.

Voting opened late in most polling stations in the state, with long queues of voters
forming in Yenagoa, the state capital, and
elsewhere.
In Otuoke, the hometown of former
president Goodluck Jonathan, party thugs
fought over distribution and late arrival of
voting materials.
The polls were officially to close at 2:00
pm (1300 GMT), but electoral officials said
everybody queuing would be allowed to vote
even after the deadline.

Some 900,000 voters are eligible to vote
for the candidates of 45 political parties in
1,804 polling units across the state.
The leading candidates are David Lyon
of President Muhammadu Buhari’s All Progressive Congress (APC) and PDP’s Douye
Diri, a former senator.
The winner of the election will replace
PDP Governor Seriake Dickson, who is
stepping down after two four-year terms,
the legal maximum.
The Independent Electoral Commission

of Nigeria (INEC) said over 31,000 police
had been deployed, as well as 87 gunboats, to
prevent, or deal with, any electoral violence.
Police helicopters were hovering over
Yenagoa, while soldiers and anti-riots police mounted roadblocks at major points,
according to an AFP reporter.
This week, a staffer at a radio station was
shot dead and many injured during an attack
on a political rally in Bayelsa, and in Kogi
state a campaign office was burnt down.
(Source: AFP)

Tunisia: Habib Jemli tasked with forming a new government
Tunisia’s recently elected President Kais Saied has tasked
agricultural engineer Habib Jemli with forming a government after the Ennahdha party nominated him for the prime
minister’s job.
After the announcement on Friday, Jemli said cabinet
members will be chosen on “their competence and integrity,
regardless of their political affiliation”, in a video posted
on the presidency’s Facebook page.
Jemli, who described himself as an independent, served
as a junior minister in the first Ennahda-led government
formed in late 2011 after the fall of longtime ruler Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali to a pro-democracy uprising.
The 60-year-old has two months to form a coalition
out of a deeply fractured Parliament in which Ennahdha,
as the largest party, took only a quarter of the seats in last
month’s election. In case Jemli fails, Saied will nominate
another prime minister.
Tunisia’s new Parliament on Wednesday elected Ennahdha’s Rached Ghannouchi as its speaker after the rival

Heart of Tunisia party backed him, opening the way for a
possible coalition government between them.
Any new government will need the support of at least
two other parties to command even the minimum parliamentary majority of 109 seats needed to pass legislation.
Analysts say the new government will need clear political
will and strong backing in Parliament to push through economic reforms started by the outgoing prime minister, Youssef
Chahed, who is acting as caretaker during coalition talks.
Chahed’s cabinet has focused on spending cuts backed
by the IMF to bring Tunisia’s hefty deficit and public debt
under control while raising spending on security to woo
back tourists to the country.
Economic challenges - unemployment of 15 percent nationally and 30 percent in some cities, inflation of nearly
seven percent and a weak dinar - have plagued Tunisia
since its 2011 revolution, which spawned democracy and
sparked the “Arab Spring” that swept across the region.
(Source: agencies)

White House-Ak Saray relations: From close friendship to conflict of interests
But after Trump and Erdogan’s
1
meeting, the Turkish president claimed that
the U.S. president had a positive view on
buying the missile system.
Though Trump may seek to strike a
deal with Erdogan on the S-400 missile
system and F-35 fighter aircraft, based on
his own businessmen approach, Ankara’s
military intervention in northern Syria
and its insistence on buying the S-400
system are at odds with Washington.
For this reason, the House of Repre-

sentatives has passed two resolutions
against Turkey.
On October 30, the House approved
a resolution against Turkey recognizing
the Ottoman massacre of Armenians in
1915. 305 representatives voted in favor
of the resolution, with only three opposing it. It also passed another resolution
calling on Trump to impose sanctions
on Turkey over military operations in
northern Syria. The resolution was also
adopted by 403 votes in favor and 16

against, a move that rose Turkey’s anger.
After Erdogan’s meeting with Trump,
attended by some Congress representatives, senior Republican Senator Lindsey
Graham and chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee vetoed the resolution
recognizing the massacre of Armenians
by the Ottoman Empire.
Earlier, Senate Majority Leader Robert
Menendez had called for the resolution to
be approved. Lindsey Graham noted that
he had listened to Erdogan’s speech at the

White House and criticized a House resolution that recognized the Armenian genocide.
Menendez argued that “U.S. policy must be
unanimous and honest in the face of human
rights violations, crimes against humanity,
ethnic cleansing, and genocide” and sent it
to the Senate for approval.
There is a difference between the White
House and Congress in how to deal with
Turkey. Also, there is a difference between
Republicans and Democrats despite Trump’s
promises to Erdogan.

Trump attacks impeachment witness Yovanovitch during hearing

U.S. President Donald Trump launched a Twitter attack
on a former U.S. ambassador to Ukraine while she was
testifying to an impeachment hearing in Congress, in an
extraordinary moment that Democrats said amounted
to witness intimidation - a label Trump and Republicans
rejected.
Trump blasted Marie Yovanovitch, a career diplomat, as

she explained to the second day of televised impeachment
hearings how she had fought corruption in Ukraine and
how the Trump administration abruptly removed her from
her post earlier this year.
Democrats say Yovanovitch was pulled back to Washington,
DC, to clear the way for Trump allies to persuade Ukraine
to launch corruption probes into Democratic presidential

contender Joe Biden and his son Hunter, who was on the
board of a Ukrainian energy company.
Trump’s pressure on Ukraine is at the heart of the Democratic-led impeachment inquiry into whether the Republican
president misused US foreign policy to undermine one of
his potential opponents in the 2020 election.
(Source: al Jazeera)
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UN adopts 8 resolutions
in condemnation of Israeli
crimes in Palestine & Golan
heights
and underlining the importance of emergency and
1
humanitarian assistance and urgent reconstruction efforts.”
The resolutions also condemn siege of Gaza, settlements
in occupied territories, provocative actions of Israelis against
Palestinians in occupied regions, and also destroying houses of
Palestinian people.
Sahraie, an Iranian envoy to UN, lauded the recent resolutions as strong support of the international community for the
Palestinians’ rights to determine their fate.
Israeli regime’s failure to adhere to international law and
regulations has hampered all the efforts of the international
community to arrive at a fair solution to this crisis, he said.
The Islamic Republic of Iran believes that the establishment
of sustainable peace in West Asia cannot be achieved except
through solving the Palestinian issue, putting end to the Israeli
occupation, preparing the ground for the return of Palestinian
refugees to their lands, and creating an independent Palestinian
government, said the Iranian envoy.
(Source: MNA)

Trump ally Roger Stone
guilty of lying to Congress
Prosecutors accused Stone of telling politicians five
1
different lies related to WikiLeaks and its founder Julian Assange,
which in 2016 dumped a series of damaging emails about Clinton
that U.S. intelligence officials and then-Special Counsel Robert
Mueller later concluded had been stolen by Russian hackers.
Some of those lies relate to the existence of certain texts or
emails, while others pertain to Stone’s conversations with Trump
campaign officials and a supposed “intermediary” with WikiLeaks in early August 2016 whom Stone identified to politicians
as being comedian Randy Credico.
Prosecutors said Stone did not actually start talking to Credico
about WikiLeaks until later that month, and the actual person to
whom he was referring in testimony as an “intermediary” was
conservative author Jerome Corsi whom Stone dispatched in an
email to “Get to Assange!” and get the emails.
Corsi was not called as a witness in the trial.
(Source: al Jazeera)

Deadly car bomb blasts rip
through bus terminal in
Syria’s al-Bab
At least 10 civilians have been killed and 15 wounded in a car bomb
attack in the northern Syrian border town of al-Bab, according
to the Turkish defense ministry.
In a Twitter post, the ministry said Saturday’s attack on a bus
terminal also wounded more than 15 others. Turkey’s state-run
Anadolu gave a higher toll of at least 18 dead and 30 wounded,
saying several cars and buildings were damaged in the attack,
which involved two bomb-laden vehicles.
Since 2016, Turkey and its Syrian rebel allies have mounted three
separate military operations in northern Syria against “terrorist
elements”, seizing control of the border area, including al-Bab.
There was no immediate claim of responsibility but the Turkish
defense ministry said on Twitter that “inhumane and uncivilized
PKK/YPG terrorists continue to target innocent civilians”.
Ankara considers the Kurdish People’s Protection Units (YPG),
a group forming the backbone of the Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), an extension of the Kurdistan Workers’
Party (PKK), which has waged a decades-long armed campaign
against the Turkish state for autonomy.
The PKK is designated a “terrorist” organisation by Turkey,
the United States and the European Union.
Turkey’s latest push into northern Syria came last month it
launched a military operation aimed at pushing back the YPGled SDF from the border region east of the Euphrates River and
establish a “safe zone” stretching at least 30km (19 miles) into
Syria to resettle some of the 3.6 million refugees it hosts.
(Source: agencies)

Morales says U.S. would send
him to GITMO
Ousted Bolivian President Evo Morales says he will not take
part in the next presidential vote if the people are truly against
it. He also revealed that the U.S. ominously offered him ‘help’
fleeing Bolivia.
Morales, who resigned under pressure from top military officials
after weeks of opposition protests, said that he does not mind
if the fresh presidential elections are held without him on the
ballot. “For the sake of democracy, if they don’t want me to take
part, I have no problem not taking part in new elections,” Morales
told Reuters in an interview.
However, the veteran leftist said that he did not know another
person who could represent the left-wing forces in a potential
presidential poll.
Opposition senator Jeanine Anez, who declared herself “interim
president” this week, has said that she would like to mend relations
with Morales’s Movement for Socialism (MAS) majority party,
but would not welcome him as a presidential candidate again.
Morales, who was accused of election fraud by opposition
unhappy with the results of October presidential vote and was
eventually forced into political asylum in Mexico, said he just
wanted to return to his home country as soon as his resignation
is approved by the legislature.
That might not be that easy for him, though, as Anez told
journalists that although Morales is free to return, he would still
face inquiry over alleged electoral fraud “in addition to many
allegations of corruption.”
Meanwhile, thousands of supporters of the ousted president
marched in support of him – and against the “interim” leader
Anez – in La Paz. The demonstrations once again ended in fierce
clashes between the demonstrators and the police that used tear gas.
Speaking from Mexico City, Morales said he had nothing to
do with these developments and did not organize any such rallies. What he did reveal was a peculiar role the U.S. sought to
play in his fate.
(Source: RT)
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Former Liverpool, Leeds
defender Matteo has
brain surgery
Former Liverpool defender Dominic Matteo has undergone brain surgery after the 45-year-old became seriously ill earlier this week, the Premier League club said
on Saturday.
“Matteo underwent an operation on a brain tumour
on Monday and is being treated in hospital after coming
out of intensive care,” Liverpool said in a statement on
their website.
“We wish Dom a full and speedy recovery and will offer
any support we can to his wife and family.”
Former Scotland international Matteo, who played
155 times for Liverpool in eight years at the club, left for
Leeds United in 2000 before spells at Blackburn Rovers
and Stoke City.
(Source: Reuters)

Brazil boss on Messi spat:
He told me to shut up
Argentina captain Lionel Messi and Brazil coach Tite
exchanged words during the clash between the South
American giants on Friday but it was the forward who
had the last laugh after his team’s good run continued
with a 1-0 win in Saudi Arabia.
Messi looked to the touchline and put his fingers to his
lips before making another hand sign that appeared to
tell the Brazil coach he had too much to say for himself.
Tite admitted he had been complaining to the referee
during the first half and said the two men exchanged words.
“I complained because he [Messi] should have been
shown a yellow card and he told me to shut my mouth and
I told him to shut his mouth,” Tite said. “And that was it.”
The Brazil coach played down the incident and highlighted Messi’s performance in the well-deserved friendly
victory.
The Barcelona forward was one of the outstanding
performers for Argentina on his return to international
football after missing four games through suspension.
He scored the only goal after 14 minutes -- his penalty
was saved but he followed up to beat Alisson -- and could
have had another couple of goals but for some stout defending and the keeper’s awareness.
The result was encouraging for Argentina, who have
now gone six games without defeat -- their longest such
run since 2016.
“From the very start we tried to play. We had a couple
of misses and they had their chances,” Messi said. “But
in the second half we were much better.
“When you win, it puts you more at ease and that is very
positive for what lies ahead. I ended the match well, we
all ran quite a bit. And that is what we were there to do.”
(Source: ESPN)

Inter: ‘Club received Conte
threats’
Inter specify that a threatening letter arrived at the club
headquarters and not directly to coach Antonio Conte’s
home, after his wife issued a denial.
The Corriere della Sera newspaper had reported Conte
was receiving police protection after he was sent a bullet
in the post, along with a threatening missive.
Now Inter confirmed to news agency ANSA and La
Gazzetta dello Sport that the threats arrived at the club
headquarters and never directly reached Conte.
This would also explain why Conte’s wife declared
on Facebook that the “story about a bullet is a lie! In
Italy we’re really in a bad way in terms of communication. It’s as if people just get up in the morning, invent
something and write it! Without ever thinking about the
consequences.”
An investigation has been opened, because Inter took
the letter to the authorities.
“In relation to the stories published today, FC Internazionale Milano wish to clarify that Antonio Conte
did not personally receive any threatening letter and,
consequently, did not himself go to the police.
“It was the club that received a letter and, as is protocol
in these situations, passed it on to the relevant authorities.”
(Source: Football Italia)

Azzurri visit flooded
Venice
A delegation representing the Italy squad paid a visit to
Venice as it deals with historic levels of flooding. “The city
will recover, like an injured player.”

Chief delegate Gianluca Vialli, FIGC President Gabriele
Gravina and goalkeeper Gianluigi Donnarumma all visited
the iconic St Mark’s Square, that has been under water for
last several days due to extreme flooding.
The city has come to a standstill, with shops and schools
closed for consecutive days. The water is slowly subsiding, although new floods are expected when the tide rises.
“The city will overcome this, like an athlete that suffers a bad injury and then rises again,” Vialli told news
agency ANSA.
The men talked to local shop owners and the police
whilst walking through the square in wellington boots,
with the water still slightly below the knees.
The Italian government has pledged €20m to help the
city with the clean up operation.
Serie B side Chievo have offered to donate the gate from
their next home match to the people of Venice.
(Source: Goal)
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Hoeness steps down at Bayern,
Flick to stay on for rest of 2019
After 40 years in charge, Uli Hoeness fought
back tears as he officially stepped down as
Bayern Munich president on Friday, when
it was also confirmed interim coach Hansi
Flick will remain in charge “at least until
Christmas”.
Hoeness bowed out after former Adidas
CEO Herbert Hainer was voted in as Bayern’s
new president by members at the club’s annual general meeting.
The biggest surprise however at Munich’s
Olympiahalle came when club chairman KarlHeinz Rummenigge stated that Flick would
remain in charge for the rest of 2019 “and
possibly beyond”.
Flick, the assistant coach when Germany
won the 2014 World Cup, took over as caretaker boss after Niko Kovac was sacked a
fortnight ago.
Flick, Kovac’s former assistant coach,
oversaw their 2-0 home win over Olympiakos
to qualify for the last 16 of the Champions
League with two games spare.
He was also in charge of last Saturday’s
4-0 thumping of Dortmund which moved
Bayern up to third in the league, four points
adrift of leaders Moenchengladbach.
Flick will stay on as interim boss for the
next eight games -- two of which are in Europe
-- until the Bundesliga breaks for winter on

December 22.
“I say this with conviction: we trust Hansi
Flick,” said Rummenigge.
Ajax coach Erik ten Hag, Paris SaintGermain’s Thomas Tuchel and even former Bayern boss Pep Guardiola, who has a
Manchester City contract until June 2021,
have been linked to the job.
However, the evening in Munich belonged

to the outgoing Hoeness.
Former Bayern stars Arjen Robben and
Franck Ribery, who helped win the 2013 treble
of Bundesliga, German Cup and Champions
League titles, returned to present him with
parting gifts.
Cries of “Uli Hoeness, Uli Hoeness!” rang
out as an emotional Hoeness told members:
“That was it. I am done. Thank you”.

Hoeness leaves the club in rude health
with the German giants posting 750.4 million
euros ($829.5 million) in total turnover for
2018-19, 93 million more than the previous
fiscal year.
Their after-tax profit for the same period
is a record 52.5 million euros, 13.3 million
more than the previous best mark in 2016-17.
When a knee injury ended his playing
career, Hoeness became club manager on
May 1, 1979, with Bayern carrying debts of
seven million Deutschmarks (around 3.5
million euros in today’s currency) and had
20 employees.
Under Hoeness’ stewardship, Bayern have
won 24 Bundesliga titles and the German
Cup 14 times, as well as lifting the Champions
League in 2001 and 2013, in the last 40 years.
He transformed Bayern into a huge business which currently has around 1,000 employees and a vast army of 300,000 members.
“I don’t want to say that I did all that - that
was us, all of us,” Hoeness said modestly.
In a statement Friday, FIFA President
Gianni Infantino described Hoeness as an
“outstanding personality of German football” and a “pioneer who further developed
FC Bayern and established it as a globally
respected club”.
(Source: Deutsche Welle)

Finland into first major finals as
Sweden seal Euro 2020 place

Nadal’s win over Tsitsipas in vain as
Zverev reaches semis

Finland qualified for the first major tournament in their history on Friday with a 3-0
win over Liechtenstein while Sweden sealed
their place at the Euro 2020 finals following
a victory in Romania.
Norwich City forward Teemu Pukki scored
twice in Helsinki and Jasse Tuominen also
netted to bring the home crowd pouring
onto the pitch at the final whistle as Finland
wrapped up second place behind Group J
winners Italy.
Roberto Mancini’s Italy registered a record
10th straight win as they eased past Bosnia
and Herzegovina 3-0 in Zenica.
Francesco Acerbi, Lorenzo Insigne and
Andrea Belotti scored for Italy, who have
bounced back impressively after failing to
qualify for last year’s World Cup year for the
first time since 1958.
“Mancini has done a great job, he has given
us clear ideas in a short period of time. We
are proud of the record of ten consecutive
wins but our objectives and our dreams are
honestly others,” said Belotti.
Bosnia are guaranteed a place in the playoffs after finishing top of their UEFA Nations
League group last year.
Sweden qualified for a sixth straight European Championships after a 2-0 success
in Bucharest that eliminated Romania from
contention.
Marcus Berg and Robin Quaison scored

For the second time in three days at the
ATP Finals, Rafael Nadal fought off one
of the game’s rising powers but beating
Greek Stefanos Tsitsipas proved in vain as
his semi-final hopes vanished on Friday.
The indomitable Spaniard delighted
his fans in the 02 Arena as he recovered
from losing the opening set to beat Tsitsipas 6-7(4) 6-4 7-5, after which he was
presented with a huge trophy for sealing
the end-of-year number one ranking.
Sadly for Nadal, and all those who were
looking forward to him taking on Roger
Federer in Saturday’s semi-finals, Germany’s defending champion Alexander
Zverev had not read the script.
The round-robin format at the ATP
Finals throws up some complicated scenarios. None more so than Friday.
Tsitsipas had already qualified for the
semi-finals courtesy of wins over Daniil
Medvedev and Zverev, while Nadal needed
a win and for Medvedev to beat Zverev in
the night match.
Had that happened he would have
topped the group. Instead, Zverev’s clinical
6-4 7-6(4) win relegated Nadal to third
despite also having two wins. Tsitsipas won
the group while Zverev took second place
courtesy of his head-to-head advantage
over Nadal who he beat impressively on
Monday.

first-half goals for Sweden who secured second place behind Group F winners Spain,
leaving Romania hoping for a play-off berth.
Berg headed in an inviting cross from
Emil Forsberg as Sweden surged ahead on
18 minutes and then turned provider as he
cushioned the ball off for Quaison to double
the lead.
Seven different players were on target for
already-qualified Spain in a 7-0 thrashing
of lowly Malta in Cadiz.
Alvaro Morata opened the scoring on 23
minutes before former Arsenal midfielder
Santi Cazorla bagged his first international
goal in four years.
Pau Torres, substitutes Pablo Sarabia
and Dani Olmo, Gerard Moreno and Jesus
Navas completed the rout as Spain made
sure of top spot.
Spanish fans honoured Sergio Ramos
with a huge mosaic of the defender who last
month broke the record previously held by Iker
Casillas for most national team appearances.
“I’m very happy. What better way for me
to toast this tribute than with a victory of such
authority and playing such good football?”
said Ramos, who earned his 169th cap Friday.
“The joy is two-fold on both a personal
and group level.” Alexander Sorloth struck
twice for Norway in a 4-0 win over the Faroe
Islands.
(Source: Eurosport)

Perhaps it had been asking too much
for the 23-year-old Medvedev to save him.
After all, Nadal beat the Russian in an
epic U.S. Open final, came back from 1-5
down in the third set to beat him here on
Wednesday and then his win over Tsitsipas effectively ended Medvedev’s slim
semi-final chances.
The Russian won more matches (59)
then any other player this year but was not
at his best against Zverev and went home
from his London debut with three losses.
Tsitsipas must now recover from his
near three-hour loss to Nadal to face
Federer in Saturday’s first semi-final before
Zverev takes on Austrian Dominic Thiem.
Federer’s win to knock out Novak
Djokovic on Thursday meant Nadal will
end the year as number one for the fifth
time.
But the Herculean effort he put in to
beat Tsitsipas suggested he really wanted
to get his hands on the ATP Finals trophy
for the first time after finishing runner-up
in 2010 and 2013.
At least Nadal signed off in style. After
winning a 12th French Open this year and
the U.S. Open and reaching the final at the
Australian Open and semi-final at Wimbledon, few could deny him his trophy
celebration on Friday.
(Source: Reuters)

Harden powers shorthanded Rockets past Pacers
James Harden scored 44 points and had eight rebounds as
the Houston Rockets beat the Indiana Pacers 111-102 on Friday
night to stretch their winning streak to six games.
Harden scored 40-plus points for the fourth time in six games.
When he needed a rest in the third quarter, Ben McLemore
picked up the slack, scoring 10 of his season-high 21 points
in the third.
In the late game, Anthony Davis made a clutch defensive
play at the buzzer just moments after LeBron James hit the
go-ahead free throws as the Los Angeles Lakers beat the
Sacramento Kings 99-97.
Harden scored 12 straight points in the fourth to give
Houston a double-digit lead at one point. He also tallied five
assists and four steals.
Houston played without Clint Capela (concussion), Eric
Gordon (right knee surgery) and Danuel House Jr. (sore back).
Russell Westbrook had 17 points but shot just five of 21
from the floor for the Rockets.
Domantas Sabonis finished with 18 points and 13 rebounds
for the Pacers, who shot just eight for 33 from beyond the arc.
In Los Angeles, Davis blocked Harrison Barnes’ layup
with two seconds left, allowing the Lakers to beat the Kings
and win their 10th game in the last 11.
James scored 18 of his 29 points in the second half and
recorded 11 assists and Davis finished with 17 points. Davis
missed the previous game with a sore shoulder.
He has played a lot of minutes for the Lakers this season
and Friday was no exception as he finished with 39.

“There are going to be games where I got to play high
minutes. The coach doesn’t want that so we got to try to keep
those minutes down. I felt really good tonight,” he said.
Kentavious Caldwell-Pope added 16 points for Los Angeles,
and Kyle Kuzma chipped in 13, all in the first half.
Elsewhere, Malik Monk nailed a 26-foot three-pointer at
the buzzer as the Charlotte Hornets stepped up their game
at both ends of the floor for a 109-106 win over the Detroit
Pistons.
Marvin Williams and Monk each had a three-pointer in
the last 24 seconds after Langston Galloway hit a shot from
beyond the arc to give Detroit a three-point lead with 50
seconds remaining in the fourth.

Pistons Derrick Rose turned the ball over with one second
on the clock to give Charlotte an opportunity to steal the win.
Monk took the inbound pass from teammate Cody Martin
and drained the winning shot to snap the Hornets’ four-game
losing streak.
Monk and Terry Rozier scored 19 points apiece for the
Hornets.
Devonte’ Graham poured in 18 points, P.J. Washington
added 11 points, and Cody Zeller and Bismack Biyombo each
had 10 points as Charlotte’s balanced scoring was backed up
by some superb defense.
Galloway scored 32 points and Blake Griffin finished with
19 for the struggling Pistons, who have lost four straight games.
Evan Fournier hit two clutch three-pointers in the final 2
1/2 minutes to boost the Orlando Magic to a 111-109 win over
the San Antonio Spurs.
The Spurs led by as many as 16 points in the first half but
Orlando stormed back and turned the game into a see-saw
contest.
Fournier finished with 26 points as the host Magic won
their third game in the last four.
Aaron Gordon hit two free throws with 13 seconds to play
and Nikola Vucevic added another less than a second later
to make it 110-106 and give the Magic a comfortable lead.
Terrence Ross added 20 points off the bench for the Magic,
with Gordon scoring 14. Al-Farouq Aminu and Markelle Fultz
added 13 points each.
(Source: AFP)
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FIFA fines Bahrain after
fans whistle Iran anthem

S P O R T S TEHRAN — FIFA fined
d
e
s
k the Bahrain Football Association (BFA) after local fans booed and
whistled the Iranian national anthem at
a World Cup qualifier.
In the match held in Riffa in mid-October
at Asia’s Round 2 qualifying for the 2022 FIFA
World Cup Qatar in Group C, the Bahraini
fans made a lot of noise during Iran’s national
anthem at the Bahrain National Stadium.
The Disciplinary Commission of world
football’s governing body handed the association a 20,000 Swiss francs fine, reprimanding Bahraini fans for “disturbance
during national anthems.”
The match also started with the delay.
Moreover, FIFA has warned the (BFA) as
its future conduct according to article 13 of
the FIFA Disciplinary Code that any further
infringements will lead to harsher sanctions.
Iran sit third in Group C with six points,
four points adrift of Iraq.
The eight group winners and four best runners-up will advance to the AFC Asian Cup China
2023 Finals and the final round of qualifying
for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
The next best 24 teams from the second
round of the joint qualifiers will compete in a
separate competition for the remaining 12 slots
in the 24-team AFC Asian Cup China 2023.

15

Persepolis keeper
Beiranvand linked
with Vitoria Guimaraes
PLDC — Iran and Persepolis goalkeeper has been linked
with a move to Portuguese top-flight football team Vitoria
Guimaraes.
Beiranvand’s release clause is USD 700.000 and the Portuguese team is reportedly ready to pay it to the Iranian club
to sign the well-known custodian.

Iran Students News Agency (ISNA) reports that Beiranvand
will join Guimaraes in the January transfer window.
Beiranvand has been recently shortlisted for the AFC’s
Player of the Year in the men’s category.
Vitoria Sport Clube, commonly known as Vitória de Guimarães, sit fifth in the Primeira Liga.

Friendly: Indonesia U23 beat Iran U23
S P O R T S TEHRAN — Iran U23 football team
d
e
s
k lost to Indonesia 2-1 in a friendly match
held at the Pakansari Stadium in Cibinong, Bogor,
West Java on Saturday.
Muhammad Rafli broke the deadlock for the hosts in the
32nd minute but Iran’s Reza Shekari equalized the match
from the penalty spot in the 39th minute.
With six minutes remaining, Egy Maulana Vikri scored
the Indonesian’s winner.
Iran had been held to a 1-1 draw by Indonesian team
on Wednesday.

Hamid Estili’s outfit played the East Asian football team
as part of preparation for the 2020 AFC U23 Championship.
Iran have been handed a tough group in the competition,
where they are drawn in Group C along with defending
champions Uzbekistan, China and South Korea.
The competition will be held in Thailand from Jan. 8 to
26 and the top three teams of the tournament will qualify
for the 2020 Summer Olympics men’s football tournament
in Japan as the AFC representatives.
Iran have not been in the Olympics since the 1976 games
in Munich.

Iran’s Hadipour wins FISU Gala award
Iranian Taekwondo athlete Armin Hadipour won the Best
Male Athlete award at the 4th FISU Gala during a glittering ceremony in the historical Italian city that has a long
association with university sport.
The award was one of nine presented here tonight, as
FISU recognized the contributions of partners, governing
bodies and athletes.
FISU announced the honor was in recognition of
insidethegames’ reporting on FISU events and hard-hitting analysis.
Coverage has included daily Live Blogs and reports from
this year’s Summer and Winter Universiades, which took
place in Naples and Krasnoyarsk, respectively.
Reporters Nancy Gillen and Patrick O’Kane led coverage
from Naples, alongside Olympic historian Phillip Barker.
Gillen had earlier reported from Krasnoyarsk 2019 with
Michael Pavitt.
Other award winners on the evening also included World
Taekwondo, whose President Chungwon Choue collected
the Best International Federation partner prize.

South Korean short track speed skater Kim A-lang received the best female athlete honor, following the double
gold won the 24-year-old at at Krasnoyarsk 2019.
The men’s prize was awarded to taekwondo athlete
Armin Hadipour Seighalani, after the Iranian won the

men’s 54 kilogram event for the third consecutive Summer
Universiade in Naples.
The Argentinian University Sports Federation received
the best FISU promotion project for their booth at the 2018
Summer Youth Olympics in Buenos Aires.
The best national sports federation was awarded to Japan
after the country topped the medals table at Naples 2019.
The University of Turin received the best university prize,
while the Technical University of Munich were honored for
their hosting of the Best World University Championships,
when they staged the beach volleyball competition.
Qiadon were named best commercial partner, while a
special award was given to the Federation of University
Sport of China.
It acknowledged their recent history of hosting Universiades and several World University Championships.
China has also held three editions of the FISU 3x3 Basketball World Cup and will hold the first FISU Football
World Cup next month.
(Source: Insidethegames)

Tokyo 2020 cooling project gather pace
The Tokyo Organizing Committee of the 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games is taking a
holistic approach to addressing the effects
of the heat and humidity that are likely to
prevail in Japan during the summer months
when the Games will take place.
To help drive measures to counteract the
heat, with the support of its partner companies
in June this year. Tokyo 2020 launched the
‘Tokyo 2020 Cooling Project’, a program of
initiatives aimed at ensuring the comfort
and safety of all athletes, spectators, officials
and volunteers at the Tokyo 2020 Games.
The number of companies participating
in the project — 13 at the time of the project
launch — has risen to 24 as of 1 November.
During this summer, each participating
company leveraged their specific expertise
and undertook various heat countermeasure initiatives.
These included the installation, in cooperation with local authorities, of mist-type
cooling devices and the measuring of the
temperature differential between the inside
and the outside of cool spots equipped with
shaded areas. They also featured the deployment of water sprinklers and the test
offering of products such as frozen desserts
during actual events.
A review of the results of these activities

S

showed that, although individual initiatives brought certain benefits, their overall effectiveness was limited as a result
of them being implemented in isolation.
Tokyo 2020 and the project sponsors will
therefore discuss ways of coordinating their
heat countermeasures in order to ensure
that as many people as possible can enjoy
the Tokyo 2020 Games comfortably even
during hot weather.
The Organizing Committee also disclosed details of the progress made with
heat countermeasures planned for the
Tokyo 2020 Games.
The announcement included an overview of how the plans will be implemented,
with the aim of minimizing the impact of the
heat on all those competing in, attending or
working at the Tokyo 2020 Games.
At a number of Tokyo 2020 outdoor
test events this summer, Tokyo 2020 and
the Tokyo Metropolitan Government held
tests of some of its planned heat countermeasures in collaboration with the national
government and national and international
sport federations.
A wide range of measures designed to offer
protection for athletes, spectators, Games
staff and media personnel were exhaustively
tested, including the provision of cooling

TASNIM — Iranian teams Foolad Mobarakeh and Zagros
Eslamabad came 9th and 11th respectively at the 22nd Asian
Men’s Club League Championship.
Zagros lost to Al-Kuwait, Qatar’s Al-Arabi and Al-Sharja
of UAE, South Korean SK Hawks and Al-Arabi of Kuwait and
finished 11th without earning a single win.
Foolad, another Iranian team, came ninth in the competition
after losing to Qatar’s Al-Wakrah, Al-Wehdah of Saudi Arabia,
Oman and Bar Bar of Bahrain and beating Al-Arabi of Kuwait.
The competition is being held in Samcheok, South Korea
from November 7 to 17.
The Asian Handball Club League Championship is the official competition organized by Asian Handball Federation for
the men’s handball clubs of Asia, and takes place every year.
In addition to crowning the Asian champion, the tournament
also serves as a qualifying tournament for the IHF Super Globe.

Iran’s Alireza Faghani invited
to AFC U23 Championship
IRNA — Asian Football Confederation (AFC) has invited
Iranian referee Alireza Faghani to officiate at the AFC U23
Championship.
The AFC U23 Championship will be held in Thailand from
January 8 to 26 and the top three teams of the tournament
will qualify for the 2020 Summer Olympics men’s football
tournament in Japan as the AFC representatives.
Faghani will be assisted by his countrymen Mohammad Reza
Mansouri and Mohammad Reza Abolfazli in the competition.
Iran, coached by Hamid Estili, has been drawn in Group C
of the competition along with Uzbekistan, China and South
Korea.

Katanec: We deserve
this victory

mist sprays and shading tents. As part of
the planned package of measures, Tokyo
2020 also published heatstroke alerts via
a test event website.
Following these tests, Tokyo 2020 and
other related parties reviewed the original

range of planned heat countermeasures and
are now proposing additional measures for
specific sports and venues, aiming to allow
everyone to remain as cool and hydrated as
possible at the Tokyo 2020 Games.
(Source: Paralympic.org)

Ex-Celtics great Russell accepts HOF ring after 44 years
Former Boston Celtics great Bill Russell announced
Friday he accepted his Hall of Fame ring 44 years after
his induction.
Widely considered one of the NBA’s all-time great centers,
Russell did not attend his 1975 induction ceremony in Springfield, Mass., saying via Twitter that he didn’t deserve to be
the first black player inducted.
“I felt others before me should have that honor,” he
tweeted Friday.
One of those players was Chuck Cooper, who was inducted
into the Hall of Fame in September. In 1950, the former

Iranian teams finish 9th and
11th at Asian Handball Club
League C’ship

Boston Celtics forward became the first African-American
player to play in the NBA.
Russell said he received the ring in a private ceremony
that was attended by fellow Hall of Famers Ann Meyers,
Alonzo Mourning and Bill Walton.
Russell was a five-time league Most Valuable Player and
led the Celtics to 11 NBA titles — including eight consecutive — between 1956-69. He also was a two-time Olympic
gold medalist and led the University of San Francisco to
two NCAA championships.
(Source: Reuters)

Iraq head coach Srecko Katanec said that his side deserved
their 2-1 win against Islamic Republic of Iran in Group C of
the Asian Qualifiers for the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022 and
AFC Asian Cup China 2023.
Substitute Ali Abbas’ added-time strike secured the victory
for Iraq who took the lead through Mohanad Ali after just 11
minutes before Iran drew level in the 25th minute through
Ahmed Nourollahi.
The Slovenian coach was pleased with the late win for his
side which put them at the top of the group with 10 points.
“Congratulations to Iraq. We were the better side and we
deserved this victory,” said Katanec.
“The players showed great determination to win the
match and this was reflected with the late goal that we
scored,” he added.
Despite the important victory, Katanec revealed that his
side still has a lot of work in order to qualify from the group.
“We must concentrate on our next match against Bahrain,”
he said. “We should not be happy with our victory in this match
but we should celebrate when we qualify from the group.”
“We are still midway in the Qualifiers and we should have
an overall look at the group and not stop competing because
we defeated Iran,” he added. “We should concentrate on the
next matches as we still have four matches to play and things
could change.”
Iran head coach Marc Wilmots was disappointed with the
defeat and lamented on the late goal that his side conceded.
“We were organized throughout the match even when we
played with 10 men,” said Wilmots.
“We paid the price of failing to deal with dead-ball situations just like what happened in Bahrain when they scored
from a penalty and we lost from a corner late in the game,”
he explained.
However, Wilmots said that Team Melli will not lose hope
in advancing to the next round of the Qualifiers.
“We still have four matches remaining in the group,” he
added. “We must get the complete points from these matches
and wait for the other results.”
(Source: the-afc)
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GUIDE TO
SPIRITUAL AWAKENING
Opposition ruins wisdom and destroys judgment.
Imam Ali (AS)

Post-revolution pop music
pioneer Khashayar Etemadi
quits after 27 years
A
R
T TEHRAN — Singer Khashayar Etemadi, one of
d
e
s
k the few pioneers of post-revolution pop music,
has regretfully announced that he is leaving the music arena after
working in the field for 27 years.

Iranian pop singer Khashayar Etemadi in an undated photo.
(Musicema/Alireza Haqshanas)
In a letter published by the Persian daily Iran on Saturday, he
said, “To the extent of my thoughts, understanding and experiences,
I feel whatever has happened to our culture and music needs
many reformations.”
In the 1990s, Khashayar was among the few musicians who
began making strenuous efforts to bring pop music back to life
again in Iran after years of hiatus occurred due to the 1979 Islamic
Revolution.
“I entered the stage of music 27 years ago with a love of my
homeland and cultural environment. I took great pains to talk
with art veterans and cultural officials. I even made trips to
Qom [home to the major Islamic seminary Feizieh] to clear up
misunderstandings about music,” he wrote in the letter.
He also criticized officials’ mismanagement of music and
Iranian singers, and added, “I do not feel safe anymore under these
circumstances, so I decided to say goodbye to the world of music.”
He also said he will never emigrate from Iran to pursue his
career overseas, and added, “I showed respect to the working
license I received 27 years ago, but those who granted me the
license were not respectful towards it at all.”
A striking resemblance between Khashayar’s husky voice and
the voice of an expatriate Iranian singer in Los Angeles caused
troubles for him, however, he was finally able to get a green light
to sing from cultural officials in the early 1990s.
He recorded several single songs, but he shot to fame with
“Me and You and Tree and Rain” composed by Shahmehr Aqili
from a poem by Ahmad Shamlu.

“The Dust and the Crown” to
go on stage at Tehran theater
A
R
T TEHRAN — The Iranian puppetry troupe
d
e
s
k Yase Tamam led by director Zahra Sabri will
stage “The Dust and the Crown” at the Qashqai Hall of Tehran’s
City Theater Complex on Thursday.

A poster for Iranian director Zahra Sabri’s play “The Dust
and the Crown”.
Giti Safarzad has written the play on the subjects of betrayal
and lying based on English playwright William Shakespeare’s
popular plays “Hamlet” and “Macbeth”.
Saeid Abak and Fahimeh Barutchi are collaborating in the
play as puppeteers.
Earlier in September, “The Dust and the Crown” went on stage at
the Festival Mondial des Theatres de Marionnettes (World Puppet
Theater Festival) in the French town of Charleville-Mézières.
The play will remain on stage for about one month.

Evening: 17:15

Dawn: 4:16

(tomorrow)

Sunrise: 6:43 (tomorrow)
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Canada-Tunisia production “Brotherhood”
wins grand prize at Tehran short film festival
A
R
T TEHRAN
—
d
e
s
k “Brotherhood”, a coproduction between Canada and Tunisia
by Canada-based Tunisian director
Meryam Joobeur, received the grand
prize in the international competition
of the 36th Tehran International Short
Film Festival (TISFF) in Tehran, the
organizers announced on Friday.
The film is about the tensions within a
Tunisian family when their older son, who
has been away for several years, returns
home with a new Syrian wife who wears a
full niqab, igniting his father’s suspicions
that his son has been fighting for ISIS.
The closing ceremony of the festival
attended by Cinema Organization of Iran
director Hossein Entezami was held at
the conference hall of Milad Tower.
In his brief speech at the ceremony,
Entezami said that Iranian short
filmmakers need to have their own film
markets in the world.
“If short films find their own markets,
filmmakers will last more in this field,”
he added.
“Super Comfort” by Kirsikka Saari from
Finland was named best fiction film, while
“Histories of Wolves” by Agnes Meng from
Portugal won best documentary award.
The best animation award went to
“Untravel” co-directed by Ana Nedelijkovic
and Nikola Majdak Jr. from Serbia and
“Places” by Claudia Barral Magaz from Spain
received the award for best experimental film.
“Ashmina” by Dekel Berenson
from Nepal and “Each Other” by Sara
Tabibzadeh from Iran shared the special
jury award in this section.
In the Iranian competition, “Aziz”
by Seyyed Mehdi Musavi Barzoki won
awards in four main categories, including
best film and best director.
The film is about a family, whose
father has just died and at his funeral,
a strange woman claims that she was
one of his acquaintances.
Yasaman Nasiri received the best actress

Finnish Ambassador Keijo Norvanto (R) receives the award for best fiction for “Super Comfort” on behalf of his
fellow filmmaker Kirsikka Saari during the 36th Tehran International Short Film Festival at Milad Tower in
Tehran on November 15, 2019. (IRNA/Amin Jalali)
award for her role in “Aziz” and Mostafa
Bahmani won the best sound designer
award for his collaboration in the film.
The award for best experimental film
was presented to “When a Woman Is
Seated beside a Flower, She Will Be Tired
after 154 Years” by Shahriar Hanifeh.
“Where the Wind Is Blowing” by

Mina Mashhadi-Mehdi was named
best documentary and the award for
best animation went to “Hunger” by
Zahra Rostampur.
The UNICEF award was handed to
Canada-based Iranian director Maryam
Zarei for her movie “Magralen”, a coproduction between Iran and Canada.

“Alley” by Mohammaderza Mesbah
received the audience award of the festival,
while the Association Internationale du Film
d’Animation (ASIFA) award was presented
to “Gray Body” by Samaneh Shojaei.
The 36th Tehran International Short
Film Festival was held at Tehran’s Mellat
Cineplex from November 10 to 15.

Folios from Shahnameh sell for over
$2.1 million at Baran Auction

Iran seeking to boost cultural ties with
Slovakia, Austria

Auctioneer Shahram Shakiba takes a bid for the sale of five folios from a rare manuscript of the Shahnameh during the 4th Baran Auction at the Rayzan International
Conference Center in Tehran on November 15, 2019. The artwork was the top seller,
fetching over 91 billion rials (over $2.1 million). (Honaronline/Mohammad Namazi)

University Library Director-General Silvia Stasselova (R) gives details about
the Basagic collection of Islamic manuscripts to an Iranian cultural delegation
during a visit to the library.

A
R
T TEHRAN — Five
d
e
s
k folios from a rare
manuscript of the Shahnameh, the
epic masterpiece of the Persian poet
Ferdowsi, has fetched 91 billion rials
(over $2.1 million) during the 4th
Baran Auction, which is dedicated to
the sale of calligraphic paintings and
calligraphy works.
The manuscripts inscribed in the
nastaliq style of Persian calligraphy
dates back to the Timurid period (ca.
1370-1507).
Ninety-four artworks were offered
at the auction held at Tehran’s Rayzan
International Conference Center on
Friday evening. It took in over 260
billion rials (over $6 million) as 25
items failed to find buyers.
The second highest-priced item
sold at the auction was a miniature
portrait of Princess Navab Akbari
Beigom decorated with calligraphy
works around it. The artwork had been
created by an Indian artist during the
Zand dynasty (1751-1794). The artwork

fetched 57 billion rials (over 1.3 million).
A cylinder bearing a Persian
translation of the Cyrus Cylinder by
calligrapher Hossein Niktalab was
the third highest-grossing item at
the auction, selling for 39 billion rials
(about $930,000).
The inscription weighs 65 kilograms,
containing over 8 kilograms of
turquoise and 18.5 kilograms of opal
stone.
A ring bearing verses of the Holy
Quran engraved by Hossein Yasavul,
and a calligraphic painting by Hassan
Zarrinqalam came next.
A metal engraving featuring verses
of the Holy Quran fetched 77 billion
rials (over $1.8 million) at the third
edition of the auction in February.
The engraving was created by AliAkbar Khanzadeh on two gold-plated
bronze sheets, each of which measures
180 by 147 cm.
Mahbubeh Kazemi Dulabi is the
founder and CEO of the auction, which
was launched on September 30, 2016.

C U L T U R E TEHRAN — Iranian
d
e
s
k Deputy
Culture
Minister for Artistic Affairs, Seyyed Mojtaba
Hosseini, is in Europe to hold meetings with
cultural officials in Slovakia and Austria
with the aim of expanding relations with
the two countries.
He has met with the State Secretary of
Ministry of Culture of Slovakia, Konrád
Rigó, in Bratislava as part of his mission, the
Ministry of Culture and Islamic Guidance
announced in a press release on Friday.
Hosseini gave a brief summary of Iranian
art and cultural activities over the past few
years during the meeting.
He also attended the opening ceremony
of an Iranian cultural festival in Bratislava
on Thursday, which will be running until
December 1.
The Iranian cultural festival opened
Thursday at the Hall of Mirrors of the
Primate’s Palace with a performance
by Iran’s Orchestra of National
Instruments, which was accompanied
by conductor Ali-Akbar Qorbani and
vocalist Mohammad Motamedi.

As part of the festival programs,
an exhibition of photos by Iranian
photographers Afshin Bakhtiar and Babak
Musavi is underway at the gallery of the
University Library of Bratislava.
Hosseini also visited the University
Library in Bratislava, which is home to the
Basagic collection of Islamic manuscripts.
The collection is comprised of 589
unique sources of world Islamic culture
written by Bosnian Muslim scholars in
Arabic, Turkish and Persian from the 16th
to the 19th centuries.
Ten books from the collection were
showcased in an exhibition at the National
Library and Archives of Iran in Tehran in
April 2018.
Hosseini visited the library by invitation
from the University Library DirectorGeneral, Silvia Stasselova.
In addition, Hosseini, at the head of
the Iranian delegation, visited the Vienna
Opera House during their stay in Vienna
by invitation of Teresa Indjein, the head
of Cultural Policy at the Austrian Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.

Iran honors top translators

Andranik Khechumyan and Shiva Moqanlu were selected
as the Most Popular Translators of the Year during the
National Celebration of Translators in Tehran.

C U L T U R E TEHRAN — Top Iranian translators
d
e
s
k were honored during the National
Celebration of Translators at the Andisheh Cultural
Center in Tehran on Friday.
Mitra Farzad from Iran and Georg Asaturian from
Armenia received the Iran Global Translation Awards.
In addition, the organizers also made selections
for the Most Popular Translators of the Year in two
age groups.
In the under 50 age group, Shiva Moqanlu,

Mahsa Khorasani and Mahsa Malekmarzban were
honored, and in the above 50 age group, Andranik
Khechumyan, Lili Golestan and Elaheh Shamsnejad
received awards.
Hossein Kazor, Fereshteh Molai and Mohsen
Yavari won honorable mentions.
The celebration is part of the program arranged
to be implemented during the 27th Iran Book Week,
which opened last Wednesday in Yazd, the central
Iranian city that is Iran’s 2019 Book Capital.

